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ABSTRACT
Craniometric variation in relation to environmental and 
competitive factors was studied, in 3s579 specimens of Blarina 
brevicaudaa Cryptotis parva9 Reithrodontomys fulvescens,, PeromvscusJ IT  I n irm  I mi 11>|mm II - I I 11111 I n . . . I'.Li.LtjNii. *nicni<».T«T«w»»T*T^W7!»wjnw"    mm T l'Mlum 'lUinm'.u a iw
leucopus9 Po gossypinusa Sigmodon hispidus® and Mus musculus from
■uiii>%iiiul;i i i ie i n w iu ini 11 n  i> roes j' nr*"*—mS~r\. i ,i i„m u j ■ttt'* ^wL^iKtfttfBeaimwatt-wssc^w^i*
Louisianao
Coefficients of variation for most cranial measurements were 
less than half the values for body length (taken from tag data)® 
Greatest craniometric variation occurred in Mus musculus and 
Sigmodoil Vixspxcl'us ©
Mo significant variation between sexes occurred in most 
species® Shrews showed very little significant size variation with 
ages but for most measurements rodents showed highly significant 
age variation® Significant size variation from the 19309s through 
the 1970ffs was found only in Mus musculus 9 which also showed the 
most highly significant seasonal variation® Peromyscus gossypinusIV  *J ‘ J  t*QS&*«9s*iaax*es&}*ttosaiseaia*&>t» t«Iaaga«a««aiBpM>>iu«uiM»wia
showed a consistent but insignificant increase in size of some 
measurements throughout the ^5-year period0 Seasonal variation in 
some measurements of Cryptotis parva® Blarina brevicauda® and 
Reithrodontomys fulvescens may have occurred® but results for these
nT*"ii 1 1 ii,, 1 '11 nr ~||>,®r  ■ — III- ^.1*^ 1 ill, • - -Tt— ,'-rr ni®-®in,ii,, i 4 .rrinf«.v?~i,~T> ^  *
species were not conclusive®
Some measurements of all speciess except those of Cryptotis
parva® showed significant correlations with thermal and moisture 
variables within Louisiana® Climatic variables examined were
x
average length of the growing season, average annual precipitations 
average annual temperatures average annual moisture deficits and 
average annual evapotranspirationo Correlation patterns in th© 
Short-tailed Shrew, Blarina brevicauda® probably are caused mainly 
by the limiting effect of moisture9 but those in rodents are likely 
a result of the indirect effects of geographic differences in 
competition and dieto
To analyse the relationships of structure to selection 
modes and competitive factors, life history data were also 
required® Data included information on habitat selection, sex 
ratios9 reproduction, seasonal population variation, diet, and 
diurnal activity patterns in Reithrodontomys humulis« Microtus 
pinetorum® and the seven species listed above0
An analysis of r and K selection indicated Mas musculus 
and Reithrodontomys humulis were most strongly r selected ?
Microtus pinetorum® Peromyscus gossypinus® and P® leucopus were 
most strongly K selected®
An analysis of interspecific competition indicated that 
differences in macro- and microhabitats were the most important 
coexistence mechanisms® Little morphological overlap was found 
in animals from a climax forest, a habitat favoring K selection 
with high levels of competition, but much overlap was found in 
abandoned fields, where competition is often minimal and r 
selection is more common®
xi
INTRODUCTION
Heritable variation is the raw material of evolution0 
Significant interpopulational differences in a species are the 
results principally, of differences in selective regimes0 From 
this standpoint even relatively slight but statistically significant, 
nontaxonomic differences are interpretable with regard to possible 
selective influences acting on organisms„
Using the political boundaries of the state of Louisiana 
as convenient geographic limits to this study, I have examined 
craniometric variation in Blarina brevicauda9 Cryptotis parva, 
Reithrodontomys fhlvescens, Pg£o®scus lejjcopps, PerorgLSfiaa gsssypiaus, 
Sigmodon hispidus, and Mus musculus„ In some instances informationaw—     ii i. mi c-i"vn'raqi^ 'mji jumnmnjg  * usesnsKi..................  . iri"n
Reithrodontomys humulis and Microtus pinetorum is included for a 
better understanding of these seven species 0 Drawing in part on 
life-history data obtained in my own field work and in part on 
published information, I have looked for correlations that would 
throw light on selective influences, including competitive inter­
actions , affecting these small mammals«
I have interpreted the data in regard to the following 
questions :
1. What structural correlations with climatic parameters 
are evident?
20 Does structure present evidence for competitive 
interactions?
23. Is a temporal component evident in the variation of 
the species?
4. Can inferences be made about the predominant selective 
modes of the species studied?
Results of this study are divided into two parts? the first 
on craniometric variations, including analyses of temporal factors 
affecting variation and of morphological correlation with climatic 
parameters; and the second on life history comparisons.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals were trapped from 1971 through 1975 at 19 localities 
in Louisiana® In all fieldwork I used the paceline method with trap 
stations approximately four meters apart„ One snap trap baited with 
peanut butter and rolled oats was placed at each station® Trapping 
periods varied from one to four days at a time® I checked traps 
once a day, in the mornings, during cool weather and twice a day, 
morning and evening, in warm weather® Trapping records were tabulated 
by trap nights 5 one trap night equals one trap set for one night„
The usual number of traps set was 200® I accomplished a total number 
of 9 9362 trap nights in which 603 pertinent mammals were caught® 
Population levels were measured in terms of the number of individual 
mammals trapped per 100 trap nights®
When possible I recorded the following Information for animals 
that were caught®
(1) Locality
(2 ) Date collected
(3) Species
(4) Sex and reproductive condition
(5) Standard body measurements
(6 ) Pelage age
(7) Stomach contents
(8) Parasites
3
Ur
(9) Habitat notes 
(10) Time of day trapped
Identification of Species 
Species pairs Reithrodontomys fulvescens and R® humulis and 
and Peromvscus leucopus and P® gossypinus presented some problems 
of identificationo Nevertheless 9 R0 fulvescens was distinquished 
from R0 humulis by dental morphology as described by Hooper (1952)$> 
and Po leucopus from P® gossypinus by a combination of measurementsCSS «ffi»3e&^ *^nae3gtrngr',ffrTitn ,~!i im* w t i  r  I U rn i, inn ti n nnri ii n mifn1 ~«j' iTti T» *•
described by St® Romain (197^)*
Cranial Measurements 
Appendix C is a list of the 3?579 specimens I examined®
Mensural characters were selected for their utility9 objectivity* 
and repeatability® In some cases* I reported body length (i0e®5 
the length of the head and body taken from tag data) for comparison 
with cranial measurements ® Originally 20 measurements were taken on 
each specimenj but for analyses I used seven measurements on rodents 
and five on shrews® I took measurements to the nearest 0o05 mm with 
dial calipers and a dissecting microscope® Measurements taken on 
rodents %
zygomatic breadth— greatest distance between the outer 
margins of the zygomatic arches 
cranial breadth— greatest lateral breadth of the brain 
case posterior to the zygomatic arches 
basilar length--from the posterior margins of the alveoli 
of the upper incisors to the anteriormost point on the
5lower border of the foramen magnum 
palatllar length--from the posterior edge of the alveoli of 
the first incisors to the anteriormost point on the 
posterior edge of the palate 
rostral length— the straight-line distance from the shallow 
notch that lies lateral to the lachrymal bone (on the 
superior orbital border of the zygomatic arch) 9 antero- 
medially to the tip of th© nasal on the same side of 
the skull, (see Hooper;, 1952) 
frontal length— length of the frontal bone at the midline 
of the skull
maxillary toothrow— length from anterior edge of alveolus 
of the first tooth present on the maxilla to the posterior 
edge of the alveolus of the last tooth 
Measurements taken on shrews;
maxillary breadth— distance between lateral tips of the«wni n *  iiiBiw iwm 11 m     it mi n 1 rpm Z.
zygomatic processes of the maxillae (see Choate, 1972) 
cranial breadth— same as for rodents 
basilar length— -same as for rodents 
palatllar length— same as for rodents
P'j-Ml length— from the anterior crown surface of the fourth 
upper premolar to the posterior crown surface of the third 
upper molar (see Choate9 1972)
Aging of Skulls 
Many aging methods have been used for mammals, but none is 
perfecto Toothwear has been shown to be a relatively reliable
6estimate of age in live-trapping and laboratory studies on a number 
of rodents and shrews (e0g09 Chipman9 1965? Bapson9 1968b) 0 
Because of its reasonable reliability and ease of applicability 9 I 
used this method and recognized three arbitrary age classes in 
each species„ Many researchers have used large numbers of age 
classes (e0g= 9 Breakey, 1963? Fisler9 1971? Schmidly9 1972)® but 
I feel9 as do many other mammalogists, that the use of more than 
three or four classes gives a false sense of exactnessQ The rate 
of toothwear is not constant (e0g0 9 Dapson9 1968b) 9 and toothwear 
varies with diet composition and amount, with soil type9 and with 
other factors«,
In all species5 I consider specimens to be immature or in 
Age Class 1 until all teeth have reached the level of the occlusal 
surface; from the time all teeth are fully in position until the 
time when occlusal surfaces are worn flat9 I consider animals to 
be young adults or in Age Class 2; and after any of the teeth are 
worn flat9 I consider the animals to be old adults or in Age Class 3®
Statistics
Statistics were conventional univariate0 Analyses of 
variance wore corrected for unequal sample sizes# Unless otherwise 
indicated9 the 0,05 level of probability is arbitrarily considered 
significanto I do not report standard errors, but these may be
figured indirectly from statistics provided»
7Definitions and Abbreviations 
I refer to the locality 3®75 mic Na 0«75 mi0 W0 Greenwood9 
Caddo parish9 as the Greenwood locality? and 2„9 mi0 S9 1«3 Mi® W 
Blanchardj, Caddo parish 9 as the Blanchard locality,,
When both rodents and shrews are considered together9 I 
refer to P^-M3 length in shrews as maxillary toothrow0
I used the following standard abbreviations in tables s 
ANOVA9 analysis of variance? xs mean? SD9 standard deviation? n? 
total number of observations? r„ coefficient of correlation? n.s.s 
not significants and TN9 trap nights„ An asterisk after the level 
of significance values indicates 0o05 level of significances In 
tables and figures 5 I abbreviated months by the first letter of 
each month and species studied by the first letters of the generic 
and specific names (e0g09 Bb for Blarina brevicauda)a 1 abbreviated 
cranial measurements as follows I zyg br9 zygomatic breadth? era br9 
cranial breadth? bas len9 basilar length? pal len9 palatilar length? 
ros lens rostral length? fro len9 frontal length? max tr9 maxillary 
toothrow? max br9 maxillary breadth9 and P^»M39 P^-M3 length „
The following are abbreviations for institutions where 
specimens are deposited? LSUMZ9 Louisiana State University Museum 
of Zoology? LTUS Louisiana Tech University? USL9 University of 
Southwestern Louisiana? USNM9 National Museum of Natural History 
Biological Survey Collections? unc9 uncatalogued.0
PART Is CRANIOMETRIC VARIATION
COMPARATIVE OVERALL VARIATION
Although numerous studies have been done on variability 
within single species9 very little has been published comparing 
variation among several species0 This lack of knowledge of 
comparative variability among species has commonly led to unsupported 
assertions of great variability in whatever species is being 
investigated,, Such speciess if compared to related species9 may be 
found to be of moderate or relatively low variability0 Conse­
quently;, the time is overdue for putting such statements of 
variability on a more rigorous comparative basis0
Long (1968) listed some doefficients of variation from 
his own work and from the literature for selected mammals« He 
stated that9 among rodents9 coefficients of variation range from 
low to notably higho The coefficient of variation is an index 
of morphological variation9 which reflects genetic variation,,
For Blarina brevicauda9 the only species I studied for which he 
gave values9 he reported generally less variability in shrews 
from Pennsylvania than I found in those from Louisiana,, The reason 
is probably'“that seven species must subdivide the shrew niche in 
Pennsylvania 9 whereas in Louisiana only three species subdivide the 
niche» Greater morphological variability is expected where niches 
are broader. Long stated that, in general9 cranial length and 
breadth were less variable than maxillary toothrow and zygomatic 
breadths but my data (Tables 1 and 2) do not agree. He also mentioned
9
10
that the Russian worker„ A. Yablokov9 in his Variability of Mammals., 
found greater variability for a number of species than did Longo
Tables 1 and 2 give coefficients of variation for the 
species I studied« Body length figured from tag data is included 
for comparison., The very high variability is caused partly by 
increase in length with age (especially noticeable in Sigmodon. 
hisjpidus) and partly by differences in methods of measuring among■ n,i'iii,i mi1 »bi,ih ii i , i “  J- ts ^
collectors. Cranial breadth was the least variable character0 Th 
shrews palatilar length was most variables, but in rodents rostral 
length and frontal length were most variable0
The high level of variation in frontal length is a result of 
great variation in suture patterns „ High variability in rostral 
and palatllar length is expected9 because these measurements should 
be most affected by geographic differences in climate (see section 
on climatic correlations)s in addition to being affected by feeding 
strategies a Cranial breadth is expected to be least variable9 
because selection for changes in brain size and thus cranial breadth 
should be minimal.
Coefficients were quite variable among species. The shrews 
had similar values9 and. as expected. Peromvscus leucopus and P. 
gossypinus had very similar values. Throughout Louisiana,*
Reithrodontorays fulvescens was least variable 9 and Mus musculus and 
Sigmodon hispldus were most variable. Blarina brevicauda was least 
variable and Sigmodon hispidus most variable at single localities.
Although the consensus is animals occupying a broader niche 
are more variable (Van Valen9 196$)9 the idea is controversial
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(Hespenheide9 1973? Soule9 1973)® The data in Tables 1 and 2 
do not contradict the hypothesis 9 since Mus musculus and Sigmodon 
hispldus„ the most variable species 9 probably also occupy the 
broadest niches „
Numerically more abundant species also are believed to 
be more variable9 although these are also usually the species 
that occupy a broader niche (Fisher9 1937)® This hypothesis is 
partially supported by my data0 At most of the localities from 
which my data were taken. Mus musculus and Sigmodon hispidus were 
probably most abundant«, Shrews are surely more abundant than 
indicated by the number of specimens in collections (Lowery9 197^)» 
Values for Reithrodontomys fulvescens do not support this hypothesis ,i.iiH 1,1 1—1 n  im u mi iniiiiTm in iiiiii i, nTi'i n,» feiagwacaiJWMWVMBfltfam’SaacOCT
but the multiplicity of factors affecting variation must be taken 
into account.
Selander and Johnson (1973) pointed out the importance of 
social structure and isolation of domes in variability. Using 
molecular datas they found Mas musculus to be more variable than 
Sigmodon hispidus 0 Great isolation of demes in M. musculus is well
* * T —rr ■ * i —  ■iii>."WK n nT i« i» i m m  iiin nwn innn itfi,>, ~ m  utott
known (e.go9 Andersons 1970)9 and the greater variation that I found 
in Se hispidus is probably artifactual,, as previously mentioned.
Species of forest-dwelling Peromyscus in the United States 
have been described as highly variable because of the great isolation 
of demes (Blair, 1950; Dice9 1937s --939)® My studies9 however9 
indicate Peromvscus leucopus and P. gossypinus are of intermediate 
variability. Blair (1950) stated that the clearing of land in the 
eastern United States T*rith retention of isolated woodlots has
12
increased the amount of isolation of local populations of P„ leucopus 
and, consequently, has increased the opportunity for both adaptive 
and non-adaptive differentation. Blair, however, failed to consider 
that most woodlots are short-lived and new ones become established 
in short periods of time*. Furthermore, he probably underestimated 
the dispersal ability of Peromvscus«
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Table 1. — Coefficients of variation for measurements of Blartna 
brevicauda. Cryptotis garva9 Reithrodontomys fulvescens. Perontvscus 
leucopus«, Per omys cus gossypinusg Sigmodon hlspidus, and Hus mus cuius 
from Louisiana»
Bb Cp Rf PI Pg Sh Mm
n 124 213 66 2 239 480 859 496
body len 18o80 19«39 11^5 9«45 9.09 18.31 13.17
zyg or 
max br 4o02 4o32 2o99 4.09 4ol5 8o91 5*04
era br 3«.58 3.62 2062 3.29 3®05 4e86 3.17
bas len 4„10 4*56 4.2 6 4 0 50 4081 11.01 6.59
pal len 40 17 69O6 4.34 4^42 4.78 10o82 6023
ros len - 5.97 5.58 5<»56 12„70 7.33
fro len - - 6.34 6o20 6o10 8o20 6„24
max tr 3°48 5.73 3.55 4027 4.12 5.40 5.0 6
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Table 2.— Coefficients of variation for measurements of Blarina 
brevicauda. Cryptotis parva., Reithrodontomvs fulvescens«, Peromyscus 
leucopusa Peromyscus gossypinusa Sjgmodon hispidus«, and Mus muscuius 
from one locality using Age 2 specimens only®
Bb 7p Rf PI Pg Sh Mm
n IP 84 58 15 94 193 122
body len 11 o 31. 13.30 3.05 9.09 9.26 17.23 11.0»
zyg or 
max br 2,70 3.14 2.37 3.21 3.23 5.94 4.52
era br 2.20 2.73 2.29 2.59 2.74 3.62 7.87
bas len 2.75 2.33 4.40 3.60 3.48 7.67 6.12
pal len 3.26 3.65 4.31 3.77 3.53 7.87 5.68
ros len - - 5.53 4.45 4.42 3.95 6.32
fro len - - 4.39 6.31 4.87 6.91 5.38
max tr 3.00 3.43 2.30 3.5^ 3.95 4.29 4.35
SEX AND AGE VARIATION
Power (1970) stated that the evolutionary significance of 
sexual dimorphism may be accounted for in two wayss (1) Sexual 
selection occurs with selective pressure on males (usually) being 
partly related to the advantage of large size and bold color in 
epigamic and agonistic behavior and territorial defense; and (2 ) 
sexual dimorphism in over-all size and shape of feeding structures 
may allow partitioning of food by size. This dimorphism permits 
reduced intraspecific competition for food and in effect increases 
the variety of food available to the population. The first way 
is probably less important in rodents and shrews than the second. 
Maramalogists have generally found little sexual dimorphism in size 
of these animals. I believe that polymorphism to allow partitioning 
of food by size may occur more by age than by sex in rodents g 
because size increase with age occurs in most rodents.
Table 3 presents the results of analyses of variance by sex 
in Louisiana specimens. Only cranial breadth9 basilar length9 and 
rostral length of Relthrodontomys fulvescens» and palatilar length 
in Peromyscus leucopus were significantly different between sexes at 
the 0.05 level of probability. Maxillary breadth in Cryptotis parva. 
palatilar length in R. fulvescens. zygomatic breadth and rostral 
length in P. leucopus, and cranial breadth in P. gossypinus were 
close to significance. The values for all measurements are quite 
.^ ferent between the closely related species 9 P. leucopus and P.
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gossyplnus® This pattern may reflect the high level of competition 
that probably occurs between these two species®
Tables ^ and 5 contain results of analyses of variance for 
age classes of Louisiana specimens® No age-class variation was 
found in shrews except for maxillary breadth and cranial breadth in 
Blarina brevlcauda0 In general? age-class variation in cranial size 
of rodents is marked® A great increase in size of young animals 
occurs % then growth slows but usually continues at a slow rate 
throughout life® This phenomenon is especially noticeable in 
Sigmodon hisnidus„ The significant age-class differences in lengths 
of maxillary toothrow are caused by Incomplete tooth emergence 
in young animals and by alteration of alveolar bone in older animals® 
Reduced age variation in shrews compared to rodents may 
reflect the effect of limiting factors 0 Probably less intraspecific 
competition occurs in shrews than in rodents® Few species of shrews 
are sympatric s and climatic factors are probably more important than 
food shortages in survival of individuals ® Also since shrews are 
so close to the minimum size for endotherms 5 adults size in young 
animals is reached rapidly® Few small young animals are caught®
Rodents are more tolerant of climatic fluctuation® In Louisiana a 
number of somewhat similarly adapted rodents exist in the same habitat® 
During certain times of the year food availability is critical and 
greater variation in size in a species may decrease intraspecific 
competition by allowing a greater range of food sources available 
to the species®
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Table
Species
B. brevicauda 
n=100
C. parva 
n^lBO
R. fulvescens 
n=507
3 .— ANOVA by sex using all Louisiana 
specimens of each species®
Measurement
max br 
era br 
bas Ion 
pal len 
P4-M3
max br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
P4-M3
ay? br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
F value
1.0078 
1. 5663 
0.6657 
0.8623 
1.8010
2.7447
1.1746
O0OO69
0,1231
0.5910
0.2447
4.0.582
4 .5669 
2 .7 5 6 8  
3.9009 
1,9070 
0.04073
Level significance
0.3179
0.2137
0.4165
0.3554
0.1827
0.0993
0.2799
0.9337
0.7262
0.44-31
0.6210
0.0445*
0.0331*
0.0975
0.0488*
0.1679
0.8401
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Species
P. leucopus 
n=l65
P. gossypirius 
n=382
S. hispidus 
ft 1=444
Table 3»— continued
Measurement
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
F value
2 . 9444
0a686?
2.2717
4.4765
3*1658
2.7012
0.0183
0.0170 
3.7033 
0.3660 
0. if-580 
0.7951 
0.0125 
1.7*4-23
0.0018
1.4500
0.0017
0.0032
0.7494
0.3943
1.0337
Level significance
0.0881
0.4087
0.1337
0.0359^
0.0771
0.1022
O .8925
0.3965
0.0551
0.5456
0.8307
0.3731
0.9112
0.1376
0.9662
0.2292
0.9677
0.9551
0.3872
0.3448
0.3099
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Table 3 «— continued 
Species Measurement F value Level sis?niflcanca
M. mus cuius -sy-g br 1.238/+ 0.2667
n=315 era br 0.0010 0.97**3
bas len 0.0021 0.0633
pal len 0.016? 0.897**
ros len 0.1205 0.728?
fro len 1.U697 0.2263
max tr 1.3139 0.1791
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Table k- 
all
Species
3. brevicauda 
n=95
C. parva
n=l 38
R« fulvescens
n=*4-33
,-• -ANOVA between Age Classes 1 and 2 using 
Louisiana specimens of each species®
Measurement
max br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len
PMM3
max br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
PMM3
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
F value Level significance
0® JU9U 
1.2070 
0.1117 
0.2351 
0.1MB
0.10B9 
1.392B 
0.5AA0 
1.5080 
0.0089
20.0583 
13.0611-1 
36.8M O  
27.0173 
*4-5.2016 
6.862A 
9.5055
0.5550
0.27*4-3
0.7396
0.6289
0.7073
0.7MB
0.239*4-
0.A617
0.2210
0.9250
0.0001*
0.0003*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0091*
0.0022*
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Species
P. leucopus 
n=123
P. gossypinus 
n^Ol*
S. his-pidus 
n~-l*31
Table
Measurement
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
nal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
l±m — continued 
F value
15-5351 
3-13^7 
21.9611* 
21.3133
21.720? 
10.1*2.11 
2.3261*
151*. 0879 
20.13?!* 
271.1756 
228.3763 
219.61*09 
38.1071 
0.0507
1*1*3.21*80 
278.1832 
371.9990 
371.8595
223.3371*
136.097? 
159.0612
Level significance
0.0001*
0.0792
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001* 
0.0016*
0.1298
0.0001*
0.0001 * 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001*
0.8220
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001 * 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001*
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Species
M. muscuius 
n=281
Table 4.— continued 
Measurement ? value Level significance
7,yg br 18.1068 0.0001*
era br 13.6379 0.0003*
bas len 31.1769 0.0001*
pal len 24.6906 0.0001*
ros len 15.1953 0.0001*
fro len 11.0990 0.0010*
max tr 9.0355 0.0029*
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Table 5„--ANOVA between Age Classes 
all Louisiana specimens of each
Species Measurement F value
B« brevicauda max br 6.7898
n=100 era br 6. 362 5
bas len 3*8618
pal len 0,9782
P4-M3 0,0229
C. parva max br 0.842 5
n=182 era br 0,0959
bas len 0,0674
pal len 0,9898
P4-M3 0.1590
R. fulvescens zyz, br 13,6998
n=476 era br 0.0248
bas len 62,3035
pal len 45.3180
ros len 44,970?
fro len 1.5851-
max tr 2.2973
2 and 3 us ins;
species.
Level significance
0.0106*
0,0133*
0.0522*
0.3251
0.8801
0.3599
0.7571
0.7955
0.3211
0.6906
0.0002*
0.8745
0.0001* 
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.2087
0.1303
Species
leucopus 
n=l 57
P. gossypinus 
n=33B
3. hispjdus
n=367
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Table 5 » — continued
Measurement F value Level significance
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
zyg br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
zyy br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
28.0820 
3.3018 
29.4270 
27.23 85 
10.8521 
0.5451 
2.0316
20,0656
2.1919
53.7428
9-5.7091
19.099B
13.6804
3.3977
38.9896
18.5962
39.7723
3 0 .4 7 8 3
39.9900 
12.1680 
5.' '50
0.0001 * 
0.0711 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0012* 
0.9615 
0.1561
0.0001*
0.1397
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0003*
0.0662
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0005*
0.0209*
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Species
M. muscuius 
n=29?
Table 5•— continued 
Measurement ? value Level significance
c.yp; br 68.8875 0.0001*
era br 1 3.0487 0.000^*
bas len 97.5281 0.0001*
pal len 93.1093 0.0001*
ros len 89.99^3 0.0001*
fro len 26,6019 0,0001*
max tr 1*7.6577 0.0001*
CHRONOLOGICAL VARIATION
Because temporal variation is ordered by the same forces 
that distribute variation in space® it should not be neglected as 
it has been in the past ® A discussion of the importance of 
temporal variation studies and a review of the literature can 
be found in Gould and Johnston (1972)®
Analyses of variance were performed on male® Age 2 members 
of each species separated, into groups by decades from the 1930®s 
through the 1970"s (a crude temporal division but necessary to 
insure large samples)„ Only specimens from the LSU campus and 
adjacent areas south of the campus were used® Table 6 gives F 
values and levels of significance for cranial breadth 9 basilar 
length® rostral length9 and maxillary toothrow® Only basilar length 
and rostral length of Mus muscuius showed significant size differencesw  nmnsmv nrnrr mmim m muii»»iin«iirm»
among decades®
Table 7 gives means by decades for male® Age 2® LSU-area 
animals that I examined® Although only basilar length and rostral 
length in Mus muscuius showed statistically significant differences 
among decades® possible trends can be gleaned from the table®
An increase in cranial measurements of Peromyscus gossvpinus is 
is evident in all measurements except maxillary toothrow® for which 
a possible decrease in the measurement occurred® This increase in 
the size of most of the cranial measurements may represent a 
response of this species to competition with the closely related 
and slightly smaller P® leucopus® Mus, mus cuius showed an increase
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in all measurements by decades, with the exception of maxillary 
toothrow® No species seemed to be definitely decreasing in 
cranial size® Nevertheless, some may have been decreasing 
or increasing9 but5, because of the crudeness of the analysis and 
the short period of time involved s no evidence of change was 
found.
Chronological variation may be accounted for by any of 
the following factors s (1) differential environmental modification 
of the phenotypic expression, (2) natural selection*, (3) a shift 
in the distribution of breeding populations 5 (4) or artifactual 
variation caused by aging of specimens or other factors® Variation 
in time is expected to be greater in colonizing species0 This 
hypothesis has been substantiated by several studies, including one 
on the House Sparrow (Passer domesticus) in North America (Johnston 
and Selander, 196*0 and on the rabbit (Qryctolagus cuniculus) in 
eastern Australia (Stodart, 1965)»
The significant chronological variation in Mus muscuius 
may indicate that craniometrically M0 muscuius was evolving at a 
greater rate than the other species® This situation is not sur­
prising, since® of the species I studied® Mo musculus is the only 
recent colonizer of North America9 and since various subspecies 
have been introduced into Louisiana (Schwarz and Schwarz9 19^3? 
Lowery9 197^)° Also the small effective dome size may be partly 
responsible9 since evolution of such populations is supposed to 
proceed most rapidly (Wilson, 19?59 p<>78)®
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When analyses of variance were performed on data for 
Blarina brevicuadan Reithrodontomys fulvescens9 and Slgmodon 
hispidus from Caddo parish localities (1.971-1975) separated 
by 3-day trap periodse no significant (0o05 level) differences 
among trap periods were found; consequently;, I did not include 
a table of these values„ If significant differences were 
found among trap periods 9 these data also would have reflected 
seasonal variation and variation with population density0
Analyses of variance were also performed on groupings 
by population levels (low, intermediate, and high densities), 
but I found no significant differences0 Krebs et al0 (1973) 
reported growth rate and size variation with population density, 
but I found, no indication of it. More detailed studies on the 
problem would be of great interest and might demonstrate such 
variation.
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Table 6 • — ANOVA by separate decades of male, As** 2 specimens
from the LSU area®
Species Measurement F value Level siejiificance
B. brevicauda 
n~13
C. parva 
n=44
R. fulvescens 
n=34
P. gossyoinus 
n=54
S. hispidus 
n--l 1.5
era br 
bas len 
P4-M3
era br 
bas len
P4-M3
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
1.089
0,9175
2,009?
2,1250
0.9423
0.8932
0.0722
0.1416
0.3*19
2.1503
1.0804
0,6444
1.1098
0.5932
1,2670
1.0470
0,1448
1.5346
0,3631
0,5765
0,1673
0.1110 
0.5689 
0,5/447
0.9737
0.9336
0.7835
0.1136
0.3769
0,6364
0.3628
0.6723
0.2864
0.3369
0.9623
0.1960
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Species 
M. muscuius
n=73
Table 6
Measurement
ora br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
— continued
F value
2.09^+ 
3.31^7 
3.3229 
0,3316
Level significance
0,0901
0.0152*
0.0151*
0.^56^
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Table 7„— Meats:~ Vyy *“1 o (>ades of specimens examined from the LSU at
decade n era br bas len ros len max tr
Blarina brevicauda 
408s 6 10.0750 16.1167 5.2083
bO8 s 3 10.1000 16.0438 _ 5.3125
70* s 4 10.2375 16.4500 - 5.1625
Cryptotis parva
409 s 16 7.6469 13.3438 - 3.9437
508s R 7.6812 13.2625 - 3.9312
60Bs 11 7.8227 13.4182 - 4.0227
708 s 9 7.6111 13.5778 - 3.9667
Re ith rod ontomys f ulve scens
408s 6 1 0.3250 17.1500 7.6333 3.3417
50?s 15 10.2833 17.2767 7.5533 3.2833
50* s 9 10.2778 17.1333 7.4611 3.3500
709s 4 10.3250 17.4125 7.6750 3.3875
Peromyscus yossyoinus 
308s 3 11.9000 22.9167 10.6167 4.0667
408s 9 12.2556 22.9667 10.8389 4.0389
50' s 1-3 12.3308 23.1385 10.7962 4.0038
608 s 21 12.2952 23.1952 10.7976 4.0190
70* s 8 12.3813 20.4500 11.0938 3.9562
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decade n
Table 7 » 
era br
— continued 
bas len ros len max tr
Sl.gmorton hispidus
30s s 9 14.4889 28.8333 11,9389 6.4444
40*3 26 14.0596 27.5019 11.8250 6.2373
50’s 22 14.097? 27.7091 11.8909 6.2318
609s 21 14.0690 27.2095 11.666? 6.2071
709s 37 14.1311 27.3838 11.7703 6.217/1
Mus muscuius
309 s 2 9.5?50 17.7250 6.9000 3.55OO
40's 21 9.7500 17.4429 6.7571 3.^357
50's p. 9.6437 17.5250 6.7562 3.4500
609s 21 9.6738 17,6048 6.3595 3.4786
709 s 2.1 9.8357 18.3024 7.1476 3.4643
SEASONAL VARIATION
Anderson (1970) stated that studies of demography, genetics, 
and systematics of rodent populations must take account of the 
seasonal generation phenomenon and seasonal phenotypes0 
Unfortunately, little work has been done on seasonal morphometric 
variation in rodents , Nevertheless9 much has been done on shrews 
(Sorex)o mainly in Europeo Pucek (1970) reviewed the work that 
has been done, Seasonal variation in the depth of the braincase 
in individuals (Sorex) has been demonstrated (Dehnel8s phenomenon).
The depth of the brain-case is lowest in winter, and the seasonal 
variation is greater in northern regions than in more southerly 
parts of the shrew5s rangeo Dapson (1968) found no such seasonal 
changes in Blarina brevicauda in the United States® Seasonal 
variation in sizes of animals can also be caused by the predominance 
of different age groups in different seasons and by differences in 
quality of diet, harshness of the environment, and competition 
during different seasons® These things must be considered®
I found no significant (0,05 level) seasonal differences 
in three measurements of Cryptotis parva and Blarina brevicauda exceptnilin»i ii i i»ieiim■!>~»<'T nmm ®g3?«n>iimetae:aiflaiekw ■ -■— X
in basilar length and maxillary toothrow of C, parva (Table 8),
This significance may not be real, however, since the sample size 
for some of the seasons was very small®
In Mus muscuius I found significant (0,05 level) seasonal 
variation for cranial breadth, basilar length, and rostral length.
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In all measurements M. muscuius averaged largest in the fall®
This variation may reflect the greater abundance of feral M„ 
muscuius during the fall, because "the bulk of the face" is 
supposed, to b© greater in those Mus muscuius that are less 
specialized for a commensal existence with humans (see Schwarz 
and Schwarz9 19^3s and my discussion of muscuius in the 
section on climatic correlation)« Dfy identification of the types 
based on pelage color (more feral types have lighter venters) 
indicated that the more feral type (M® m® brevirostris) makes up a 
higher percentage of Louisiana specimens collected during the fall 
than during other seasons®
None of the other measurements on rodents were signifi­
cantly variable seasonally, although some measurements of 
Reithrodontomys fulvescens were close to significanceo Nevertheless, 
studies on these species farther north, where seasons are more 
strongly demarcated, may more clearly show such variation®
Table 8,— ANOVA by seasons for male, Age 2 specimens,, 
Species Measurement F value Level significance
B. brevicauda 
(LSU area)  
n=18
(Greenwood)
(ns;l6)
C. parva 
(LSU area) 
n=ifk
R. fulvescens 
(LSU area) 
n~3^
(Greenwood)
n=72
era br 
bas len 
P4-M3
era br
bas len
P4-M3
era br 
bas len
P4-M3
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
1*4695 
0.1725 
1.8378
1*724
3.051
1.6699
0.6598
4.6557
3.5415
0.5658
0.0358
0.6951
0.1157
0.9370
2.7191
2»5495
0.7288
0.2608
0.8437
0.1922
0.2088
0.0742
0.2185
0.5269
0.0148*
0.0371*
0.5787
0.9652
0.5109
0.8908
0.6010
0.0712
0.0836
0.5095
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Species
R. fulvescens
(31anchard) 
n=l 6
P. gossvpinus««■* +w>r < »■«- <r. ■»■
(LSU area) 
n=54
S. hispidus
(LSU area) 
0=115 
(Greenwood) 
n=12
M. muscuius
( LSU area) 
n=73
Table 8.— continued
Measurement
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
era br 
bas l»n 
ros len 
max. tr
era br 
Has len 
ros len 
max tr
era br 
bas len 
ros len 
max tr
F value Level sippiiflcance
0.4808 
3.1700 
0,5947
2,6591
0.4209
1.3170
0.0856
1.2674
0.5952
0.3506
0.6507
0.1470
0.4097
0.2173
0.2360
0.3143
5.6360
4„42rJ!7
4.2090
0.5578
0.5335
0.0745
0.5703
O.IO65
0.7423
0.2682
0.9668
0.2951
0.6236 
0.7916 
0.5379 
0.9302
0.5365
0.6511
0.6376
0.5874
0.0056*
0.0152*
0.0184*
0.5803
VARIATION WITH SUCCESSIVE DAYS OF TRAPPING
Summerlin and Wolfe (1973) found in Sjgmodon hispidus 
that dominant animals were more prone to be trapped than subordinate 
animals® Assuming the largest animals are dominant;, one would 
expect more large animals to be trapped on earlier days of 
successive trapping®
Table 9 shows results for analyses of variance in animals 
trapped the first day as compared to those trapped the second day. 
for all Blarina brevicauda® Re 1 throdontomys fulvescens® and 
Sjgmodon hispidus that I collected at the Blanchard and Greenwood 
localities in. Caddo parish® None of the analyses of variance on 
measurements from successive days of trapping show a significant 
(0.05 level) difference among trap days. Nevertheless9 all 
measurements of B. brevicauda average larger for animals trapped 
the second day than on those trapped the first day. In R. 
fulvescens and S. hispidus. basilar length and rostral length 
average longer the first day of trappings but cranial breadth and 
maxillary toothrow average greater the second day of trapping.
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Table 9°— ANOVA
Species
B® brevicauda 
(Greenwood) 
n=l6
R. fulvescens
o m  in iiiimi w . n  ir nr I'T T m
(Greenwood.)
n=72
(Blanchard)
n=l6
S. hispldus 
(Greenwood) 
n=12
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by successive trap days for male9 Age 2 specimens, 
Measurements F value Level significance
era br 0.8074 0.3814
bas len 0.0046 0®9465
P4-M3 0.0012 0.9723
era br 0.0656 0.9772
bas len 0.3812 0.7700
ros len 0.7096 0.5531
max tr 0.8990 0.5508
era br 0.3462 0.5656
bas len 0.0027 0.9591
ros len 0®4194 O.5277
max tr 0.0000 1.0000
era br 0.0719 0.7848
bas len 0.7042 0.4229
ros len 0.1423 0.7147
max tr 0.2252 0.6275
CORRELATION OF BASILAR LENGTH WITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS STUDIED
To determine the degree to which the various measurements 
are correlated, I performed correlation analyses using basilar length 
as a reference measurement,, The coefficient of correlation, r, 
and the significance of the correlation for each measurement of each 
species are presented in Table 10. Data used were from 30 random 
specimens of each species0 Body length, determined from specimen 
tag data9 is also included,, This measurement is subject to great 
variability, partly because of variation in measuring techniques by 
collectors and partly because of the difficulty in getting precise 
body measurements,,
From the table one can see that great care must b© taken 
in assuming concordant variation of measurements,, Body length 
was significantly correlated with basilar length measurements only 
in Sigmodon hispjudus and Mus musculus 0 Highest correlations for 
all species were between palatilar length and basilar length®
Lowest basilar length correlation coefficients were, in general, 
for body length, frontal length, and maxillary toothrow®
The low correlation of frontal length with basilar length 
was partly caused by great variability in suture patterns 0 In 
maxillary toothrow, difference in growth with age for basilar length 
but not for maxillary toothrow was the main cause „
Correlation coefficients for shrews were, in general, lower 
than for rodents„ Coefficients for the closely related Peromyscus 
gossypinus and P® leucopus were similar.
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Table 10.— Basilar length correlation coefficients for measurements
of each species.
Species Measurements r Level significance
B. brevicauda body len 0.1633 n.s.
max br 0.8599 0.001
era br 0.5769 0.001
pal len 0.8804 0.001
P4-M3 0.1867 n.s.
£• parva body len 0.1799 n.s.
max br 0.5075 0.01
era br 0.2408 n.s®
pal len 0.8682 0.001
P4-M3 0.6274 0.001
R. fulvescens body len 0.1203 n.s.
zyg br 0.7370 0.001
era br 0.9358 0.001
pal len 0.9638 0.001
ros len 0.9403 0.001
fro len 0.5663 0.001
max tr 0.3477 0.1
Species 
P. leucopus
P. gossypinus
S. hispidus
Table 10.— continued 
Measurement r Level
body len
zyy br 
era br 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
may tr
body len 
zyp br 
era br 
pal len 
ros len 
fro l«n 
max tr
body len 
zye br 
era br 
pal len 
ros len 
fro len 
max tr
0.22*1-3 
0,6019 
0.2 5?9 
0.8U92 
0,5606 
0,3°. 51 
0 0^ 1 *
0 . 26^2
0,6?6q
0.&917
0.9629
0.876*4-
0.3339
0.0601
0.7772
0.93^6
0,8033
0 .9 5 0 6
0 .9 2 2 5
0 ,5 6 0 6
0 .2 9 3 3
significance
r.„ s.
0.001
n.s.
0.001 
0.001 
0.02
n.s.
n.s.
0.001 
0.01 
0.001
0.001
0.1
n.s.
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0,001 
0.001 
n s  s»
Table 10.— continued
Species
M. THUS cuius
Measurement r Level significance
body len 0.8037 0.001
zy<y br 0.9081 0.001
era br 0.5850 0.001
oal len 0.5577 0.001
ros len 0.9250 0.001
fro len 0.1681 n.s.
max tr 0.1867 0.02
CLIMATIC CORRELATION OF CRANIAL MEASUREMENTS
Size variation of vertebrate species correlating with 
climatic gradients is well-recogn.iz.ed In biology® although a 
number of misconceptions have been perpetuated concerning the 
subjects Even the best known of such rules 9 Bergmannes ecogeo- 
graphical rule® is usually stated incorrectly as? in warm-blooded 
vertebrates® individuals of races from cooler climates tend to be 
larger than those of races of the same species from warmer climates 
(e.go ® Mayr® 1963)° The correct translation® as given by James 
(1970)5 is that when other factors are constant® the smaller 
species in a genus will occur in a warmer climate° James stated 
that her study of size variation in birds supported Bergmann9 s 
original idea rather than later Interpretations„ In addition9 she 
found that intraspecific size variation of birds is more highly related 
to a combination of climatic variables than to temperature patterns 
alone„ She stated that if the relationships that she reported are 
found to hold true for other endotherms in other areas® a reform­
ulation of Bergmann9 s rule so that it considers both temperature and 
moisture variables may be necessaryo According to James 9 small size 
is associated with hot® humid conditions9 larger size with cooler® 
drier conditions0
Other investigators have found other factors important 
in geographical size variations humidity and primary productivity 
for Homed Larks (Niles® 1973)? actual evapotranspiration and
M.J
p r im a ry  p r o d u c t i v i t y  for mammalian c a rn iv o re s  (Rosenzwoig, 1968)9 
the p re sen ce  of o th e r  s p e c ie s  utilizing th e  same fo o d  and th e  
size of a v a i la b le  fo o d  for mammals in g e n e ra l (MeNab, 1971)«.
Rosenzweig (1968) stated that he did not use cranial data, 
although such m easurem ents a re  m ore p re c is e  and have smaller 
coefficients of variation, because part of the skull i s  the 
trophic apparatus and the size and shape o f  the cranium could be 
responding independently of body size to v a r io u s  selective 
pressureso I feel that the study of climatic correlations of 
cranial measurements is of as great or greater value than the 
study of body size, because such cranial studies have been 
neglectedo Identification of possible selective pressures 
responsible for patterns of cranial variation would b© of great 
interest. One also wonders if morphological adaptation is 
precise enough to show up in a study of an area as small as Louisiana. 
James (1970) found very precise morphological adaptation to 
climatic gradients in birds.
The ultimate size of any structure is in equilibrium with 
a number of forces, many not yet even considered by scientists.
Some of these forces would favor increase and o th e rs  d e c re a se  in 
size. Even though mathematical analyses show no significant 
correlation to exist between two factors, significant effects could 
exist but be masked by more important factors. Correlations 9 on 
the other hand, can be indirect? an environmental variable may have 
an e f f e c t  on some o th e r  factor, which may in turn, a f f e c t  the s iz e  
of a measurement. These limitations o f  correlation and r e g re s s io n  
a n a ly s e s  must be recognized in biological work®
Simply pointing out correlations between geographical or 
climatic variables and mensural characters is not sufficient«
An explanation of why the correlations exist should be attempted® 
Explanations for geographic variation of body size and length of 
extremities are well known to biologists® Bartholomew and Dawson 
(1953) and Hamilton (1958) have shown that small birds are at an 
advantage in humid areas 9 since these birds expire relatively more 
moisture® (Respiratory water loss decreases per unit of body 
weight with increased size®) In mammals, evaporation from the 
skin., as well as from the respiratory passages9 constitutes a 
substantial percentage of total body evaporation? even when no 
sweat glands are present (Tennent9 19k6)0 Water loss through skin 
per unit of body weight would also decrease with increased size®
One expects P therefore9 small mammals to b© smaller where humidity 
and water availability is greater9 but only if water balance is a 
critical factor for the species®
Size variation should differ from that expected by climatic 
conditions where food type9 primary productivity9 or competition 
with other species are more important® Rosenzweig (1968) 9 for 
example9 found size in mammalian carnivores to vary directly with 
primary productivity9 which is proportional to evapotranspiration® 
All cranial measurements could also increase with a general 
increase in body size® Nevertheless9 from the section on 
correlation between basilar length and other measurements in 
Louisiana specimens 9 one can see that cranial, length in all except 
Sigmodon hispidus and Mns musculus is not correlated with body
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lengtho Furthermore 9 selective pressures can directly affect cranial 
measurements . All measurements 9 ©specially maxillary toothrow and 
palatilar lengthy may be influenced by diet„ Variation in diet 
geographically can b© caused by differences in primary productivity 
and seasonal availability of foods 9 by differences in preferred 
foods3 by differences in interspecific competition geographically9 
and by local differences in nutritional quality.
Geographical variation in palatilar length9 basilar length9 
and especially rostral length can be affected by geographical 
differences in water balance® If water balance is critical to an 
animal9 greater length of these measurements is expected in areas 
where greater water retention is desirable® Greater length of the 
nasal region allow greater surface area through which water 
evaporated in the respiratory tract can be recovered® For an 
explanation of how heat and water exchange in the nasal passages 
takes place see Schmidt-Nielsen (1972)® In short9 the nasal 
passages act as a heat exchange system. When air is taken into 
the body9 it is warmed and becomes saturated with moisture. In the 
lungs the air is at body-core temperature? on its passage from the 
lungs to the outside the air undergoes substantial cooling9 and in 
the process water vapor is recondensed on the walls of the 
passageways® Water loss is therefore lessened® A longer region 
of nasal passages would allow for greater efficiency in water 
retention and would be selected for in relatively drier environments»
The climatic variables that I used are average annual 
actual evapotranspiration (abbreviated evapotrans® in. Tables 11
through 17)® average annual moisture deficit (moisture deficit)9 
average annual precipitation (precip„),, average annual temperature 
(temp®)9 and average length of the growing season (growing season)<> 
Actual ©vapotranspiration is an index of water use by plants ® It 
is directly proportional to total primary productivity (Rosenzw©ig9 
1968)0 Moisture deficit is an index of water shortage experienced 
by plants „ These climatic variables are based on a number of other 
variables including temperature9 precipitations duration of day­
light s and other factors « They take into account arrangement in 
time of temperature and precipitation® Complete explanations of 
these can be found in Thomthwaite and Mather (1957) and Carter 
and Mather (1966)0 For my study I used published values for all 
climatic variables from Newton (1972) and from the United States 
Department of Agriculture (19^ -1 )■> These values are based on 
records over a number of years at established stations« Micro­
geographic variation9 which can be very significant 9 can not be 
taken into account® If values at my specific localities were 
available 9 accuracy of the climatic correlations would be much 
greater® Nevertheless9 patterns can be discerned and reasonable 
estimates of true correlations made®
For Relthrodontomys fulvescens0 Sjgmodon hispldus „ and 
Mus muscuius® means for specific localities were used in the 
correlation analyses® In order to have enough geographic means9 
locality data were combined for Blarina brevicauda9 Cryptotis parva® 
Peromyscus leucopus® and P„> gossypinus. Values from entire parishes 
were used, in these four instances® In all species only Age 2 animal
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were used for climatic correlation analyses„ Tables 11 through 1? 
present results of these correlation analyses*
Separate correlation coefficients for each species were 
obtained between patterns of size variation and patterns of 
climatic variation. For the sake of simplicity, I chose r as the 
correlation coefficient rather than other indices * Significances 
of correlations are also included in the tables* Geographic 
patterns of climatic variables can be found in Newton (l9?2)o 
For means and coefficients of variation of cranial measurements 
for parishes and localities used in the correlation analyses see 
Appendix C„
Blarina brevlcauda--Pruitt (1953s 1959) and G©tz (1961) have found 
moisture to be the most important factor in microdistribution 
patterns of this species0 Therefore^ the problem of water balance 
is expected to have an important selective pressure on this species* 
Where precipitation is greater9 moisture deficit is less, and 
shortage of water is less of a problem* As expected, B„ brevicauda 
has a shorter palatilar length and thus a shorter length of nasal 
passages in such a situation (see Table 11)* Where environmental 
temperatures are higher, the countercurrent-exchange system is 
less effective (Sehmidt-Nielsen9 1972) and one expects palatilar 
length to be less* Ify data for B* brevicauda support this hypothesis* 
Body size of B„ brevicauda is smaller where precipitation is 
greater* Larger animals would have less water loss per unit of 
body weight and would be favored where water balance is a greater 
problem*
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Bo brevicauda tends to be smaller in southern Louisiana than 
in northern Louisianas
Cryptotis parva—  Wo significant correlations were found between any 
of the measurements and any of the climatic variables (Table 12)®
Co parva is an animal of drier habitats than Blarlna brevicauda» 
and water balance is not expected to exert a strong selective 
pressure® In addition9 the diet of C0 r a m  is unspecialized. 9 
consisting mainly of invertebrates 0 Little geographic differentiation 
in diet is expected in such an animalo Because of habitat 
differences in the two shrews and the absence of other competitors 9 
one expects little geographic variation caused by indirect effects 
of competition®
Reithrodontomvs fulvescens--Ih R0 fulvescens the pattern was almost 
opposite to that in Blarina brevicaudao Water balance is probably 
not an important factor in size variation of R. fulvescens0 which 
inhabits both W9t and dry habitats . In additions, if water balance 
were not an important factor9 palatilar length ought to be more 
highly correlated, with climatic variables than rostral lengtha 
The rostral length is more indicative of the length is more indicative 
of the length of the nasal passageQ Palatilar length is indicative 
of the length of nasal passages also9 but it could be affected by 
diet® In R» fulvescens (Table 13) longer skull measurements are 
associated with areas of greater evapotranspiration and lower 
moisture deficit „ Because actual evapotranspiration is proportional 
to primary productivity9 and because during times of moisture
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deficit vegetation growth is greatly curtailed*, this correlation 
may reflect geographic diet variation* R* fulvescens occupies 
habitats also inhabited by a number of other crieetids* One 
expects among these rodents great competition for food during times 
of low food availability® Such times occur more often in areas 
where evapotranspiration is lower and moisture deficit greater* 
Because R0 fulvescens is one of the smallest cricetids9 and 
because smaller size of feeding apparatus restricts food-size 
availability9 competition with other cricetids may b© forcing a 
decrease in size of the cranium and feeding apparatus in this 
species in regions of high moisture deficit and lower evapotrans- 
pirationo
In generalg R® fulvescens skull measurements are longer 
in specimens from southern Louisiana than in those from northern 
Louisiana*
Peromyscus leucppus— Body length* rostral length* and palatilar— ———at. M i i w i  f^gQjn.uft)Wj^ 'in.iiifi.iuaiaaP*l<saa4ia V  - J  ^
length measurements of this species are longer where climatic 
variables indicate greater primary productivity (Table lM-)o 
Greater food availability may allow this species to reach a 
greater size* In P„ leueoprs body length9 rostral lengths and 
palatilar length tend to be longer in southern parts of the state*
Peromyscus gossypinus~-Maxillary toothrow is longer vhere moisture 
deficit is greater (Table 15)* This greater length of toothrow 
may allow greater range of food sizes in areas where food shortages 
during times of moisture deficits occur* Interspecific competition
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in such situations is not forcing this species to narrow its food 
niche® Climatic correlations for P® gossypinus are quite 
different from those of P® leueopus 0 ttfhich indicates different 
selective pressures on the cranial morphology of these two very 
closely related species® Furthermore9 patterns in these species 
may be complicated by competitive interactions that occur in the 
lower Mississippi Valley where habitat separation of these two 
species breaks down® McCarley (195^) believed that these two 
species hybridize in the Baton Rouge area© My data on chronological 
variation in P® gossypinus indicate that cranial measurements of this
iisn *CTnw»wBw^»wa*«uaii.i«ii.iiu'. ml n 1 *
species and possibly other measurements may be increasing® Divergence 
may be occurring between P® leueopus and P® gossypinus® since P® 
gossypinus is the larger species of the two® Researchers aren hiwihiithi i ii i ii‘ in I i in, ■■ i i i i 11 r—* X
presently studying the status of these two species and more 
should be known concerning this problem in the near future®
Maxillary toothrow tends to be larger in the northern part 
of the state® Other measurements have the opposite pattern of 
variation9 but trends are not definite®
Sjgmodon hispidus—-The only significant climatic correlation was
for cranial breadth (Table 16)® Moisture deficit was most highly 
correlated (negatively) with this measurement® I know of no 
explanation for this pattern®
All measurements averaged larger in the southern part 
of the state except maxillary toothrow 9 which had the opposite 
pattern®
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Mus muscuius— Significant climatic correlations were found for 
frontal length and maxillary toothrow (only 0®10 level and only 
with precipitation5» Frontal length was most highly correlated 
with average annual temperature (negatively) 0 Levels of significance 
were also very high for length of growing seasonp evapotranspirationt 
and moisture deficit (Table 1?)°
In Louisiana two subspecies of Mas musculus probably 
occur and interbreed (Lowery 9 197^)® Although both subspecies are 
considered to be of the commensal type (as opposed to the feral 
type9 which is more common out-of-doors) 9 one of them9 M® m® 
domesticus« is believed to be more highly specialized for a 
commensal existence than the other9 M® m® brevirostris (Schwarz 
and Schwarz, 19^3)° The more highly specialized commensal forms 
are characterized by reduction in the "bulk of the face" (Schwarz 
and Schwarz5 19^3)s> which could be reflected in frontal length®
In northern Louisiana9 M® m® brevirostris comprises a larger 
percentage of the population than it does in southern Louisiana 
(based on my identification from pelage color)® Therefore9 the 
pattern of frontal length tending to be longer in northern sections 
may not reflect climatic patterns but the greater percentage of the 
bulkier-faced M® m® brevirostris in northern Louisiana®
Body lengths cranial breadth9 basilar length9 palatilar 
lengths and frontal length tended to be longer in northern sections® 
Maxillary toothrow had the opposite pattern®
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Table 11.— Blarina brevicauda; Correlation coefficients between
measurements and climatic factors based
on means from 6 Louisiana parishes.
Gr owin.T Hoi sture
Temp. season Evapotrans. deficib Pr-ecio
body len~r ~ „49Q 7 - .3 0 7 0 - .7 4 8 8 .6 1 4 4 - .8 4 5 9
level sifrn. TX a S © n.s. 0 .1 n.s. 0 .0 5
max br~r -.14-260 - .1 6 2 4 -.4345 . ?9P0 - . 5 * 5 0
level sirn. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
era br-r - .1 7 2 9 - .1 3 8 6 - .4 7 5 7 .4  670 -. 5310
level si n. s. n.s. 9 S a n.s. n.s.
bas Xen-r - .4 0 5 4 - .2 7 7 7 - .2 2 5 1 .2 4 7  5 - .3 4 6 2
level sio-n. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
pal len~r - .8 6 4 8 - .6 1 2 3 - .3 6 3 0 .8 2 4 6 - .9 0 7 0
level si cm. 0.05 Ho S o 0.05 0.05 0.02
pp_M'3-r -.1417 .0 1 7 2 -..3 2 8 4 .1 4 5 9 -.1588
level si,yn. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Tabl<=t 12.— CryptotIs parva? Correlation coefficients between
measurements and climatic factors based
on means from 13 Louisiana parishes»
Crowing’ Moisture
[ e mp. season Pvanotrans, deficit Precin,
body len-r .0397 .0193 ,0<22 -.0503 .0539
level sien. n.s. n.s. n.s, n.s. n.s.
mar br-r -.0353 -.0315 .0233 -.0339 -.0180
level sivn. n.s, n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
era br-r -.3479 - , W 3  -.2344 .1754 -.2175
level sirrrr.. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n*s.
has len-r -.11 59 -.0354 .0115 .0112 -.0215
level sicrn. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
pal len-r .0155 .0025 .0471 -.0345 -.0179
level sien. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
P4-M3-r -.1212 -.0932 -.1371 -.0953 -.1757
level sivn. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
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Table 13.— Reithrodontomys fulvescenss correlation coefficients
measurements and climatic factors based
on means ^rom 9 Louisiana localities.
Orowina 
Temn. season
b od y  l e n - r  . 2  5 ? 2  ,0993
l e v e l  s ir rn .  n . s ,  n . s .
z;yr b r - r  .0172 - .0 7 0 9
l e v e l  s i  cm. n . s .  n . s ,
e ra  b r - r  - .0 4 4 5  -.091?.
l e v e l  s i ^ n .  n . s .  n . s .
bas l e n - r  ,4717  .1 124
l e v e l  s i^ -n . n . s ,  n . s .
o a l  l e n - r  .3595  .3095
l e v e l  s icm . n . s .  n . s .
r o s  l e n - r  .2595  .1935
l e v e l  s i m .  n . s .  n . s .
f r o  l e n - r  .0255 -.120*4-
l e v e l  s i r n .  n . s ,  n . s .
max t r - r  - .2 4 1 4  5384
level stm. n.s, n.s.
M o is tu re  
Evavotrans* d e f i c i t  P r e c in .
,0053  .1 W 3  ,0 9 7 5
n . s .  n . s .  n . s ,
.0931 - .0 3 3 0  .1510
n . s .  n . s ,  n . s .
.0897  - .1 3 3 2  .0553
n . s .  n . s .  n . s .
.570  5 - .5 0 5 5  .2523
0 .0 5  0 .0  5 n . s .
.7193  - .9 5 4 9  . 5009
0»09 0 . 0 1  n . s ,
.5379  -.89*44 .3120
0 . 1 0  0 . 0 1  n . s .
.43 54  - .7 3 9 0  .2358
n . s .  0 . 0 5  n . s .
- .1 0 7 5  - .0 5 9 3  - .0 3 0 ?
n.s. n.s. n.s.
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Table 11*.— Peromyscus leuoonus? Correlation coefficients between
measurements and climatic factors based
on means from 15 Louisiana oarishes*
C row ing  M o is tu re
Temtu season F v a o o t ra n s .  d e f i c i t  P r e c in .
b od y  len~r 
l e v e l  sim. 
aye; b r ~ r
l e v e l  s ig n .
.->■1'^ _y*
l e v e l  sign, 
bas l e n - r  
level sign, 
oal len-r
l e v e l  sim. 
TO'-, len-r 
1»"< 1 si TV.. 
fr*o 1. '.-T
l e v e l  s ig n .
.3631
n* s#
.3336 
n . s.
-.0259 
n. s.
,?o?0
n . s .
. 30b 0 
n . s .  
.bQ80 
0.10
r a x
n» s .  
,211b
mv 'mo. n.s,
. 398?. 
n . s .
„1 9 3 q
n . s .
. 0bb5 
n . s .
•  f- ) ■" V
n . s .
.2285
Ho S D
.b56b
0 .10
-.0513
n $ Ss
. 2 bb0 
n . s .
„bb56
0 .1 0
.3211
n . s .  
- . 021*0 
n . s .  
.30 52 
n . s .
. 2b?Q
T*i o !5 4
. 5032 
0 . 1.0 
- . 06*6
n . s .
.18*3
n.s.
-.31*39
jn o 3*
-,2215
n. s .
- .O b i 3
n . s .
- 2 ^ 1  
n . s .  
- .191b  
n . s .  
- .5382  
0 ,0 5  
-.0100
va c*1 . « O *
-.2700
n.s.
. 5309
0 .0 5
. 6b2b 
0.01 
.01*3° 
n . s .  
.1*33* 
ru s. 
.b*20 
0 .1 0  
. 5758 
0 .0 5  
. 003 *
Ho S#
.3019
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Table 15 •— -Peromyscus ^ossypinus: Correlation coefficients between
measurements and climatic factors based
on means from 20 Louisiana parishes.
G row ing 
Temp, season
b o d y  len-r .0198 .0620
level sip-n. n.s. n.s.
?.ye br-r .2962 .'-Mi? 5
level sipn. 0.10 0.10
era hr— r . 720Q  ^o'flQ
level sian. n . s .  n.s.
bas len-r .1796  .0980
level s i m .  n.s. n.s.
pal len-r .2 51^ .2061
level sipjn. n.s. n.s.
ros len~r .31^6 .1812
level si"n» n . s ,  n.s.
fro len-r -.2212 .1930
level s iv n .  n . s ,  n . s .
max + r- r -. 1 062 -. O W j-9
level siyn. n.s, n.s.
i l o i s t u r e  
E v a p o t ra n s .  d e f i c i t  P r e c ip .
- . 1 9 1 6  , 1 . 6 3 0  .1089
n . s .  n . s .  n . s .
- .0 0 7 3  . 3 P2 0  - .0 7 3 1
n . s .  0 . 1 0  n . s .
.1671 .032? .06.70
n © S o  r . ® s ®  n «  s *
- . 1 ^ 5 6  ,2955  .058^4-
n . s .  n . s .  n . s .
- .2 0 5 ?  ,'1270 .0125
n . s ,  0 . 1 0  n . s .
- . 0 8 6 7  . 2 3  3 /4. . 0 8 9 ?
n . s .  n . s ,  n . s .
. 0 8 0 6  .0554  .0889
n . s .  n . s .  n . s .
- . ' * 7 2 0  . 6 9 /4 . 1 - . /J493
0.05 0.01 0.05
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Table 18.— Signori on hispirius: Correlation coefficients between
measurements and climatic factors based
on means from 15 Louisiana localities.
Growing Moisture
Temp. season ITvanotrans. deficit Precip.
bodv len-r .2721 .2202
level sign. n.s. n.s,
zyg br-r .0982 .118?
level sign, n.s. n»s.
era br-r .lt-502 .^4-980
level sign. 0.10 0,10
bas len-r .3312 .28^+
level sign. n.s. n.s.
pal len-r .2223 .2228
level sirn. n.s, n.s,
ros len-r .1738 .2075
level sign. n„s. n.s.
fro len-r .12^3 .27^8
level slop, n.s. n.s.
max br-r -.3350 -.0955
level sign, n.s. n.s.
,1281 .0178 .2210
n. s„ n.s, n.s.
J./4P9 -J.63^ .1539
n.s. n.s, n.s.
.50**5 -.535,J- • 5000
0.10 0.05 0.10
.3109 -.3038 .333*1
n.s. n.s. n.s.
,2323 -,2829 .3920
n.s. n.s. n.s.
,2339 -.2230 .2820
n.s. n.s. n.s.
.2922 -.1935 .379*4
n.s. rus. n.s.
-.282? ,2183 -.1189
j'loSs yi©s® rioS®
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Table 17 .---Mus mus cuius; Correlation coefficients between
measurements and climatic factors based
on means from 8 Louisiana localities.
Orowiny 
Temp. season
body len-r 1. 821 -*0655
level sic-n. n.s. n.s,
zypt br-r . 331p ,1720
level sipru n.s. n.s.
era br-r -.51^8 -. 526/4.
level sip-n, n.»s. n.s.
bas len-r -.6107 -.5702
level si<m. n.s, n.s,
oal len-r 5963 - Jj-375
level siyn, n.s. n.s.
ros len-r -.''f-8/4.6 -,^3^2
level si n^, n.s. n.s,
fro len-r ~.Q60k -„«275
level sivn. 0.01 0.02
maw tr-r .'4-750 .'4-0 56
level sim. n.s. n.s.
Moisture
Evapotrans. deficit Precin.
-oll25 -.0021 -.2 1 2 6
n.s. n.s, n.s.
Ahoo  -.0989 .3533
n.s. n.s. n.s.
-,55^5 .5765 -.1605
n.s. n.s. n.s.
-.5892 ,5532 -.3^39
n.s. n.s. n.s.
-.52 33 . 52 80 -.U38R
n.s. n.s. n.s.
-0^586 .'1503 -.'4-713
n.s. n.s. n.s.
-.8570 .2918 -.6183
0.01 0.02 n.s.
0^276 -.33 02 .657s
n.s, n.s, 0.10
CRANIAL TERATOLOGY
The Incidence of abnormalities (Table 18) is not particularly 
important to this study, since too few were found to perform 
statistical analyses; but I consider it of interest, because such 
things are seldom reported* A detailed study of malformations 
would be extremely interesting, but in many species the great 
rarity of abnormalities would make such a study prohibitive „
Blarlna. brevicauda had the highest incidence of abnormalities, 
whieh took the form of loss of teeth, either the last molars ot 
the fifth unicuspidso
Malformations in Reithrodontomys fulvescens took the form of 
cranial deformities0 One specimen contained a bregmatic bone, an 
abnormality not previously reported in this species (see Manvilie,
1959? Merkle, 1973? and Schultz, 1923, for a listing of animals in 
which these are known to occur
The incidence of malformations seems to be very low in 
Peromyscus gossypinus and P. leueopus 0 Those that I found had 
dental abnormalities (missing last molars and diastemas where none 
should exist)„
The only abnormal specimen of the 936 Sigmodpn. hispidus 
examined came from Bossier parish and had deformed last upper molars*
Mus musculus had the second highest incidence of abnormalities <, 
Two specimens contained deformed last upper molars, a change 
described by Schwarz and Schwarz (19^ +3) to occur in "certain highly
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advanced types" of commensal stocks„ One contained a diastema 
between the upper incisors, which resulted in the lower and upper 
teeth not meeting, Consequently, the lower incisors contined 
growing until they reached the premaxilla, In another specimen 
the incisors did not meet, and the result was the growth of extremely 
long, simicircular upper incisors, A bregmatic bone was found in 
one M» musculus9 To my knowledge, the bone has not been reported 
previously in this species0
All abnormal M, musculusB R, fulvescens, and B. brevicauda 
were males, while the one P. leueopus, the one P. gossypinus. and the 
two S. hispidus were females. All abnormal specimens were adults.
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Table 18.— Incidence of abnormal individuals in Blarlna brevicauda, 
Cryptotis parva. Reithrcdontomys humulls. R. fulvescens, Peromyscus 
leueopus, P. gossypinus. Slgmodon hlspidus, Microtus pinetorum. 
and Mus musculus,
Number Number
Species examined abnormal abnormal
Bb 164 3 1.83
Gp 261 0 0
Rh 17 0 0
Rf 7 46 4 0.54
PI 261 1 0.38
P* 584 1 0.17
Sh 936 2 0.21
Mp 45 0 0
Mm 564 5 0.89
PART II:
LIFE HISTORY COMPARISONS OF 
SMALL MAMMALS IN LOUISIANA
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HABITATS
The following is a descriptive list of the types of 
habitats in which I trapped animals du.ring this studyo Each 
habitat category is followed by the list of parishes where I 
trapped in the specific habitat type®
coastal scrub---sparse scrubby vegetation on sand dunes 
(Jefferson parish] 
grazed pastures % fence rows— -overgrown fence rows edging 
fields containing cattle and horses (Caddo and West 
Feliciana parishes] 
grazed pastures % forest edge-~oak-hickory forest bordering 
fields containing cattle and horses (West Feliciana 
parish)
broomsedge— early succession-stage abandoned fields consisting 
almost entirely of broomsedge (Andropogon so.] (Caddo, 
Webster, and West Felicia.na parishes] 
broomsedge-blackberry— middle succession-stage abandoned 
fields consisting of broomsedge and a greater variety of 
other plants, especially blackberry (Hubus sp.] vines 
(Caddo and West Feliciana parishes] 
broomsedge-brush-small trees— late succession-stage abandoned 
fields consisting of broomsedge9 blackberry, and a large 
variety of other plants along with trees such as pines, 
sweet gum, black choppy, persimmon, and sassafras (Caddo arid 
West Baton Rouge parishes)
nk
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forests 5 upland hardwood— mixed hardwoods (West Feliciana 
parish)
forests t longleaf pine--predominan t ly longleaf pine forests 
(Natchitoches parish) 
forests % loblolly-shortleaf pine-hardwood— predominantly 
pine with some hardwoods (Caddo parish)
Habitats in which I trapped animals and occurrences of 
species within them are summarized in Table 19° Table 20 presents 
information on the association of small mammals in terms of the 
number of localities at which each species was trapped with the others 0
Blarlna brevicaud a—  Lowery (197'’-!-) stated that in Louisiana Blarina 
brevicauda is most common in wooded areas9 but that it also is 
occasionally found in brushy thickets adjacent to forests„ In his 
one year of trapping in abandoned field habitats in East Baton 
Rouge parish 9 Shadowen (1956) captured only one specimen,, In 
Lincoln parish cutover loblolly-shortleaf pine forests9 Shadowen 
(1963) found Be brevicauda the second most abundant species of 
small mammalo
Burt (19^ -B) summed up the occurrence of B® brevicauda well
when he stated that it is "most common in heavy forest and lows 
damp, swampy areas9 but may be expected in practically every 
land habitat®" A large number of studies in different parts of 
the United States 9 including those by Allen (1938), Choate and 
Fleharty (1973), Dice and Sherman (1922)9 Enders (1930)9 Golloy 
ot al. ( 1965)9 Pruitt (1953)9 Townsend (1935)9 and Wetzel (1958)9 
substantiate this statement. Habitat is not the major factor
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limiting the distribution of this species ? instead moisture is
the most important as demonstrated by Pruitt (1953s 1959) and by 
Getz (196l)9 who found that B0 brevicauda can probably permanently 
inhabit only situations in which the air humidity approaches 
saturation,. The second most important factor appears to be 
availability of food® The significance of habitat type was
found to be important only in its influence on humidity and
food availabilityo Interspecific competition has been found 
not to be an important factor in the distribution of this species 
In southern Michigan (GatZp 196l)o
Of the areas trapped9 I found Blarina brevicauda most 
abundant in loblolly-shortleaf pine-hardwood forests of Caddo 
parish® All these localities were near streams or lakes9 
where conditions were moist9 and Bo brevicauda was the most abundantV C9 9 I~H| 'II I *1HT "Pin in I, Hi 1 I !■ ■" ■ —
mammal to such situations 0 Only Peromyscus gossypinus was also 
trapped in this habitat® I collected the second greatest number of 
Bo brevicauda in upland hardwood forests s where I caught them in 
association with P® gossypinus® Ochrotorays nuttalli9 Neotomait-|-,rnni-irnnr«iT.Vmfrmm■ muf m p'iiiii,t-itti f.v, *rn~rri i ■ .ws®* ,»»m r'v-~* — «’renrwtftai,tf«ui«g*nT'ntvl^ sgg,
floridana® and Tamias striatus ® Trapping results indicate Pe 
gossypinus x-ias more abundant than B® brevicauda® I also captured 
B® brevicauda in broomsedge-brush-small tree9 forest edge9 and fence- 
row habitats9 all of which are relatively moist® I found B® 
brevicauda in association with each species trapped in at least 
one habitat„
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Cryptotis parva— •Lowery (197^5 stated that Co parva in Louisiana 
abounds in grassy fields9 stands of broomsedge9 railway rights-of- 
way9 hedgerows9 briar thickets 9 and in tangles of vegetation 
adjacent to wooded areas„ Chataignler (1971) in his population 
study in Sto Martin parish found Cryptotis parva in dense growths 
of broomsedge« Excluding rodents9 Ca parva was found to be the 
most abundant species in abandoned fields of East Baton Rouge 
parish by Shadowen (1956)°
Cc parva has occasionally been collected in forests (Kales 
1972? Laynsp 197*0 ® but it is typically an inhabitant of earlier 
stages of succession and of drier habitats than is B® brevicauda„ 
Many studies throughout the United States support this statement9 
including those of Choate and Fleharty (1973)? Golley ©t alo (1965)® 
and McCarley (1952)°
I collected very few specimens of C0 parvaB finding them to 
be most abundant in fence roxrs bordering grazed pastures. The only 
other locality where these shrews were collected was in broomsedge­
brush-small tree habitat® I found C® parva, along with Mus musculus« 
to be the least abundant of the species that I studied (excluding 
Po leucopuso which 1 did not trap). Museum collections indicate that 
5® Parva is more abundant in southern Louisiana than in northern 
Louisiana® C® ,parva x<ras at one time or another collected x-rith all 
other species that I trapped but was never collected alone at any 
locality®
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Reithrodontoroys humulls--The distribution of R„ humulis in Louisiana 
is spotty9 and ©von where it does occur it is not a ctwion animal® 
Lowery (19?4) stated that its habitat preference in Louisiana is 
abandoned fields usually with heavy stands of broomsedg©, weed- 
filled ditchesj briar thickets , and tangles of honeysuckle®
Shadowen (1956) found Re humulis to be the third most abundant 
rodent species in the old fields that he studied in East Baton 
Rouge parisho Nevertheless, his criterion for differentiation of 
this species from R® fulveseens was based on tail length, which is 
not always reliable0 Ro humulis was probably less common than he 
thoughto None have been collected in East Baton Rouge parish 
in recent years0
Mammalogists studying R® humulls in other states where the 
species is more common have found that it preferably inhabits 
abandoned fields (Golley et alo , 1965? Gottshang, 19651 and Wolfe 
and Rogers, 1969)o
I only collected R® humulis in one habitat type, broomsedge- 
brush-small trees, at two localities in Caddo parishe In these areas 
I found no differences in roicrohabitat Inhabited by R0 humulis and 
R. fulveseens0 In this habitat type I captured R® humulis together 
with all other species studied except Peromyscus gossypinus„
Relthrodontpmys fulveseens— Lowery (197*0 stated, that R„ fulveseens 
in Louisiana is found in uncultivated fields, briar thickets on the 
borders of woodlands, dense low vegetation adjacent to fence rows, 
chenlers, canal banks, and high ground in coastal areas0
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Chataignier (1971) stated that R® fulveseens prefers dense cover 
but not wet areas 0 Shadowen (1956) found R® fulveseens to be the 
second most abundant species in abandoned fields of East Baton 
Rouge parish (Sigmcdon hispidus0 most abundant)® Shadowen (1963)I. ’  trr~r^tt!- cVm ■re— -jv-ra® ranrn<rVna<m4 iM><>ia«
also found that in Lincoln parish R® fulveseens could occasionally 
b© found in cutover loblolly-shortleaf pine forests®
1 found that the density of R® fulveseens increased with 
succession stage9 up to broomsedge-brush-small tree habitat where 
it is most abundant® According to ray trapping records9 R® fulveseens 
is the most abundant9 by far9 of the species studied® R® fulveseens 
was found in association with all the other species trapped®
Peromvscus gossypinus and P® leucopus— McCarley (l95^a and b) statediriniimm     im r i i ' m 1 AM&grwaiawiafciM'irim .iniirm rnmn* ess» Bmrojjm i ■iBi.'iwi.H'g’TWaw* v  ’  r  '
that where P® gossypinus and P® leucopus come together In eastern 
Texas® P® leucopus is restricted to uplands and P® gossypinus toV mss n-rn     1111 i iittt -t —o  fcoAi i i.lmi nr... iHH»i«i.iraffri»iV!ii
lowlands® In Louisiana the reverse is often the case9 according to 
Lowery (197^)9 with the species often occurring together® They are 
both found most commonly in deep woods or brushy areas in border 
situations® Shadowen (1956) found P® leucopus and P® gossypinus to 
be very rare in old field habitats ® In Lincoln parish on cutover 
loblolly-shortleaf pine forest plots 9 Shadowen (1963) found P® 
gossypinus to be fairly common®
I did not include P® leucopus in Tables 1 and 2g because too 
few were collected® I did„ however., find P® gossypinus to be abundant 
in upland hardwood and longD.eaf pine forests® I also collected this 
species in loblolly-shortleaf pine-hardwood forests9 in forest edges, 
and fence rows® I found it to be most closely associated with
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B. brevicauda« but also with C® parva-, R® fulveseens® 3® hispidus„ 
and M0 muscuius® These last four9 however9 were mainly in forest 
edge and fence row situations®
Sigmodon hispidus^.-According to Lowery (197*0 the preferred habitats 
of S0 hispidus are uncultivated fields 9 grassy ditches9 thickets9 
tangles of vegetations, chenieres9 canal banks9 border thickets of 
forests9 and pine forests with dense stands of broomsedge0 
Chataignier (1971) found that S® hispidus in St® Martin parish 
preferred dens© stands of broomsedge9 but was not common in wet areas® 
Shadowen (1956) found that S® hispidus was the most abundant species 
of mammal in abandoned fields in East Baton Rouge parish® Goertz 
and Long (1973) found S® hispidus to be most common in sites dominated 
by dense9 relatively undisturbed cover of herbaceous growth» 
especially broomsedge, and in pond-edge situations® Goertz and Long 
found Microtus pinetorum® Reithrodontorays fulveseens 9 and some- 
times Mus musculus in association with S® hispidus in grassy areas®
I found Sigmodon hispidus in situations similar to those 
described by Goertz and Long (1973)o I found this species in 
association with all other species trapped but most often in 
association with Reithrodontomys fulveseens®
Microtus pinetorum-- Lowery (197*0 stated that M® pinetorum prefers 
hardwood areas with a heavy layer of leaves and humus, but that 
the species may occur in pine-hardwood habitat® He stated that 
it occasionally appears in a trapline sot in a broomsedge field 
along the edge of a wood, but most often it is found inside a
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wooded area. Shadowen (19&3) collected a few M« pinetorum in 
cutover loblolly-shortleaf-pine forests In Lincoln parish •
Goertz and long (1973) found M® pinetorum in association with 
S. hispidus in grassy areas0 Wolfe and Rogers (1969) found 
this species in abandoned fields in western Alabama® Golley et 
al. (I965) found it to be most common in, grass-forb fields and 
hedgerows®
I found Mo pinetorum only in brooms edge-brush-small tree 
habitat9 but it was common in that habitat® It was found in 
association with every species trapped except P® gossypinus®
Mus musculus--Lowery (197*0 stated that M® museulus to Louisiana 
occurs in buildings9 on farms9 and in field situations® In St® 
Martin parish9 Chataignier (1971) found it only close to human
dwellings® Goertz and Long (1973) stated that M® musculue is 
sometimes found in association with S® hispidus in grassy areas®
Generally9 I found Mus muscuius to be rare9 probably 
because I did very little trapping near buildings® I never captured 
this species In forests 9  but it was the only species that I trapped 
in coastal scrub vegetation® I found M® muscuius in association 
with all other species trapped®
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Table 19o--Habitats of Blari m  brevicauda, Crypotis parva 9
Reithrodontomys humulisg R« fulveseens,, Percaavscqs gossypinus «, 
Sigmodon hispidus 9 Microtus pinetorum p and Mus museulus in«j w u w ih w  m1, -^ i sres •iTOTBvswiswsc.'g jrr s t . t . - to  ** TOsnaw M n i.iiiM  uaj;';-^tg» j \’,-:;tn>-e2TZV g m» o ifCTCTr* &  m ;  .tum,-— i t;  w»«« ir »
Louisiana as determined by snap-trapping 0
Habitat
Noo
locations TN
Individuals and
coastal scrub 
grazed pastures 
fence row 
forest edge 
broomsedge 
broomsedge- 
blackberry 
broomsedge-brush- 
small trees 
forest 
upland hardwood 
longleaf pine 
loblolly-shortleaf 
pine“hardwood
2
1
3
2
I
Bb
75 * *
949 2(.21) 2(,21 )
850 5(® 59) *
220 * *
311 * *
29
5*639 (.51) 7(.12)
386 6(1o55) *
200 * *
148 4(2070) *
Rh Rf
9(«95)
1(.12)
4(1,82)
14
(4950)
17 274
(o30) (4.86)
Total 19
46 9 1 7 302
8,778 (o 5?) (.10) (.19) O M
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Table 19 .— continued
Individuals and (
Noo
Habitat locations TN Pg Sh Mp Mm
coastal scrub 1 75 * * * 1(10 33)
grazed pastures
fence row 2 9^ +9 9(®95) M»^2) * l(0ll)
forest edge 1 850 9(1®06) * * *
broomsedge 3 220 * 8(3.6^) * (^l<,82)
broomsedge-
blackberry 2 311 * 7(2 .2 5) * *
broomsedge-brush-
56 U4
small trees 3 5,639 * (.99) (.78) 3(.05)
forest
11
upland hardwood 2 JP>6 (2.85) * * *
longleaf pine 1 200 7(3®5) * * *
loblolly-shortleaf
pine-hardwood >4- 1U8 1 (. 68) * * *
37 75 V* 9
Total 19 89778 (.*£) (.85) (.50) (.10)
Table 20®— Association of Blarlna brevicauda® Cryptotis parva® 
Reithrodontomys hnrauXis 9 R® fulveseens 9 Peromyscus gossypinus ®
mi iilmiiiii »iii»®in~noniin-- iniiir n .1 nn m tnnqiiiitjMiaom *  KVa m 1     niriii     ** “
Sigmodon hispidus® Microtus pinetorum and Mus tmseulus according 
to the number of localities at which each was trapped x-rith other 
species® In positions where row species equals comwm species9 
those species were collected in association with no other species 
at the number of localities given®
Bb ^p Rh R f Pg Sh Mp Mm
Bb 1* 3 2 h- 4 4 2 2
Cp 3 0 2 1 k 3 2
Rh 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 1
Rf h- k 2 0 2 6 3 2
Pg 1 0 2 0 1 0 1
Sh k 4 2 6 1 1 3 2
Mp 2 3 2 3 0 3 0 1
Mm 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
SEX RATIOS
Small mammals are notorious for their skewed sex ratios, 
usually in the direction of more males n The phenomenon has most 
often been explained to be an artifact caused by the greater 
activity and home range of males and lower activity of females, 
during pregnancy and birth o Fisler (1971)® working with western 
species of Reithrodontomys 0 suggested that part of the disparity of 
the sex ratio from 1 si in this genus is real rather than merely 
being an artifact of trapping and differential activity patterns 9 
and this statement is probably also true for most other small 
mammals in which skewed sex ratios have been observed0 Evidence 
exists that sex ratios may vary with population density (Goertz9 
1965a)9 age of animals (Dapson® 1968a? Fisler9 19711 Middleton®
1931)9 day of successive trapping (Pruitt9 195*0 ? habitat 
(Townsend9 1935)® and. health of parents (Trivers and Willards 
1973).
Sex ratios for the species studied are summarized in 
Table 21®
Blarina brevicauda— Most workers have found more males than females 
(e®g« 9 Dapson9  1968a? Hamilton® 19291 Pearson® 19^-1 Townsend„
1935)o Dapson (1968a! found that females were slightly more abundant 
in the young animal group and that in the older animal group males 
were more abundant® Pruitt (195*0 caught more females during the 
first few nights of trapping® after which more males were taken®
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Gentry9 Golley9 and Smith (1971) also found more females in their 
study e
The total sex ratio for all B0 brevicauda that I studied m s  
53 malest 91 females (37 % males)® Chi-square tests showed this 
ratio to be very significantly different from 1 ?ln Of the animals 
that I trapped at one locality in Caddo parish (3°75 mi° N9 0®75 wi°
W Greenwood)9 seven were male and ten were female® This difference 
is not significanto
Most trapping done to collect specimens for museums is 
conducted for no more than three successive days® My trapping 
periods were three days or less® These short trapping periods could 
be an important factor in the preponderance of females (see Pruitt9 
1954)® The very skewed ratio for Louisiana specimens might also 
be Influenced by the difficulty of sexing this species® Specimens 
in which no sex organs were found would be more likely designated 
female by students® Months with sex ratios skewed toward females 
were mainly during the colder half of the year® This situation 
might indicate greater activity or greater survival of females through 
the winter9 or possibly reflect poorer health of females during cold 
weather® [frivers and Willard (1973) showed that females in poor 
health tended to produce more female offspring than those in good 
health ®J
Cryptotis parva--Louisiana specimens consisted of 123 males and 121 
females (SO.A males)® .No monthly pattern of sex ratios was 
apparent® Layne (1974) found 14 maless 16 females (4? f> males)9 a 
ratio similar to the one I found®
collected ten males and only three femaleso This ratio is almost 
significantly different from 1 si at th© Q®05 level0 The 
preponderance of males agrees with Fisler°s findings (1974) in 
three western species of Reithrodontomys and with Layness 
findings (1974) in R® humulis®
Reithrodontomys fulveseens— -The sex ratio for all Louisiana
specimens was 444 males I 297 females« This ratio is significantly 
different from 1 °10 In all months more males were collected except 
in May when only one specimen was collected® At the Greenwood 
locality, I collected 108 males and 94 females (53 $> males); this 
ratio also is not significantly different® These sex ratios skewed 
toward males agree with Fisler®s findings (1971) for other species 
of Reithrodontomys and with Shadowenfindings (195&) for R® 
fulveseens®
Peromyscus leucopus— -The ratio for all Louisiana specimens was 59
males? females (59 $ males)® The ratio is significantly 
different from 1§1®
Peromyscus gossypinus— Most studies on Peromyscus indicate populations
consist of more males than females in populations of P® gossypinus0 
Pearson (1953) found slightly more females than males®
In a year-long live-trapning study that I conducted in West 
Feliciana parish (unpublished research)9 I found an overall sex ratio 
of 80 males to 68 females (55 i> males)® In certain months more 
females wore trapped, but no pattern was evident* Of immature mice
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trapped „ females were more abundant than males® The overall sex 
ratio for all Louisiana specimens of P® gossypinus was 321 males § 
219 females (59 % males )„ This ratio is significantly different 
from a 1si ratio0
Sigmodon hispidus-— Odum (1955) in his eleven-year S 0 hispidusn iUiii. .rgiHi*, m w n im f l ' ' tj»®» w K M im N jo im w e M arw  '  ^  v  tniawii-usia v u u a s u t w t
population study found slightly more females than males„ Shadowen 
(1956) also found more females on both his plots0 Layne (1974) 
found more fema3.es in younger age groups and more males in older age 
groups 0 He stated that there is a tendency for the proportion of 
males to b© lower In fall and higher in winter and early springe 
Goertz (1965a) found that during times of low population density 
the proportion of males is higher9 but when population density is 
high slightly more females are present®
My Louisiana sample was comprised of 5^9 males and 370 
females (60 % males)* This ratio is significantly different from 
Isle Of specimens that I collected at the Greenwood locality9 
the ratio is 35 maless 51 females (41 $ males)® This ratio is 
almost significantly different from 1§1 at the 0*05 level„
Microtus pinetorum— Of the M„ pinetorum that I trapped in Caddo 
parish9 21 were male and 17 were female (55 i° male)® The ratio is 
not significantly different from Isl*
Mus nwsculus— Breakey (1963) found the sex ratio of feral house mice 
inthe San Francisco Bay area to be 386 males? 295 females* The 
ratio for all Louisiana M„ musculus was 391 males s 162 females
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(71 # males)® This ratio is significantly different from 1sl« 
Specimens from each separate month in East Baton Rouge parish and 
in Lafayette parish were all predominantly males 0
In summarys, sex ratios in shrews are definitely less 
skewed toward, males than are ratios for rodents „ This situation 
probably reflects different social organization and physiology 
in these two groupso All rodents9 except Sigmodon hispidus„ show 
a consistent predominance of males over females* These data seem 
to support the theory of Fisler (1971) that a greater number of 
reproductively active males moving about to assure insemination of 
any female that comes into estrus may b© selectively advantageous for 
small secretive rodents „ Sigmodon hispidus is much larger and more 
obvious than the other species* Goertz3s data (1965a) indicating that 
the precentage of male Se hispidus is greater when population 
densities are low also support this theory0
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Table 21 . — Sex ratios for all Louisiana specimens examined.
Species Males Females Male;
Blarlna brevicauda 51 90 J6
Cryptotls parva 12 3 12.1 50
Reithrod ontomys
humulis 10 3 77
Reithrodontomys
fulveseens W +  297 60
Peromyscus
leucopus 15^ 107 59
Peromyscus
gossypinus 321 219 59
Sigmodon hispidus 5^ +9 370 60
Mus muscuius 391 162 71
Microtus pinetorum  22 17 56
REPRODUCTION
Breeding Periods
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In determining reproductive periods 9 age composition of 
populations is a valuable resource0 If one knows periods of 
greatest reproductive success in small mammals 9 he can predict 
fairly accurately age composition of populations throughout the 
year0 On the other hand 9 if one has specimens with no reproductive 
data, he can estimate reproductive seasons by the percentages of 
juveniles in the population at various times of the year0 
For this study, reproductive condition is reported 
only in females and only in terms of percent pregnant9 unless 
otherwise indicated0 The reason for this approach is that the 
only information regularly available on museum specimens is the 
number and length of embryos present in females 0 In reporting 
reproductive data, I included only animals that were specifically 
reported to contain no embryos or for which the number of embryos 
present was specified» As a result of ray field work9 more complete 
information is presented on certain species from Caddo parish and 
West Feliciana parish»
Blarina brevicauda--Dapson (1968a) stated that in New York most 
reproduction occurs in springs although it is scattered throughout 
the yearo Several authors, including Lyon (1936), have reported 
two peaks in breeding, one in spring and one in autumno Davis
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(I966) stated that in Texas breeding occurs from February through 
September*,
Of the 44 females of this species for -which 1 have 
reproductive d a t a 9 only three contained, embryos when collected0 
On© of these was collected in October and the others in November® 
Apparently*, pregnant femal.es of this species are not very 
susceptible to trapping® Of 159 specimens of Louisiana B® 
brevicauda only ten (6® 3 $) were iBiatureo Seasonal appearance of 
these immature animals indicates possible peak breeding in the 
fall as suggested by several authors® B® brevicauda could breed at 
any time during th© year in Louisiana 9 as suggested by Dapson (1968a) 
for New York, but I have no data substantiating this opinion®
Cryptotis parva— Conaway (I95d) in northern Texas and Hamilton 
(I929) in New York stated that C® parva breeds from March to 
November® Layne (197^) found pregnant C0 parva in northern 
Florida in August9 April, June9 and October? a relatively prolonged
breeding season is thus indicated® Although h© had few data, h© 
suspected a peak in reproduction in the iat© summer and fall®
Of 45 specimens of C® parva for x-?hich I have reproductive 
data, six contained embryos® on© in March, on© in October, three 
in November, and one to December® Of 271 C® parva, 23 (8®5 %) were 
immature® Those immature specimens x-yere collected from October 
through March 9 with the highest percentage collected in October and 
November® Peak fall breed may be indicated as suggested by Layne 
(I97/4.) for Florida®
.Reithrodontomys humulis - - Layne (1959) found that R® humulisCBzsriitesim-.anaaruij i t u LUiii'Wjia t .u iT u ■ mpninitMmwan.itTi.aawgn ft* v  '  •* ’  *rm  *i*»j « » « ■mwggna
breeds throughout the year in Florida® Brimley (1923) found 
embryos present from May through November in North Carolina®
Of 12 specimens (both males and females) that 1 collected 
in Caddo parish in December and February® no individuals war© 
in reproductive condition® Che male that 1 collected in June was 
in reproductive condition (testes enlarges and descended into 
scrotal pouch)o Of 13 animals collected.® 2 (15®^ fo) xf©r© immature 
and both collected in December® The situation in Louisiana could 
be similar to that in Florida or North Carolina® but too few 
data are available to b© sure®
Reithrodontomys fulveseens— Davis (1966) stated that in Texas R® 
fulveseens breeds from February through October® Packard (1968) 
found that in eastern Texas two principal breeding peaks occurs 
one in March and one in July® He found the percentage of animals 
in breeding condition to be high in lat© February® March® and April® 
and then again in lat© June® July® and August® Th© percentage of 
animals in breeding condition was low in September® October®
November® and December®
I found the situation, in Louisiana R® fulveseens to be similar 
to that found by Packard in eastern Texas® In Louisiana R® fulveseens 
breeds throughout most of the year® In southern Louisiana a winter 
lull in reproductivity occurs for a shorter period than in northern 
Louisiana® In southern Louisiana breeding Is curtailed only during 
January and the first half of February; in northern Louisiana the 
winter reproductive lull begins in December and lasts until the first
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part of Marchs The length of the winter reproductive lull, however, 
varies x*ri,th the length and severity of the winter in both southern 
and northern Louisiana» Numbers of Ro fulveseens are so low during 
summer that 1 could not determine the amount of breeding that occurs 
then0 Peak breeding in both northern and southern sections occurs 
in fall, with a lesser peak in spring® In Caddo parish I collected 
tne most females containing embryos in April, M a y 9 October, and 
November® In Caddo parish, males are in reproductive condition 
beginning in March and ending in early November® Of ?49 R® 
fulveseens® 58 (7°7 1°) were immature® In southern Louisiana, 
immature animals have been collected from July through January®
In northern Louisiana, immature animals have been collected only 
in October, November, and December® Too few data are available for 
May, July, August, and September to determine the situation in 
these months®
Peromyscus leucopus— Golley (1962) in Georgia and Davis (1966) in 
Texas reported that P« leucopus breeds in every month® Golley 
stated that breeding intensity decreased in July and August®
Similar circumstances prevail in Louisiana P® leucopus® Female 
specimens containing embryos have only been collected in September, 
October, November, and December® The peak in breeding appears to 
be in November® Of 232 P® leucopus specimens in collections, 20 
(8®6 j>) were immature animals® In southern and central Louisiana, 
immature animals have been collected in all months except August 
and September® Highest percentages of immature animals occur in
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springs especially in April„ Too few data are available on 
specimens from northern Louisiana for me to be able to make any 
statements concerning reproduction in that sectiono
Peromyscus gossypinus--In southern Florida« Bigler and Jenkins 
(1975) found P. gossypinus bred from August through May with 
peak breeding in winter and early springe Davis (1966) stated 
that in Texas PQ gossypinus breeds from late August through May
tvs* 1111 1 '~rTin n JTninn 11 l|l l^<" 11 lllllw
with peak breeding in November and Decembere
Specimen data indicate that some Po gossypinus are 
reproductIvely active throughout the year in Louisiana0 By far 
the highest level of reproductive activity occurs in September 
and October; a lesser peak occurs in April and Maye
In a live-trapping study of Po gossypinus that I conducted 
for one year in West Feliciana parish (unpublished research)9 I 
found Po gossypinus breeding throughout the year® 3h that study 
I also found the peak of reproductive activity occurred in the 
fall^ especially in September9 and a lesser peak occurred in 
Aprilo
Of 5^ 1 specimens in collections 9 Gif (11 ®8 %) are immature® 
Immature animals have been collected in all months except May,
July, and September« High percentages of immature animals occur 
in the fall, winter, and spring! but the highest percentages occur 
in Novembero The percentage remains fairly high throughout the 
winter, and a lesser peak occurs in April» The percentages of 
immature animals throughout the late spring, summer, and early fall
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are low. In the live-trapping study that I conducted in West 
Feliciana parish9 I found immature animals to be present only 
from November through April®
Sigmodon h±spidus™~A large number of studies have been don© on
<111 III I ii Mil I ii iii.iIiii 11» ai iil~ ' >
population parameters of S® hispidus (@og® 9 Dunaway and ICay©9 
1961 ? Goertz 9 1965b? Haines 5 196l| Layne9 197% Odum* 1955? 
Sealander and Walker s 1955)® Most investigators have found 
reporduction occurring throughout the spring9 summer9 and fall. 
Some have found peak reproduction in fall9 and others have found 
a spring peak. Shadowen (1956) found that in East Baton Rouge 
parish the breeding season lasts from April to September with 
peak breeding in late spring®
My results are similar to those of Shadowen (1956)© In 
this species in Louisiana 9 I found the breeding season lasts from 
April through November® The level of breeding is low in December® 
Animals are generally not in reproductive condition in January and 
February® The pattern appears to be similar in northern and 
southern Louisianaf except that reproduction is curtailed earlier 
during the winter in northern Louisiana® Immature animals have 
been collected in all months except March9 Aprils and Augustf 
highest percentages of immature animals were collected in May9 
June® and July® A lesser peak in percentages of immature animals 
occurs in September® October9 and November®
Microtus ninetorum— Golley (1962) reported that in Net-? York M® 
pinetorum breeds from January to October® but that others have
8?
reported that this species breeds all year® In Louisiana data 
are available9 but Mo pinetorum does semi to have a long breeding 
season® In Caddo parish I have collected females x-jith embryos 
in February9 May5  and November and immature animals from 
November through May® I trapped no animal of any age from June 
through October®
Mus nusculus— -Breakey (1963) found that in the San Francisco Bay
area feral Mus xrosculus do not generally breed in the winter®
In North Carolina9 Brimley (1923) found embryos from June through 
October and in December® I have found specimens in reproductive 
condition in all months of the year in which this species has been 
collected® In buildings M® Bxusculus probably breeds throughout the 
year® but in fields breeding is curtailed during parts of the 
winter and summer® Immature M® musculue have been collected in all 
months except March® April® and August®
In summary;, in Louisiana breeding in most species is reduced 
during both the coolest and warmest months of the year® The 
length of curtailment can vary from year to year according to 
variation in severity of weather® The period of curtailment of 
breeding in winter is longer in northern Louisiana than in southern 
Louisiana® Peak breeding occurs in most species in spring and 
especially in fall® Figure 1 summarizes breeding period data for 
the species that I studied®
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Figure lo--Breeding periods for Blarlm brevicaudao 
Relthrodontomrs ffulvascens9 Feromyscus go§gyEdnus 9 Po IggcgHftSs 
Siraodon hisniduso and Mus m u sculus in Louisiana0 Thin lines 
indicate evidence of breeding 5 and thick lines indicat.® hxghest 
levels of breeding activity., The figure is based on age class and 
embryo data®
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A tendency toward geographic variation in litter sis© is 
evident in most species of small mammalse A number of factors 
affect this variation® Bowdre (1971) ©3ramin©d th© effect of 
latitude on litter size in Slgmodon hispidus % he found no 
significant latitudinal trends but did demonstrate a correlation 
between litter size and climatic regime® H© found, larger litters 
associated with areas of pronounced climatic seasonality and smaller 
ones with areas of year-round stable temperatures and ample 
rainfall® (This pattern agrees with r and K theory also®)
Bowdre suggested that at least in southerly parts of the range of 
So hispidus the effect of climatic factors on food supply rather than 
directly on reproductive physiology may be largely responsible for the 
variation in reproductive activity® Layne (197*0 suggested that 
the same model may also apply to southern species of Peromyscus®
Reithrodontomys fulvesuens seems to produce smaller litters 
in northern Louisiana (Table 22)9 but Sjgmodon hispidus seems to* iiniiiii*-iin in mu ■■ tihihih i ii ii ~i ~ jwp
produce smaller ones in southern Louisiana® This situation may 
substantiate Boxjdre9 s hypothesis that food availability is more 
important than direct temperature effects ® S® hispidus is 
herbivorous9 while R® fulvescens is granivorous® These differences 
in litter sizes may reflect differences In availability of seeds as 
opposed to green plant material at th© localities trapped in the 
northern sections as opposed to those trapped in th© southern 
sections® Litter size variation in these two species probably 
reflects differences in selection regime® In areas that I have
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trapped in northern Louisiana, R® fulvescens is the most abundant
small roammalp but in area in southern Louisiana„ S® hispidus is 
most abundanto
The average number of embryos in most species is slightly 
over four (Table 22)® Exceptions are Microtias pinetorum® which 
averages fewer embryos , and Slgmodon hispidus and Mas muscuius,C_» *J * «».o—> itg»gt t iH i«L-,iuL-VJwi     r
which average more embryos ® This variation In average number of 
embryos probably partly reflects variation in turnover rates of 
populations (as described by Spencer and Steinhoff9 19685 for 
geographical variation in litter size) in combination with selection 
regime and food availability®
Microtus pinetorum is herbivorous9 fossorial9 and secretive®<r i' Mi, ■iirin-p Mi n uni n in i in in * *
As a result9 it probably suffers less predation than th© other 
species, and because it eats plant material under or near the 
ground that is better protected against climatic effects9 it 
probably has a more constant supply of food®
Slgmodon hispidus is active day and night and is much less
'"''T i «m i i i ii i <i i f r  Tl~~lmlilli» ‘ Tirii in mi ■■riii m
secretive than the other species studied® Predation is probably 
high® Also9 because above-ground green plant material is highly 
variable throughout the year9 th© food source of this species is 
less stable than that of a species such as Microtus pinetorum®
Mas rauscuius is a special case and an extremely r-selected 
species® This species has a broad niche and high turnover rate and 
maintains populations principally by high reproductive rate® 
Phenomenal population explosions of this species in Louisiana have 
been described (e®g® 9 Lowery 9 197*0®
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Table 22.— Litter sizes of shrews arid rodents in Louisiana based on
based on museum specimen data®
Species Sample size Range Mean
2® breuieauda 3 3-5 4.0
C. parva 6 3-6 4*3
R* fulvcscens
N  La. 6 1-5 3.0
S La* 5 ^-8 5.8
Total 11 1-8 4.2
P. leuconus 9 3-6 4.2
P. gossypinus 24 2-9 4.3
3. hispidus
N La. 10 5-10 7.0
S La. 19 1-10 5.7
Total 29 1-10 6.9
M. pinetorum 4 2-3 2.3
M. mus cuius 11 4-10 7*5
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Duration of Gestation
Although X did no research on duration of gestation in the 
species studied9 this information is valuable for analyses that 
will follow. Table 23 lists published gestation times for the 
species studied along with literature citations.
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Table 23.— Duration of gestation in shrews and rodents studied.
Species Days Citation
Blarina brevieauda 21-22 Hamilton9 1929
Crvototis parva 21-23 Conaway® 195B
Reithrodontomvs
humulis 21-2.2 Layne® 1959
Reithrodontomvs
fulvescens
— ■H'.iiiUiiaiuj iini'lm m u n ,«rLTU|,i'iiMM»
2.1-22 m y  estimate
Peronrvscus leucoous 22-37 Golley, 1962
Peromvscus eossvoinus 23-30 P o u m e l l s  9 1952
Siemodon hispidus 27 Meyer and Meyer® 1944
Microtus pinetorum ca. 20 Colley9 1962
Mus muscuius 19-24 Lowery® 1974
VARIATION IN NUMBER OF ANIMALS AND AGE CLASS 
COMPOSITION OF POPULATIONS
Almost no information is available on seasonal and year-to- 
year variation in population levels of small mammals In Louisiana9 
although a few studies have been done on Slgmodon hispidus (e0g®9 
Abeggg 1939? Shadowen, 1956) and on Peromyscus gossypinus and 
Oehrotonrrs nuttalli (Shad©wen9 1963)®
My trapping was don© from 1971 through 19759 most of It in 
1973 and 1975® Since the trapping was not to th© same months during 
these years 9 year-to-year population size variation could not b© 
adequately analyzed® To give a general picture of th© seasonal 
variation in population sizes9 all years ar© combined®
Figures 2 through 9 show population variation in th© species 
studied9 and Table 2k gives the numbers of trap nights on which 
these figures are based® Population levels ar© given as percent, 
trap success on traplinos ® Usually researchers give levels as 
animals per acre or hectare® Presenting data in the form of animals 
par unit space 9 however9 can give one the impression of greater 
exactness than Is actually the case® Because the various investigators 
of populations have used various methods such as live-trapping as 
opposed to snap-trapping9 grids as opposed to trap-lines 9 differences 
In baits9 and lengths of times the traps are out9 etc® 9 results between 
investigators are seldom precisely comparable®
9k
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Approximate ag© composition of populations from toothwear 
data is also presentede Williamson (1972) presented good arguments 
for using logarithmic plots for population variation data® I 
have not used them, however9 since for th© purpose©, of this study 
I wish to accentuate changes in population levels*
The population levels of three localities are presented 
in th© figures„ These localities were chosen because most other 
localities were not repetitively trapped0 For most species * data 
from the Blanchard locality (2o9 mio S9 1*3 mi0 W Blanchard9 Caddo 
parish) and th© Greenwood locality (3°75 mio N9 0®75 mi0 W Greenwood, 
Caddo parish) ar© presenteds Both localities are abandoned field 
communities with great seasonal variation in productivityc 
Productivity is very low in winter, increases and becomes high 
in spring (mainly herbaceous material), reduces because of dryness 
in summer9 and is high in fall (especially because of high-protein 
grain and seed production by annual grasses and herbs)c The 
third locality is in upland hardwood forest, 5® 6 mi0 NE StQ Francis- 
ville9 West Feliciana parish» At the Caddo parish localities 
animals were snap-trapped , while at the West Feliciana locality 
animals were live-trapped .
No population data are available on Mus muscuius ©p Peromvscus
*■ X is m « > b i  t  - in.-mmmini*1 {-- irtmmu ■ i j
leucopuso Data on Po gossypinus are only available from live “trapping
at the St0 Francisvill© locality »
Population levels are influenced by a large number of 
factors9 among which are food availability* age composition of 
populations, reproductive activity* litter sizess climatic conditions,
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Interspecific and intraspecific competitions availability of covert 
diseases and parasites „ population levels 9 and other factors 0 
These factors have been discussed by a large number of workers,. 
These factors have been discussed by a large number of workers 
(e0go 9 Andrewartha and Birch0 195^? Lack9 195^? and Wilson and 
Bossertj, 1971)» Smith9 Gentry9 and Finder (197^) s> to a very 
interesting articles related abundances of small mammal species 
in South Carolina to other species studied and to seasonal 
temperature and rainfall data* The only significant correlation 
between a single factor and species abundance was between Blarina 
brevicauda and summer precipitat ion * The population levels of each 
species were correlated. Ttfith the combined population levels of 
at least two other species0
From my studies, animals seem more abundant when primary 
productivity of the environment is greater* Summer population 
levels are reduced 9 probably by a combination of factors including 
dryness9 reduced primary productivity9 high temperatures decreasing 
fertility (Poumelle9 195^5® increased parasitism* diseas ea and 
possibly predation on young by fire ants (see Travis 9 X9389 for 
a description of the problem of ant predation on quail)* Population 
density and competition increase in the fall in all species 9 and 
density reaches a maximum in late fall or early winter* During 
peak population levels 9 an "oat-out69 usually occurs9 and abandoned- 
field species undergo a sudden and severe decrease in population 
levels* Population density slowly recovers during the spring but 
again undergoes setbacks in the summer*
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In all species of small mammals studied , population 
turnover is extremely high® In the tfiXd very few small mammals live 
more than on© year<> Some of th© studies demonstrating th© great 
population turnover in species with which X am concerned include 2 
Daps on (1968a) and Buckner (1966) for Bla'rina brevicauda,, Packard 
(1968) for Rsithrodontomys fulvescens a McCarley (195^ -a) for 
Peromyscus gossypinus® and Goertz (196*0 for Slgmodon hispidus®
I found at the St® Francisville locality that recapture of P® 
gossypinus diminished to near zero after 180 days (unpublished 
research)® This high population turnovers, typical of the species 
that I studied j, is important because it allows for short-term 
selective effects to be evident (cf® Myers and Krebs,, 197*0®
Blarina brevicauda---From the data available,, B® brevicauda seems to 
be most abundant in fall® Buckner (1966) found B® brevicauda 
to be highest In September and lowest in May in Manitoba9 but 
the seasonal pattern of population variation is probably much 
different here®
Cryptotis parva— I  found C® p a rv a  t o  be most abundant in October
and November at the Blanchard locality® Populations seem to 
decrease during the winter® No animals were collected during 
the spring or summer® Layne (197*5-) found that northern Florida 
populations might be highest in October and November and in May, 
but he had few data with which to work® In addition, he suggested 
that the reliability of estimates on population levels of shrews 
are questionable, because shrews may not be consistently trapped in
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proportion to their true abundance (substantiated by examination
of owl pellets)0 Evidently other methods than snap-trapping or 
live-trapping with conventional live traps should be used in 
a study of shrew populations ©
Reithrodontoxmrs fulvescens— X found R© fulvescens population levels 
to be increasing in fall9 at the highest in Decembers gradually 
decreasing through th© winter;, and at a low point in summer©
Packard (1968) found a similar situation in eastern Texas©
Peromyscus gossypinus— P© gossypinus data ar© from live-trapping
<iiiillliilir<Mn ilHiini ii n* |i iT i i'i i in c o n  '—'
that I did at the St0 Francisville locality (unpublished research 
and Thomas9 1973)° Evidently these data are not comparable to 
snap-trap data© In th© live-trapping study X compared efficiency 
of various kinds of traps© The data showed live traps were much 
more efficient than snap traps „ thus' ©ssplaining the high percentage 
catch of P© gossypinus compared to the other species in this study©
I am certain th© data ar© distorted by animals learning trap 
positions and seeking out the traps for food9 which results in 
greater catches than are representative of the populations© 
Unfortunately this problem with live-trapping is often not 
considered9 although various formulas that estimate population size 
from recapture data have been proposed (e©g©9 Jolly9 1965? Schumacher 
and Eschmey©r9 19^3)°
In the live-trapping study that I did9 populations seemed 
higher when food was loss abundant© Populations seemed lowest
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when food availability was greatest9 namely during th© fall when 
the acorn and hickory nut crop was ripe®
Shadowen (1963) found similar population variation in the 
Rust on area® I believe that, as in ray study 9 th© pattern h© 
observed was artifactuals Nevertheless9 many investigators have 
found plausible population patterns in southern Pa gossypinus 0 
3b northern Florida, tayn© (197*0 found populations to b© highest 
from February through May and at low levels during the reminder of 
the year® Golley (1962) stated that in Georgia peak densities occur 
in January and February and that population levels are lowest in 
July and August 9 although trends may be obscured in local areas» 
Pearson (1953) in Florida found peak densities in October and 
November o In eastern Texas, Me Carl ey (195^&) found, highest 
population levels in winter,,
Population patterns in P® le u e o p u s  are probably very 
similar to P„ g o s s y p in u s  patterns (Burt9 19*K>s, and McGarley,
195^a)o
Slgmodon hispidus--From the Greenwood locality data, population 
densities seem to be highest in late fall and low throughout late
spring and summerQ Strangely enough, very few S0 hispidus were 
ever captured at the Blanchard locality, even though the habitat 
appeared to be ideal® The locality seemed be be occupied only by 
dispersing young S„ hispidus during times of highest population 
levels in other localities in th© same region where S® hispidus 
was abundant®
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Goerfcz (196*0 in Oklahoma and Layne (197*0 in Florida 
found population patterns similar to those that I found*, Never­
theless , various workers have found SQ hispidus to be most abundant 
at each of the seasons„ Shadowen (1956) found populations to be 
lowest in late summer and early fall and highest in January 
on one plot and In April on the other , but his data were probably 
distorted as suggested by Lowery (197*0 and as discussed above for 
P. gossypinuso
Microtus pinetorum— At the Greenwood locality M® pinetorum seems to 
be most abundant in late fall and early wintera At the Blanchard 
locality, population levels were so low that probably little 
seasonal variation in numbers occurs0
In summary, highest populations and greatest reproduction 
of most species are associated with times of greatest primary 
productivity of the environmento Relthrodontomys fulvescens andX b> <1 i»ii ' ipi nn iiiin" rnimnil'iin»iiii Iin I < C I in I. gniiiT»im iri nim,i,i» ■.rrnwm"i n1 m IMI I I I II 1 1 < Ti 11
Sigmodon hispidus underwent greatest seasonal variation in population 
sizes at the localities studied*.
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Table 24.— Total trap nights on which population
variation data are based.
Month St.. Francisville Greenwood Blanchard
J anua ry 0 0 0
February 497 600 400
March 99 400 0
Anril 319 300 396
May 28 900 0
June 1?1 200 200
July 149 200 0
August 29 600 0
September 1.68 0 39
October 99 0 84
November 99 400 120
December 32 300 BOO
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Figure 2®— Population variation in Blarina brevicauda® Black 
indicates immature animals, white Indicates young adults9 and 
cross-hatching indicates old adults® Months for which no data 
are available are placed, in parentheses0
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Figure 3*— Population variation in Cryptotis parva .
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Figure 4®--Population variation in Ralthrodpntawys fuOvegcgns.
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Figure 5®---Population variation in Ralthrodontomys fulvescens.
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Figure 6 »--Population variation in Ps£28BSS»SL gossjpinus.
Months for which no data ar© available are placed in parentheses.; 
Age distributions ar© not giveno Data are from live-trappingo
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Figure 8.— Population variation in Slgmodon hispidus,
Blanchard locality
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Figure 9° —"Population variation in Microtus pinetorum<>
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DIET
Differences to food habits ar© a common method of resource 
partitioning in communities (Schooner9 197*0« Throughout my study 
I did not intensively study food habits «, but I did do some
cursory stomach content analyses using a dissecting scope© Stomach
contents of specimens are expressed as percentages of green 
plant material9 ripe plant materialP and animal matter©
Th© species that I studied ar© quite variable in their 
food habits9 but I am sure that more detailed studies would show even 
greater differences© Ftor-thermora® even the most detailed of stomach 
analyses can give very biased pictures of ecological overlap© 
According to Cody (197*0 s, stomach contents can show a great deal 
of overlap to diet and yet species might b© feeding in different 
ways or to different places so that each is harvesting food 
unavailable to the other© Cody (197*!') also stated that ecological 
overlaps can be underestimated by gut contents being biased by 
time of day sampled and. foraging sites recently visited©
Blartoa brevicauda—-The only two specimens that I examined were
collected to autumn9 and both stomachs contained animal remains 
only© Davis (1966) 9 (.Jolley (1962)5, arid Lowery (197*0 agree that 
!* brevicauda eats mainly invertebrates 9 with occasional small 
vertebrates and some plant material©
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Cryptotis parva--.! examined no stomach contents of this species0 
Nevertheless 5 Gollej ©t al* (1965) and Lowery (197*0 agree that 
Co parva eats mainly invertebrates and occasional small vertebrates 
and plant material0 Plant material is less common than in 
stomachs of Blarina brevicauda
Reithrodontanrvs hugmlis—-The stomachs of two specimens collected in
Caddo parish in February contained 100 percent nlpa plant materials 
A specimen that I kept in captivity for over a year ate only seeds 9 
refusing green plant materialo GoUey (1962) and Lowery (197*0 
agree that R„ humulis eats mainly grass and herb seeds and occasionally 
green plant materialo
Reithrcdontoroys jPalyejScens— I examined 31 specimens of Ro fulvescens „ 
Two collected in November from West Feliciana parish contained plant 
and invertebrate remains* The others were collected in February in 
Caddo parish. 5 and of these 17 contained 100 percent ripe plant 
materialo Th© remainder contained from 10 to 50 percent green 
plant material in combination with ripe plant materialo None from 
Caddo parish contained invertebrate remains* I believe that9 at 
least in Louisiana^ Ro fulvescens eats much more green plant material 
than does Re humuliso The presence of invertebrate remains in the 
West Feliciana specimens may be a result of that area being marginal 
habitat and deficient in desired food,, Lowery (197*0 stated that 
this species eat 3 mainly weed seeds and occasionally green vegetable 
matte.ro
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Poromyseus leucppus~-X have no data on this species , but Golleyflim.ljm mt m.Mi H U qtf- 'Mmga3> '•OK'ffiCTl’l-Ja.f'KJ'tiMCD J, *> V
(1962) stated that at least in, the summer this species is largely 
herbivorous, the diet consisting of berries, grass seeds, acorns, 
conifer seeds, and some animal food®
Percmvscus gossypinus — Two specimens from Natchitoches parish
K^nz^ s ai*&ai£±rM ,M.'*i’vtzr..**xa ljtt*mrn^4,-"a4r**x:r.rc&!rtTiin*'* A  A
collected in June both contained ripe plant materialo In addition,
22 specimens collected in West Feliciana parish throughout th© year 
were examined® Diets in late winter, spring, and early summer 
apparently consist mainly of invertebrates along with some stored 
acorns and seeds„ An.im.al matter was least abundant in stomachs 
of specimens collected in fall, sine© most animals from this 
season that I examined had subsisted entirely on acorns 0 P® 
gossypinus that I have kept in captivity would eat almost anythingo 
Golley (1962) stated that P0 gossypinus Is more carnivorous than 
is P„ leucopus® The food habits that I found for Pa gossypinus in 
Louisiana agree with food habits Indicated by Golley for those in 
Georgia0
Slgmodon hispidus— Of five specimens examined, all stomachs contained
ripe plant material only, green plant material only, or a combination; 
I found no animal remains®, Golley (1962) stated that this species 
eats mainly herbaceous plants, grasses, some roots and tubers, and 
rarely insects„
Microtus, p^otorum***-! examined eight specimens collected in February, 
April, and November fro m  abandoned-fleld communities in Caddo parish®
Stomachs of these contained almost entirely green plant material 
but a small amount of ripe plant material was found in two 
specimens 0 A specimen that I kept in captivity for over a year 
ate seeds and green plant mataria!0 Golley (1962) stated that 
this species is largely herbivorous 9 eating bulbs9 roots9 tubers 
leaves 9 fruits 9 and occasionally animal matter®
Mus mascuiu s I  have no data ©n this species 9 but M0 musculus 
is known to eat almost every kind of food (Golley9 1962)®
Golley et al® (1965) considered it to be mainly grandvorous.
DIURNAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS
Schooner (197*0 stated that temporal partitioning Is
relatively rare and that only where ability to process, food is 
limited relative to the risk of being eaten during feeding should 
temporal specialisation be markedo Nevertheless9 I believe that 
in abandoned-fleld smSl-mammal species 9 predation Is an 
important factor and some temporal partitioning does occur®
Known diurnal activity in abandoned-field species discussed 
below supports the hypothesis that some temporal partitioning 
does occur in this habitat®
Blarina brevicauda and Crvptotls p a rv a — My trapping records Indicatej ni.i-uiinii.iM « « . tl- imi'M'im iini i n xso esitesrB.'wtPjwss-n
that these species are active day and night® G® m m  that I kept 
In captivity were slightly more nocturnal than diurnal®
Relthrodontomvs humulls— This species was only trapped at night® 
Nevertheless 9 in captive specimens running-wheol activity m s  
strictly nocturnal9 while feeding activity occurred throughout the 
day and night®
Reithrodontcmys fulvescens~~This species was also trapped only at 
night® I found activity in 15 captive animals to be strictly 
nocturnal®
Perowyscus gossypinus and P® leucomis-.-I found from trapping that 
£* gossypinus was strictly nocturnal9 as were captive specimens®
11*!-
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According to Falls (1968)9 P® leucopus is also nocturnal as are
most species of Faromyscuso Since food habits of Tamlas striatusJ. t--rm-‘5?^ '-'T" fT?r~CA v’.rtT7-V'%.rrtV".t* id.1.1.1 t rr<z:\i\t*Fuirsrc'Z> ■ j-i.i-l-'j .      . «• , -
are very similar to food habits of P„ gossypinus and Po leucopusv  eras fcn ; - i u inME'CA-<iq < 5srKgascac:'«>
and since chipmunks are diurnal® t©mp©ral partitioning between 
these species occurs0
Sjgmodon hispidus— My trapping records indicate that S0 hlspidns 
is both nocturnal and diurnal® This pattern agrees with the 
literature (ef® Lowery® 197**S Shadowen® 1956)®
Mlcrotus pinetorum>— %• trapping record.s indicate that this species 
is both nocturnal and diurnal® although a specimen that 1 kept 
in captivity was slightly more nocturnal than diurnal® Lowexy 
(197*0 stated that this species is for the most part nocturnal
or crepuscular® but that individuals are occasionally seen abroad 
in bright daylight and that he has often seen them out in the 
middle of the day®
Mas musculu®--All specimens I collected, were captured at night® 
but Mo musculus is known to also be active during th© day (Walker®
1975).
DISCUSSION
AND
CONCLUSIONS
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MIA LIS 13 OF t AND K SELECTION
MacArthur and Wilson (196?) coined the terns K selection
and r selection for two types of selection9 which had earlier 
been described by Dobzhansky (1950) for natural selection In th© 
tropics as opposed to that in temperate zones0 MacArthur and 
Wilson (I967) showed that these two kinds of selection are not 
geographically restricted0 K refers to the carrying capacity of 
the environment for a population and r to the maximal intrinsic 
rat© of natural increase of th© population® These designations 
are derived from the Verhulst-Pearl logistic equation. For a simple 
explanation of this equation see Wilson and Bossert (1971)® Pianka
(1970) stated that th© equation was much overused9 but that clearly 
two opposing kinds of selection do exist and usually have to b® 
compromised in any one organism? hence no animal is completely 
r selected or completely K selected®
According to Pianka (19?0)9 we can visualize an r-K continuum 
and a particular organism9s position along it® The r~s©l©cted9 or 
opportunistic 9 species exists in a perfect '’ecological vacuum” 
with no density dependent effects and no competition0 In this 
situation the optimal strategy is to put all possible matter and 
energy into reproduction by producing as many progeny as possible® 
This theoretical species is typically a fugitive9 which consistently 
disappears from the places it colonizes® The spocies survives only 
by its ability to disperse and fill new places at a high rate.
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Under such circumstances 9 genotypes x»rith high intrinsic rates of
increase xd.ll b© consistently favored.« less advantage will 
accrue to genotypes that substitute an ability to compete In 
crowded circumstances*,
The K-seloeted® or stable<, species exists where density 
effects are maximal and th© environment is saturated with 
organisms,, Competition is koon® and the optimal strategy is to 
channel all available matter and energy into the maintenance and 
production of a few extremely fit offspring0 K selection leads 
to increased efficiency of utilization of environmental resources„ 
Table 25 lists correlates for r and K selection modified 
from tables by Pianka (1970) and Wilson (1975)° 1 added correlates
H through P® which are based on discussions by King and Anderson
(1971)9 Pianka (19?0)„ Wilson (1975)© and Wilson and Bossert (1971)° 
Terrestrial vertebrates ® as a whole 9 ar© relatively K 
selected9 while most insects are relatively r selected (Pianka® 
(1970)o According to Wilson (1975)9 however® rodents are on© 
of many groups containing both relatively r-selected and relatively 
K-selected species0 H© suggests Mierotus pennsylvanleus as an 
example of a specios at the r extreme of th© spectrum and the 
species of Peromyscus as examples of animals closer to th® K 
end of the sealoo
Based on factors summarized in Table 26® I have rated the 
species that I studied on an r~K continuumo Each species was rated 
relative to the others for nine factors reported in the previous 
sections of this manuscript° A rating of 1 was given for the r
extreme9 2 for an intermediate conditions and 3 for th© K extremeo 
The ratings for each species were then averaged to give an 
overall rating* Ratings for ©ach of the factors considered can 
b© found in Table 26®
Table 27 gives the final averaged, ratings for the species 
studied® Some information was not available for all species, and, 
of course, not all factors involved were rated® Nevertheless9 I 
consider the ratings to be fairly accurate® Mus rausculus9 besides 
being the most r selected of the species that I studied9 is probably 
on© of the most r selected of all rodents® Slgmpdpn hlspldus is 
considered to b© an ecological equivalent or Microtus pennsylvanicus, 
vjhich Wilson (1975) called a relatively ^-selected rodent® Of th© 
species 1 studied 9 Microtus pinetoruro® Peromyscus leucopus® and 
Peromyscus gossypinus were at the K end of the spectrum® Much more 
highly K~selected rodents exist9 however9 e® g® 9 many of the large 
South American hystrichomorphs ® A special explanation for the 
position of Reithrodontomys humulis is required® In more central 
portions of the range of this species , it would probably b© rated 
closer to R® fulyescens® In Louisiana, however, it is at th© edge 
of its rang© and is therefor© more of an r-seleeted species® Small 
numbers of the animals colonize areas, and although the populations 
disappear soon thereafter a few survive to recoloniz© other areas®
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Table 25,— Some of the correlates of r and K selection0
(modified from Pianka® 1970® and Wilson® 1975)
Correlate
A„ Climate
5. Mortality
C. Population 
size
D, Intra- and inter­
specific 
competition
E. Length of life
Fo Emphasis in energy 
utilization
r selection
variable and/or 
unpredictable 
often catastrophic 
nondirected® 
density-independent 
variable in tim©0 
nonequilibrium I 
usually well below 
carrying capacity 
of environment % 
recolonization 
each year 
variable® often 
lax
short 9 usually 
less than on© 
year
productivity
K sslection
fairly constant and/or 
predictable
move directed® density 
dependent
fairly constant in 
time® equilibriums 
at or near carrying 
capacity of the 
environment; no 
reeolonization 
necessary 
usually keen
longer® usually more
than on© year
efficiency
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Correlate
G® Attributes 
favored by 
selection
He Clutch and litter 
size
I. Breeding periods
J. Sexual
dimorphism
K« Sex ratio 
L# Habitat type
Mo Feeding mode 
No Diurnal activity
Table 25®— continued
r selection
1« Rapid, dovelop- 
raent
2, High maximum 
intrinsic rate 
of increase
3. Early repro­
duction 
Small size
larger
longer, less
restricted 
not evident
often not 1*1 
teraporary9 high 
resource avail­
ability 
generalized 
active during more 
of the 24~hour 
period
K selection 
1® Slower development
20 Lower resource 
thresholds
Jo Delayed repro­
duction 
40 Larger body size 
smaller
very restricted
often present
approaches ill 
more permanent,
lower resource 
availability 
more specialized 
activity more 
restricted in each 
24-hour period
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Table 25®-“Continued
Correlate r  selection g  selection
0. Morphological greater lesser (in a
variability single derae
P® Malformations more common rare
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Table 26— Ratings of Blarina brevicauda* Cryptotls parva» 
Relthrodontoaiys htanulisj. R* fulvescens* Per<Hayscp.s lanoopugB 
JP, gossypinus n Slgmodon hlspidus0 Mcrotus pinetorgrao and Mus
msculus for r and K correlates*
Bb Gp Rh Rf PI Pg Sh Mp M r
Habitat 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 2 1
Litter size 2 2 „ 2 2 2 1 3 1
Population
fluctuation 3 2 1 3 3 1 2 1
Diet 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 1
Activity 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
Variability- 2 2 - 2 2 2 1 1
Sexual
dimorphism 2 2 = 3 3 2 1 - 1
Body size 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 2
Gestation 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
Breeding period 2 2 - 2 2 1 2 1
Cranial
malformations 1 3 1 2 3 3 1
Sex ratio 2 3 1 2 3 3 2 3 1
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Table 27®—  Relative r- and K-selection ratings of species studied.®
Completely r selected 1 .0 0
Mus museultis 1 .0 8
Relthrodontomvs huraulls 1 .3 3
Slsraodon hlspldtis 1.67
Relthrodontows fulvescens 1 .6 7
Grvototls pamra. 1 .9 2
Blarina brevleauda 1 .9 2
S§ESSX2ens lgSS2B2*§. 2 .3 3
Peromyscus Rrossyolnus 2 .3 3
Mlorotus plnetorum
■ »i»i|i»min~l. Winn I >11111 ■ ■III
2 .3 8
Completely K selected 3 .0 0
INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION
Some disagreement concerning the effect and degree of 
competition in rodents and other small mammals is evident in th© 
literature0 Grant (1972) stated that competitive interaction for 
space is probably a general phenomenon among rodent species and 
that interspecific competition for space is relatively more 
widespread among rodents than among birds- Grant., however9 
based his generalizations primarily on studies of two or more 
species of rodents placed in enclosures 0 Such studies severely 
alter th© natural state of most rodents 9 sine© dispersal is of 
primary importance in population behavior of these animals „ 
Consequently j, Grant overestimated th© importance of competition 
in rodents0
Many rodent species s especially those r~selected species 
inhabiting places such as abandoned fields „ probably better fit the 
theoretical circumstances described by Wilson (1975)» These circum­
stances involve the perpetual side-stepping of competition- Most 
involve the intervention of other density-dependent factors (e0g0 9 
emigrations, predationp and disease) or fluctuations in th© 
environment that regularly halt population growth just prior to 
saturation- According to Wilson (1975)® even where competition 
occurs 5  it is frequently suspended by density-independent factors 
such as unfavorable weather and frequent availability of nowly 
created unoccupied habitats- A situation where competition is 
perpetually- side-stepped is purely theoretical- No doubt competition
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does occur in small mammals«, but in many instances it is probably
severly reduced much of th© time®
As indicated in the previous section9 rodents and shrews are 
relatively r selected? therefor®9 competition is expected to b© 
reduced and variable in these groups0 In additions a situation 
in which r selection Is important produces overlapping ranges of 
species on an environmental gradient (Ccdy9 197*0 ° Cody (197*0 
also stated that in areas of climatic (and hence resource) uncertainty 
(a situation that favors r selection)s species tend to be restricted 
to specific and structurally dissimilar parts of the habitat and 
tend to be similar in diet*, In terrestrial mammals generally^ 
separation by macrohabitat is th© most important method of resource 
partitioning (Schoonere 197*0»
Greater competition is expected in the climax forest species 
Peromvscus leucopus and P® gossypinus than in the speciesrrrira.mami n w  nrs9 fln i^ i*'ii'i,in>an» n r nrTi "Tii j.
characteristic of earlier serai stages« In abandoned-field species 9 
less competition and the coexistence of more closely related species
is expectedo Coexistence mechanisms in all these species should 
mainly take the form of differences in maerohabltats and microhabitats
rather than differences in diet® If sever© competition is occurring9 
there should be an inverse numerical or spatial relationship 
between the two species considered (Grant*, 19?2)0
I will now examine specific coexistence mechanisms and the 
morphological evidence for competition in the species studied®
A summary of major resource dimensions divided among the species 
studied to permit coexistence can be found in Table 28®
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Competition between Shrews 
Between any two species occupying the same area some 
competition9 however slights, roast occur® Nevertheless$ competition 
between shrews and rodents is probably insignifleant9 sine© th© two 
groups differ greatly in diet and other factors® A significant 
amount of competition probably does occur between the two species 
of shrews studied here® Inverse relationships s signalling competitive 
interaction o are the rule between Blarina brevicauda and Cryptotls 
parva0 I have not collected them together in homogeneous habitat|
I have collected them in th© same field at different times of the 
year® Bs brevicauda being present when conditions war© damp and 
C. parva when conditions were drier® Moisture is a strong limiting 
factor in the distribution of B® brevicauda (Pruitt 9 1953 and 1959? 
Getz9 196l)o Si adequately moist situations B® brevicauda seems to 
out-compete G® parva0 while In areas inadequate for the survival of 
Bo brevicauda0 C„ paffva is found®
No evidence exists for differences in reproductions seasonal 
population variations diets or diurnal activity patterns® Blarina 
brevicauda is larger in all respects than Cryptotls parvac Size 
differences m y  therefor© act to reduce competition9 but size in 
these species is probably mainly a result of direct environmental 
effects (se© sections on climatic correlations)0 Geographical 
differences in the requirements of these species probably vary9 but 
I have no data concerning this problem® B® brevicauda is more 
abundant in most of northern Louisiana,, but in parts of southern 
Louisiana C® parva is far more abundant-even in some moist
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situations® Most of my trapping in both northern and southern 
Louisiana was in those areas where B® brevicauda was more abundant| 
therefor© , ray discussion of competition in thes© species m s  
solely based on these areas0
Competition in Climax Forests<cga'na''tjw A jau ii«gi^gwatt.m ugiJa«w» n a a n  ma nrviu itM numgsu* <was~ — JO=-i
Under conditions of a climax forest, K selection is expected 
to b© dominant over r selection (see previous discussion), and 
consequently9 competition is expected to be more severe®
In Louisiana very few myomorphs coexist in climax forest 
situations, but the following species are characteristic of such 
situations : Peroiqyscus gossypinus« P® leucopus 9 and Neotoma<inni.ii 'gmmtnn f  act r  ~~ nrm riimrnu iii'ium inniimr* *
floridan&o In addition® Ochrotomvs nuttalli® Qryzamys mlustrisnin imimnnimWiiiriiiimHWgfria *  U&i£U3U3£* Sr-r r I Iiiinnnn
and Microtus plnetorum can b© found, in specialized microhabitats 
in climax forest (e®g09 Thomas, 1973)®
Because of th© highly restricted nature of Ochrotomys 
nuttalli, Qryzomys palustris® and Microtus ptaatorum in forests®iTT'Hiriril «i t■ i IIMIIII | IT ~H I n (i * GOB£xa&£amM>t*tmrpTTr^ ftgfiaCT A aBgwwM aitfCTW h^ fiMiBM •» !-*«■■■-.M ■■ .«■ *% <11 if l i'iHh Hi , ' hl'l V I1*-,  2*
little competition between thes© species and Peromyscus gossypinus 
or P® leucopus occurs® Neotoma floridana is much less common ande*Bt» *■—-- nyrTriif6"HTT>riinnirrrnr-T<-nT; t**
much larger in size than Peromyscus ® so that niche dimensions are 
sufficiently different to permit coexistence®
The two species of Peromyscus„ however, evidently are highly
competitive® Generally, whon on© spracios is common th© other is rare 
or* absent, an indication of competition according to Grant (1972)®
Th© trapping of equal numbers of these two species in the same habitats 
(Lowery, 197*0 is no evidence for reduced competition between them®
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As MacArthur (1972) stated 9 ,fWe expect competitors to coexist in
some habitats but each to b© superior in others®” Differences in 
habitat appear to be the major means of resource partitioning in 
thes© two species (McCarl©y9 195^9 and 195^b)e I have found no 
significant differences in reproductions diet9 or diurnal activity® 
Although Peromyseus gossypinus is generally larger than P®
'—1 f T* Till )1 I I niTTi iililiftIMI In ill < I II 'I * V  t—> AflSS
leucopus„ the difference is too slight to have a significant effect 
on food taken® According to MacArthur (19?2)9 species that differ 
only in size seem to require that th© larger be about two times as 
heavy as th© smaller for coexistence® I determined that cranial 
measurements in P® gossypinus may be increasing and reflect a 
possible response to competition between this species and P® leucopus® 
Cramioxnetric variation between sexes in P® leucopus and age 
variation in both species may b© important in reducing intraspecific 
competition®
Competition among Field RodentsiifiMtfwq ■— -untm ~^ >; i m n r m >  — TT r~*i I Kuril I n  m  n il h i »NI it' ,n~' ii !■
An abandoned field, is a typical habitat in which r selection 
occurs® The existence of this habitat is normally of short duration® 
Competition is expected to be reduced because of this fact (see 
discussion on selection modes)®
hi abandoned fields in Louisiana the following myomorphs 
are commonly found? Mas musculus® Rattus norvegicus„ Rattus rattusa 
Relthrodontomys falvescQna, Reithrpdontqmys humulis.® OehrotoBsys 
nuttalli 9 Qryapmys palustrj.se Microtus pinetorunu and Sigmodon
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hlspidus o On© usually does not find all these species in one 
fields but all are characteristic of various field situations 
in various parts of the state*
Mas musculus , Rattus rattus and Rattus norvegicus are 
generally not abundant where the cricetids are abundant,, All 
the Mas and Rattus that I have trapped far away from buildings 
seem to be dispersing individuals« Ochrotonys nuttalli is 
normally restricted to specialized viney situations and fence 
rows 9  while Qryzomys palustris is found in damp situations„
Microtus pinetorum is supposed to be characteristic of forests, 
but In northern Louisiana I have found it most common along 
ecotones and in abandoned fields„
Relthrodontomys huraulis is rare in Louisiana<> Competition 
between this species and R® fulvescens is indicated by range 
relationships of the two species® Coexistence is aided by differences 
in diurnal activity patterns and diet (see respective sections)0 
Some investigators (e0go , Wolf© and Rogers, 1969) have indicated 
that where the two species occur together, R„ humulis is found 
in moister situations than R« fulvescens® My trapping records,«tipvwpr^ *i v  i. i. J &
however, do not indicate this®
Th© species of greatest abundance in th© fields that I 
studied were Reithrodontomys fulvescens „ Sjgmodon hlspidus 0 and 
Microtus pinetorumo Highest population levels of all these 
species coincided, indicating low levels of competition (sensu 
Grant, 1972)®
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Table 19 reveals that Reithrodontomys fulvescens and 
Sigmodon hlspidus wore collected in exactly the same habitats?
R 0 fulvescens 9 however9 was more abundant in later serai stages 
than So hlspiduso Microtus plnetoram was only collected in on© 
habitat type,, but it is known uo occur in forest and eeotones 
also0 Table 20 indicates association between Ro fulvescens and 
S. hlspidus to b© greater than between these species and any of 
th© other species, M0 plnetorum was found more often in 
association with G® parva, R. fulvescens0 and S® hlspidus.
Mlerohabitat differences may aid in coexistence of these 
species® The small size of Reithrodontomys fulvescens enables it 
to climb vegetation and reach food that would not be reached by 
Sigmodon hlspidus, This ability may b© a factor in th© greater
—>iirmnii«BBi ■■ ■m 'H imirTr m mi »i» nin mu «r  in«ni ~i hi irit~»i mni !'■ v  er —
abundance of this species over S0 hlspidus in. later serai stages® 
Microtus pinetorum is fossorial9 while R® fulvescens and S« hlspidus 
are not® Although diets overlaps preferred diets definitely differ 
in th© three species® R® fulvescens probably eats mainly seeds9 
S. hispidus eats more green vegetation9 and Microtus pinetorum 
eats bulbs9 roots 9 and tubers 9 which are not as important in th© 
diets of the other two .species,
Diurnal activity patterns differ in th© species„ S„ hlspidus 
and M. pinetorum are active day and night® but R® fulvescens is 
strictly nocturnal. Seasonal population variation differences or 
differences in reproductive seasons are not important coexistence 
mechanisms in these species «
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As shown in Tables 1 and 2, Reithrodontomys fulvescens 
had unusually low coefficients of variation® The reduction in 
variability In this species m y  indicate a narrowing of the niche 
in response to competition with other species0 Sexual sis© 
dimorphism in cranial measurements of R« fulvescens and ag© 
variation in all abandoned-field species of rodents may reduce 
intraspecific competition*.
As pointed out by Hespenhelde (1973) s> size influences food 
choice by an. animal9 and thus size differences ar© one component 
of one dimension of th© niche® Schooner (197^) stated that th© 
most common morphological indicator used, for such purposes is 
slz© of feeding structures® Granted that size of feeding 
structures in most mammals is not as great in importance as it 
is in some groups of birds5 feeding structure size can, nevertheless , 
help point out competitive situations®
Si Figures 10-13 rodents present at two trapping sites 
in abandoned field communities are compared as to length of 
maxillary toothrcw and basilar length , measurements that I consider 
to some extent indicative of diet® All ages and sexes are 
included because all members of the species in an area take part 
in interspecific competition®
From Figures 10-13s on® can see that some overlap occurs 
between Reithrodontomys humulls and R® fulvescens» and between 
Microtus plnetorum and Sigraodon hlspidus® As I indicated above« 
competition occurs between R® huraulis and R„ fulvescens® as would 
be expected from the size overlap, although this is only on©
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dimension. Overlap between M. plnetorum and S, hlspidus is 
probably not significant0 since these species occupy different 
space dimensions.
From the larger number of closely related species present 
in the more homogeneous field habitats * it is evident that in 
Louisiana greater overlap of small mammal niches occurs in fields 
than in forests 0 The most important coexistence mechanism among 
all species I studied is reduction in spatial overlap. Multi­
dimensional differences in field rodents aid coexistence9 but that 
these mechanisms are generally incomplete and variable indicates 
that competition is often much reduced in field habitats.
iy*
Figure 10.— Basilar length measurements of specimens captured at the 
Blanchard locality. The vertical line represents the means the 
horizontal line9 the range ? and the dark area9 one standard deviation 
on either side of the mean® Standard deviations are not represented 
where sample size is too small to make them meaningful.
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Figure 11.— Maxillary toothrow measurements of specimens captured
at the Blanchard locality.
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Figure 12.— Basilar length measurements of specimens captured at the
Greenwood locality.
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Figure 13®— Maxillary toothrow length measurements of specimens
captured at the Greenwood locality®
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Table 28®— Major resource dimensions divided among the species studied® 
Abbreviations? FP food? Ma0 mcrohabitat? Mi9 roicrohabitati D9 time 
of day active? S9 size or other major morphological differences0 
Parentheses indicate importance only under certain circumstances 
and only in combination with other factors® Factors are listed 
in approximate order of importance®
Fb CP Rh Rf PI Pg 3h Mp Mm
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Ha Mi
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CONCLUSIONS
The following answers to questions concerning how cranio™ 
metric variation in small mammals is related to environmental 
and competitive factors have been provided by this study? 
lo What structural correlations with climatic parameters are 
evident?
Some measurements of all species9 except Cryptotis parva9 
show some significant climatic correlations within Louisiana„
The size of structures is affected by a combination of thermal and 
moisture variables 9 and the importance of various factors is 
quite variable among species0
2. Does structure present evidence for competitive interaction?
The following are some examples of morphological evidence for 
competitive interaction that I founds
a0 Little morphological overlap was found in climax forest9 
a habitat favoring K selections but much overlap was found in 
abandoned fields9 a habitat favoring r selectiono
be Variation in size tclth age in rodents and variation in 
size with sex in some measurements of a few species reduce intra­
specific competition0
c. IncroasQS in the average size of measurements in Mus rauseulus
- J ■■■"-■'■"■I'
and possibly Peromyseus gossypinus may be responses to competitive
interaction«
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d. Low variability in Reithrodontomys fulvescans is probably 
caused by narrowing of the niche of this species in response to 
competitions
3® Is a temporal component evident in the variation of the species?
Mus musculus showed significant eraniometric variation from 
1930 through 1975 and significant seasonal variation in cranial 
measurementso Seasonal variation in some measurements in C ry p rfc o tis  
parva. Blarina brQyicauda.o and Reithrodontomys fulvescens may have 
occurred®
4® Can inferences be made about the predominant selective modes 
affecting the species studied?
An analysis of r  and K selection using both life history 
and morphological data indicated that Mus musculus and Reithrodontomvs
X  c J «~rs>pa»iiFm 1 im m  m  m u ' H   1- 1—n— 1— i t  iiiiiii m mi — ■ 1 
humulis are most strongly r selected.® while Microtus pinetorum®
ricnniliutf*^3i. iHM ga ^ i a W J  j  t/ w p  &  |-r ~n 11 mill ~iiiii 11 m  p im h i 1 it. *. ■ hi mi aiminiil iliimiiiiim i 11 mu 111 mm  I
Peromyscus gossypinus® and P® leucopus are most strongly K selected®
Although the future of man and of the endangered species 
is constantly discussed9 few biologists have speculated on the 
future of currently abundant small mammals 0 To determine what the 
future holds for these species9 one must first recognize that the 
once dominant climax forests are becoming more patchy and reduced 
in distribution® Field habitats were one© very short-lived and 
scatteredo Today and in the future they are becoming more widespread 
and taking on greater permanence, while urban habitats are increasing.
Under these conditions of changing habitats 9 reduction can 
be expected in the numbers of the climax forest species (e0g®9
mPeromyscus leucopus and P® gossyplnus) and increases in the numbers 
of species characteristic of disturbed situations® The greater 
permanence of field habitats should result in trends to some of 
these r-selected species toward greater K selection and toward 
greater ecological and morphological divergence®
By craniometric analyses® I have demonstrated that 
musculus is the most variable and evolutionarily active of the species 
I studied© If man does not destroy the planet and present trends 
continue® a number of species will probably arise from what was 
originally Mus musculus© These species will b© adapted to fit 
various artificial niches created by man® No one knows how rapidly 
such speciation could occur® but a careful monitoring of M® 
musculus in the future will be vital to our understanding of 
evolutionary processes to vertebrates®
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APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXAMPLES OF TOOTHWEAR AGE CLASSES
15«
159
Blarina brevlcauda
A^e 1
Blarlna breyicauda
161
Blarlm brevloauda
Ag© 3
162
Relthrodontomys huwulls
Ar;o 2
Note: Compare the last molar with the same tooth of R. fulvescens.
163
Relthroriontomys ful.vescenj
Reithrodofttomys fulvescens
Ago 2
Re ithrod ontorayn fulvescens 
Af*e 3
166
Slgmodon hisplrius
1
167
Slemodon hisoidus
A^o 2
Simodon hispidus
Age 3
APPENDIX B
DATA USED IN CLIMATIC CORRELATION ANALYSES
169
1?0
Caddo Parish
Bla£3m bTOvicajda
variable n mean 3D range
body len 18 ' 72,72 3,6911 66,0-78,0
wax br 19 6,8? 0,3615 6,15-7.4
era br 1 ? 10.44 0,^985 9.55-H.3
bas len 17 17*43 0,8718 15.4-18,4
pal len 19 8,59 0. 5082 7.55-9,4
?k-m 19 5,40 0o 2404 4,8-5.85
Lincoln Parish
»<cfc4gi'jc«yg^ MtjiL'iiifli'f1 Ti i irni ii »
variable n mo&n SD rang©
body len 16 71088 60 **692 63®0-91,0
max br 17 60 58 0,1985 6,25-6,85
era br 14 9.92 0,3965 9.25-10,7
bas len 15 16,68 0,2*1-11 16.25-17,1
pal len 16 8,37 0,2182 8,0-8,75
P4-M3 16 5.30 0,1008 5.15-5® 50
... -  Ttrrr* U ".*r -w e **, w^r-tifi»- i^.-^<rtireyv^**ipff^tK»T,anlretv4.xr8uee
171
Jackson Parish
Marina brevleattda
M S n m n s M n « » B ) *  owiaaeytfni i'- • * .»>■> ij.tm.itu. ji 1 »
irartabl© n mean SD rang©
body len 5 6?o?5 5.6789 64o©~?6o0
max br 5 6.46 0.0962 6.3-6.55
era br 5 9*88 ©oil 55 9o75-9.95
bas len 5 16.53 0.4193 16.05-16.80
pal len 5 8.26 0.1084 8.10-8.35
P4-M3 5 5*2? 0.0758 5.20-5.35
West Feliciana Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 6 69.83 7.0828 63.0-81.0
max br 6 6.63 0.2273 6.2-6.85
era br 6 10.06 0.2955 9.7-10.35
bas len 6 16.44 0.2626 16.2-16.8
pal len 6 8.12 0.3460 7.6-8.6
P4-M3 6 5.20 0.1414 5.0-5.35
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Bl&rina brevicaudaintV»nr-jmrrte>«^ TB-wem«ieea»»
East Baton Rmxg© Parish
n mean SD range
43 68005 12o9908 63©0-87.0
53 6© 51 Q.2026 5«75“6.95
40 10© 08 0.2241 9®55-10a50
39 16.12 0o4483 14.85-16.80
54 8© 08 0.2758 7o40«-8o75
56 5®21 0*1514 4a80-5*45
1 L ' .-.IP I--' I I JJ ^  J H l".l Mil II1   ura«M>IPlg|fcjU.<aT©WPV.l|»HIII "111..... I PTl IIITIi^ g—rfguwtjm/atei^ Hmiw.liPl.H.fFiMWip .........................■
Tangipahoa Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 4 64.00 804853 58o0^70.0
max br 4 6© 53 0.0764 6o45-6„6
era br 4 9® 70 Qo0707 9®65»9®75
bas len 4 16.62 0.1528 16945-16©75
pal len 4 8© 13 O0I528 8.0-8.3
P4-M3 4 5o20 O0I323 5©1-5©35
variable
body len
max br 
era br 
bas len 
pal len 
P4-M3
173
£m£s&& m m
Caddo Parish
variable n mean SD pang©
body len 6 56,50 2.810? 53,0-59,0
max br 6 So 06 0.2060 ^85-5^5
era br 6 7o5^ QJW?8 6e9-8®15
baa len 6 13® 88 0,7599 13®2-l4®85
pal len 6 6.6? 0,0606 6,55-6,7
P^~M3 6 b0bj 1,0^53 3a8-6®55
Lincoln Parish
variable n raaan SD rang©
«— HI   H.1,11 ^  .1 . WM fin II — . l» I I—I l-» I l« f.ll ■ _m 1 MJ
body len 5 61 ® 50 13,1783 53a0-81®0
max br 5 5° 37 0,6658 ^095-6®55
era br 5 8® 30 1.1424> 7,55-10,0
bas l©n 5 l^ o 81 1,2586 14o15»l6®?0
pal len 5 7® 08 0,7981 6,65-8,50
P^~M3 5 be 33 o j m ? ^010-5,05
Catahoula Parish
5-SXptotlS sa,m
174
varimbl© n m mn SD rang©
body l©m 5 59© 20 7*1204 5^9 0 0-68,0
max br 5 5ol6 0,1149 5* 05-5© 3
era br 5 7©S9 O0O65? 7,8-7*95
bas 1 m 5 13*96 0,3110 13,6-14*35
pal len 5 6® 61 0*1949 6,4-6®8
pk-m 5 4,13 0,0758 4,05-4,25
St® Landry Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 9 62 089 7o236l 54,0-80,0
max br 8 5*16 0®2026 5«0-5*5
era br 7 7o62 0,7386 7,35-8,05
bas len 7 13*88 0®05?8 13*85-13*95
pal len 8 6® 76 Oo33H 6.25-7,15
P4-M3 9 4,15 0,1658 3*90-4,35
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Calcasieu Parish
coptotii m m
variable n mean SD pang©
body len 7 62,29 5.7363 56 © 0-72© 0
max br 8 5o16 0,191? 4*95-5*45
era br 8 7o69 0°3895 7 e 05*’8a 05
bas len 8 14, 1? 0,4690 13®40»14»95
pal lets 8 6,61 Do 3*5-72 6e20-?o25
P k - W ) 8 4,26 0,0863 4,15-4*40
East Baton Roug© Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 99 53o?2 10,8900 4900-79.0
max br 111 4„94 0d609 4© 5-5°25
era br 104 7o69 0,2188 7,©5-8*25
bas len 105 13° 3? 0,3870 12,3=14*25
pal len 116 6*2? 0,2312 5«65-6,9
F b -M3 118 3°97 0,1392 3,55-4.25
176
C^totio, paro
Jefferson Davis Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len fe 58o25 fe.il30 53©0-62,0
was? br fe safe 0,1031 5®05-5@25
era br fe 7*86 0,1315 7.75-8,0
bas len if lfe„ Ife 0,fe871 13o6-lfe975
pal len fe 6085 0,3536 6ofe5°7©3
Pfe-M3 fe fe.18 oaofei fee 05“fe» 3
Acadia Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len fe fe8s00 32o2903 fe3®0-70,0
max br fe 5,22 0.1893 5.0-5*35
era br h 7,85 0.fe950 7.5-8,2
bas len fe Ife. 15 0ofe?82 lfe.05-lfe.75
pal len fe 6.58 0.1893 6.fe5-6.80
Pfe-M3 fe fe.29 0.1031 feol5-fe,feo
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Lafayette Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 17 59*76 ?„ 6201 43.0-,?5.0
wax br 19 5.09 0*1598 4,75-5*4
era br 16 7*68 0,2121 7,25-8.0
bas len 15 14,22 0,4312 13,15-14.75
pal len 21 6,91 0*3273 6,45-7*85
P4-M3 21 4,15 0,1537 3.9-4.4
St® Martin Parish
body len 7 59® 00 4.3970 56,0-68.0
max br 6 5,08 0,1402 4,85-5*25
era br 8 7,78 0,1852 7.45-8.05
bas len 8 14.42 0*3585 13.7-14,8
pal len 8 6 81 0,2151 6.4-7.1
P4-M3 8 4*12 0,1361 3,9-4.3
178
Crvptotls parva
Cameron Parish
variable n mean SD range
body Ion. 5 56.20 2«1679 54oOo59.0
max br 7 5.18 0.1799 4.85-5.4
era br 7 7.73 0.2215 7.35-7®95
bas len 5 14.07 0.3402 13. 7-14.5
pal len 7 6.48 0.6738 5.05-7.1
P4-M3 8 4.22 0.1308 4.05-4.45
Vermilion Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 4 63o 50 8.0623 53*0-73.0
max br 4 5.42 0.1061 5.35-5*50
era br 4 7.92 0.1768 708-8.05
bas len 4 15.15 0.1414 15*05-15.25
pal len 4 7.06 0.1250 6o9~?o2
P4-M3 4 4.11 0.0750 4.05-4.32
179
Sm&s&s m m
Iberia Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 3 68*00 1*0000 67*0-69.0
max br h 5*18 0*1555 5.05-5.**
era br k 7*68 0*2217 7«^5-7*95
bas len I* 1^*78 0.39*83 1^ ^ 5.15.35
pal len k 7*08 0*1708 6.85-7.25
P4-M3 4 22 0.0 646 J*. 15-4.3
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Reithredontomys fwlvascens
3.75 ralo N9 0o?5 mio VI Greenwood, Caddo Parish
variable n mean SD ran^e
body len m 660 38 4.9895 52.0-87.0
%yg h r 140 10.83 0,2782 10.15-11.45
era br 140 10.18 0.2041 9.7-10.75
bas len 137 16.89 0.4478 15.65-18.05
pal len 144 9.91 0.2821 9 .2-10.6
ros len 144 7.40 0,3155 6.6-8.2
fro len 143 6<,68 0.3686 5.75-8.65
max tr 145 3.31 0.0970 3.05-3.6
mio S9 1.3 mio VI Blanchard , Caddo Parish
variable n mean SD ran^e
body len 34 67.09 6.3359 59.0-92.0
zyg hr 35 10.76 0,2842 10.25-11,2
era br 35 10.19 0.1560 9.85-10.5
bas len 31 17.10 0.5303 16.05-18®!
pal len 35 10.01 0.2704 9.45-10.65
ros len 33 7Jt8 0„3225 6.9-8.25
fro len 35 6.93 0,2913 6.35-7.65
max tr 35 Ja PR 0,1211 3.0-3. 5
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Reithrodontomvs fulvescens
Vowelles Mill9 Natchitoches Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 11 73° 00 8.6718 58,0-85.0
zyg br 10 10.98 0.3506 10*35-11•5
era br 10 10.12 0.2*w9* 9*8-10.5
bas len 10 16.83 0.8^0 15*55-18,25
pal len 11 9*79 0A705 9,2-10.55
ros len 11 7.27 0.5951 6A5-8A
fro len 10 6.67 o« 3860 6.15-7*3
max tr 11 3-3^ 0,1286 3.1-3*5
Iowa9 Calcasieu Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 8 79.25 18.9039 60.0-110.0
zyg br 8 10.85 0o1927 10.6-11.1
era br 9 10.0^ 0.2963 9.75-10.7
bas len 9 17,03 0.7302 16A-18.3
pal len 9 9.98 0.5007 9.35-10.9
ros len 9 7«m 0,3890 7.0-8,05
fro len 9 6.56 0o3389 6,1-7.15
max tr 9 3.22 0.1064 3,05-3.35
182
Relthrodontomys fulvescens 
6 rat. S Opelousas9 St. Landry Parish
variable r. Mean SD rang?©
body len 7 60*33 6*6.583 53*0-66.0
zyg br 7 10„72 0*244? I0o35-11.15
era br 9 10.12 0d639 9.9-10.4
bas len 9 17*11 0o M ?2 I6065-17.6
pal len 8 10.24 0.2638 9o75~10<, 55
ros len 9 7* 56 0.2888 5.95-7.85
fro len 9 7*03 0*4131 6.65-7.9
max tr 9 3*29 0*1044 3.15-3.5
Lafayette 9 Lafayette Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 59 6806I 7*0173 55.0-100.0
zyg br 68 10*93 0*3190 10.2-il.75
era br 75 10.24 0.2547 9.7-10.85
bas len 67 17.24 0. 6434 15.9-18.95
m l  len 76 10*18 0.4026 9.2-11.4-5
ros len 72 7o 58 0.456? 6.25-8.45
fro len 80 6*95 0.4-319 5.85-8.3
max tr 81 3*2 7 0.1156 2.9-3.55
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R©ithrodontomys fulvescens 
5®6 ml. ME St® Francisvill©9 West Feliciana Parish
variable n Kean SD range
body len 9 69 ,44 h„ 3044 63®0-67,0
zyg br 7 10® 76 0ol7l8 10,45-10,95
era br 8 10,28 0,1889 10,05-10,65
bas len 7 17 At 0,7559 16,05-18,60
pal len 8 10,28 0,3872 9,5-10,85
ros len 8 7o83 0,5189 6,9-806
fro len 7 7,61 0,273*5. 7o25~8o05
max tr 9 3® 31 0,1310 3® 15-3® 55
lei mi® SE Starhill0 West Feliciana Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 17 67® 82 *1-® 0810 6100-?6®0
zyg br 17 11.11 0,1975 10,7-11,45
era br 17 10.45 0,1526 10,2-10.7
bas len 15 17,36 0,154? 16,4-18,0
pal len 17 10,22 0,2932 9,75-10,65
ros len 17 7 A h 0o3^29 7,05-8,25
fro len 1? 7 AS. 0.4423 6,5-8,25
max tr 17 3.41 0,0846 3®3-3,55
184
Re1throdontorays fulvescens 
LSU, East Baton Rouge Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 60 66,65 9.3425 54,0-108,0
zyg br 58 10,81 0.3106 10.15-11.35
era br 66 10,28 0,2350 9.75-10.7
bas len 59 17,21 0,7573 15.75-19.9
pal len 65 10,10 0,4351 9.2-11.05
ros len 61 7.57 0.4222 6.5-8.5
fro len 64 7,08 0,3109 6.5-7.85
max tr 65 3.30 0,0925 3.1-3.55
185
pgmszgsMs. isassss&
Caddo Parish
■variable n mean SD range
body len 4 76o 50 10„0830 68ft 0-91 ft0
zyg br 4 12 e> 15 Oft 1601 12„0~12e45
era br 4 lift 59 0*4479 1 1 1 5-12. o2
bas len 4 20„23 Go8737 19® 5-2102
pal len 4 1U 52 0*4573 11*05-12*15
ros len 4 9*14 0„ 4070 8o65-9o6
fro len 4 Bo 55 0ft 5115 7o95-9o2
max tr 4 Jo 68 Oft 1555 3o 5-3.85
Madison Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 4 80a 50 8*6603 70e 0-91«»0
zyg br 4 13ft 30 0*7211 1205-13o9
era br 4 tl *48 0* 5041 10^95-12.15
bas len 4 20,, 74 1 * 04 59 19»45“21s95
pal len 4 llo?5 0*4743 11o2-12035
ros len 4 9*63 0*7767 9*0-10*5
fro len 4 8*26 0«0904 7*3-9®6
max tr 4 3® 70 0* 1732 3.55-3*85
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Tensas Parish
Perowscus leucogus
variable n mean SD range
body len 11* 8?„29 6,4858 75.0-99.0
ayg br 15 12e88 0.3410 12.1-13.25
era br 16 11.40 0.2766 10.9-11*85
bas len 16 20,42 0.8330 18.05-21.45
pal len 16 11,59 0.4722 10.2-12.2
ros len 16 9.21 0.5130 8,0-10.0
fro len 15 8,34 0.3649 7.85-9.0
vmx tr 16 3.65 0.1489 3,45-4.0
Concordia Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 5 79.33 7.3711 71.0-85.0
zyg br 5 13.28 0.5816 12.8-14.2 5
era br 5 11.69 0.1636 1U45-11.9
bas len 5 20,85 0.5590 20.2-21,4
pal len 5 11.86 0.3578 11,3-12.1
ros len 5 9.49 0.4174 0,05-10.15
fro len 5 8.85 0,6164 8.1-9.7
max tr 5 3.63 0.1483 3.4-3.8
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Peromyscus Iqucowus
u**>raiu»ma « «.•*-» ■ r. 'p^ *->er «',*«***«
Rapides Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 4 88.75 7.1822 81.0-98.0
ayg br 6 13.17 0.369? 12o65~13«5
era br 6 11.51 0.3761 ll.25~12.25
bas len 6 20o8t 0.881? 19.75-22.0
pal len 5 llo?8 0o 35U U.35-12.2
ros len 6 9*44 0.5978 8.8-10.25
fro len 6 8e3^ 0.6651 7.6-9®3
max tr 6 3o68 0.1169 3®55-3*85
Avoyelles Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 28 8?.43 7.7289 ?3®0-105®0
ayg br 33 13,25 0.5496 12.1-14.1
era br 34 11.45 0.3161 11.0-12.15
bas len 34 21.08 0.8059 18.9-22.55
pal l©n 35 11.98 0.4698 11.05-12.95
ros len 37 9o45 0.4756 8.3-10.15
fro len 35 8„62 0.5473 7.75-10.2
mast tv 35 3.74 0.1249 %  5-4.0
188
Percnmrscus leucqpus
Evangeline Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 4 102,50 9®H04 94,0-115,0
zyg br 5 13,68 0,3511 13,3-14,05
era br 5 H 067 0,1643 11,5-11®85
bas len 5 21.94 0,1140 21,8-22,05
pal len 5 12,29 0„ 1294 12.15-12.45
ros len 5 9® 82 0,3290 9,5-10#35
fro len 5 8,99 0,3190 8,45-9,25
max tr 5 3® 76 0,1140 3® 65-3,9
Landry Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 17 91® 00 8,9513 74,0-106,0
zyg br 18 13®23 0,3874 12,6-14,05
era br 19 11,40 0,3699 10,65-12,2
bas len 18 21,12 0,4998 20,1-22,05
pal len 19 11,98 0,3595 11,25-12,75
ros len IQ 9,63 0,4004 8,95-10,45
fro len 19 R.44 0,6335 7,25-10,3
max tr 18 3,68 0,1495 3.45-4.0
189
East Baton Rouge Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 7 91 10®6212 83.0-114.0
zyg br 8 13-17 0 , 2 W 12.8-13.5
era br 8 11*66 0® 3389 11.25-12.25
bas len 8 21.34 Oof, 321 21.15-21.2 5
pal len 8 llo92 0*1602 11.65-12.15
ros len 8 9-88 0.4035 9.1-10.45
fro len 8 9® 02 0®3196 8.5”9o^5
max tr 8 3® 85 0*1389 3.7-4-1
West Baton Rouge Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 4 85*33 5*0332 80-0-90.0
zyg br k 13,29 0*1652 13.1-13.5
era br 4 11.55 0*3937 11.2-12.1
bas len 4 2lol2 0*6?64 20.4-21.9
pal Ion 4 11.91 0* 5218 11.2-12.35
ros len 4 9*54 0*5573 8.95-10.15
fro Ion 4 8.36 0.1797 8.1-8.5
max tr 4 3*76 0*0250 3*75-3-8
Lafayette Parish
Peromyscus leucppas
190
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 7 79*43 6.2944
JIHU._V.U~.-.— 1 . j-u U
73.0-90.0
ayg br 10 12.72 0*5212 11.8-13*55
era br 11 11.20 0*2196 10.9-11.65
bas len 10 20*18 1*2058 18.15-22.45
pal len 11 11*51 0*6411 10.25-12.8
ros len 10 9® 00 0.6525 7.8-9.B5
fro len 11 8*09 0*3813 7.45-8.9
max tr 11 3*65 0.0934 3«5-3o85
St® Martin Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 5 89*60 8.7063 77®0-97.0
ayg br 7 13.19 0.3738 12.5-13.65
era br 7 11*36 0*1864 11.1-11.6
bas len 7 21.39 O06386 20.65-22.3
pal len 6 12.11 0* 3470 11.75-12.65
ros len 7 9*90 0.4223 9.4-10.6
fro len 7 8*62 0.2970 8.1-9*0
max tr 7 3.69 0.0748 3.55-3*8
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Peromvscus leucopus
Iberville Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len b 82o33 7,0238 75®0-89,0
zyg br b 13o2? 0»279* 13,0-13.55
era br b 11,63 0,275k 11,^5-11,95
bas len b 2.1,02 0,2021 20,8-21,2
pal len b 11,77 0, VtbJ 11,6-11,85
ros len b 9obQ 0,3000 9,1-9,7
fro len b 8,75 0,1000 8,65-8,85
max tr b 3,63 0,07 6b 3.55-3.7
Terrebonne Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len b 88,00 8 J -< S 5 3 82,0-9k,0
zyg br 11 13.77 0JO75 1 2 ,6 -lk,0
era br 11 11,58 o j m t 10,95-12,kO
bas len 11 21.12 0,6022 20,2-21,95
pal len 11 11,9k 0,3722 ll,k-12 „^5
ros len 11 9,65 0,fe059 8o8-10.05
fro len 11 8 , 6 b OobbSb 7,85-9.2
max tr 11 %??. 0,1779 J 0b 5 ~ b , o
192
Peromyscus leucojms
Lafourche Parish
variable n mean SD ran^e
body len 6 92® 17 10,6474 80.0-107.0
zyg br 6 12.94 0o5408 12.15-13.75
era br 6 11 • 59 0,4510 11.1-12.3
bas len 6 20® 41 0.8339 19.3-21.5
pal len 6 11.52 0.4275 10.85-12.1
ros len 6 9.33 0.3983 8.75-9.9
fro len 6 8.03 0.52-88 7.0-8.45
max tr 6 3.67 0.213? 3.3-3.9
193
Peromyscus gpssypinus
Caddo Parish
variable n mean SD ran^e
body len 7 94. 71 9.6041 85.0-114.0
zyg br 7 13.98 0,4768 13.35-14.7
era br 8 12*07 0.2712 11o65-12.45
bas len 8 23,24 0.7213 22„05-24.25
pal len 8 13.02 0.4906 i2.O-i3.55
ros len 8 10*98 0.4582 10.25-11.65
fro len 8 9*44- 0.8201 9ol-10«0
max tr 8 3.98 0.1035 3.85-4.1
Bossier Parish
variable n mean SD ran^e
body len 4 97.00 11.9782 91.0-99.5
zyg br 4 14.48 0.2021 14.3-14.7
era br It, 12*47 0.5346 12.0-13.05
bas len 4 23*10 0.7858 22.55-24.0
pal len 4 12*72 0.4924 12.15-13.35
ros len 4 10*55 0o 3719 10.05-10.9
fro len It, 9.08 0.5424 8.3-9.45
wax tr 4 4.08 0.0866 3*95-4.15
19**-
Peromyscus gossyplmxs
Madison Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 6 95® 00 3*79^7 9O0O-IOO.O
zyg br 1! i^io 0® 3771 13.55-1^.75
era br 10 12.20 0.2661 11.8-12.6
bas len 10 23.32 0.^882 22o^ 5-2^.0
pal len 12 13.12 0.3251 12.65-13.75
ros len 12 10*88 0.2616 10,^5-n. 2-5
fro ion 11 9o60 0.2770 9.1-10.1
max tr 12 Koy 0.1^35 3.8-*f. 3
Tensas Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 10 93.30 6.019^ 85®0-10*4-.0
zyg br 7 13.85 0.*555 13® 15-1^.25
era br 10 12.08 0.2983 11.6-12.6
bas len 10 22.78 0.8*170 20.95-2*1-015
pal len 10 12.93 0.5078 11.7-13.6
ros len 10 10.68 0.5*^27 9.6-11.75
fro len 10 9.3s?' 0.2763 9.0-9.75
max tr 10 kaQli> 0.1081 3.9-**.25
195
Sabine Parish
Peporayscus ffossypinus
variable n roean SD ran^e
body len 8 102.62 5,4232 97.0-111,0
syg br 8 14.21 0.3343 13®?5-14o75
era br 11 12,40 0.4065 11.55-13.15
bas len 11 23.65 0.8220 22.7-25.7
pal len 1.1 13o 37 0.4579 12.85-14.4
ros len 11 11.18 0.5183 10.45-12.15
fro len 11 9o52 0.2484 9d-9o75
max tr 11 4.12 0ol779 3.75-4.45
Natchitoches Parish
variable n raean SD ran^e
i~>i it i— 1 1 ~' —i~n~' 1 ]1~~ my. it ~ i~n iirr 1 rrr• r ir • rrniii mu 111 i t  r~r n rr in nm rn mum n« II1 ■ ■ tti i i
body len 6 101000 6.8993 95o0-114,0
zyy br 9 14.52 0.5050 13»8-15«2
era br 10 12.38 0.3285 11.9-12.7
bas len 8 23o62 1.0092 22.15-25.4
pal len 10 13.44 0.490? 12.85-14.35
ros len 10 11.29 0.5835 10.75-12.35
fro len 10 9.39 0.6557 8.45-10.55
max tr 8 4. 06 O0I506 3.9-4.25
.w.e*.■f.-.rHvr- -m ii-^ r t  m m u . i
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Catahoula Parish
E s F m m s m  cLQSjgxEtas
variable n mean SO range
body len 4 100,75 5,1235 96o0~108„0
zyg br 4 tk-AO 0,8534 12,85-14,75
era br 4 12,05 0,4143 11,45-12,35
bas len 4 23,36 0,9056 22005-24,1
pal len 4 13,22 0,4368 1206~13o55
ros len 4 10,85 0*3028 10,4-11,05
fro len 4 9 A O 0o5050 8e8-9o95
max tr 4 4,08 0,1190 3,95-4,2
Vernon Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 17 100,24 10,47315. 71,0-115,0
zyg br 11 14,45 0,2650 14,05-14,85
4
era br 15 12 At 0,2134 11,95-12,85
bas len 15 23,69 0,6949 22,7-24,75
pal len 16 13»39 0,4361 12,55-14,0
ros len 16 11,2/* 0., 3883 10,55-11,9
fro len 15 9,59 0»4925 8,7-10,35
max tr 1? 4,01 0oi36l 3,8-4,25
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Beauregard Parish
Peromyscus gossypinus
variable n wean SD range
body len 11 95° 55 8,2506 79° 0-406.0
zyg br 9 14,34 0,4231 13° 55*>l 5*0
era br 12 12,28 0,2839 11,6-12.6
bas len 12 23,76 0,6502 22,5-24.8
pal len 14 13,35 0,3703 12.6-13,8
ros len 12 11,28 0 o W 3 10.5-12.05
fro len 13 9° 62 0.6626 8.85-10,9
max tr 14 3,96 0d2l6 3.8-4,15
an Parish
variable
»v *^ ?«5T7r*3A#ri'fc,'~'vsTTrs
n Biean SD range
body len lJ, 107.6? 0.5774 107,0-108.0
zyg br 4 14, 77 0,4752 14.3-15,25
era br i>. 12.43 O0I258 12,3-12,55
bas len 4 24,33 0,2566 24,05-24.55
pal len 4 13,6? 0.1893 13.45-13,8
ros len 4 11,42 0,2021 11,2-11,6
fro Ion 4 9,08 0.453? 8.6-9.5
max tr !x 3,95 0,0500 3.9-4.0
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flSESBnESHS. g o s ^ I t w s
Calcasieu Parish
variable n mean SD range
-body len 4 1 0 7 .0 5 .1 2 3 5 105.0=4 ©8,5
gyg br 4 1 4 ,6 2 0,6718 14,15-15.1
era br b 1 2 .1 8 0,1756 1 2 ,0 - 1 2 .3 5
bas len 4 2 3 .8 5 0,3969 23. 4~24.15
pal len 4 13®^3 0o 5530 12.85-13.95
ros len b 1 1 .0 5 0.6727 10.3-11.6
fro len b 9.6? 0 .4 4 8 1 9 .1 5 - 9 .9 5
max tr b 3 .9 3 0.0289 3.9-3.95
West Feliciana Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 23 93.09 7.8156 76.0-110.0
zyg br 23 14.10 0,5952 13.1-15.25
era br 23 12.39 0,3687 11.75-13.3
bas len 23 23.09 0.7945 21.35-24.55
pal len 25 12,92 0.3875 12.25-13.75
ros len 23 10.92 0,4629 10.1-12,15
fro len 24 9.31 0.4784 8,5-10,6
max tr 22 4.04 0ol311 3.85-4.35
^ _______,________________ ^ — r ..■v..--,r ^  Jg..-,^ .J..IT.ITirr
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Peromyscus gqssypipus
East Feliciana Parish
variable n moan SD range
body len 15 96*20 8*4448 8 6.0-120*0
zyg br 14 13*83 0*290? 13,3-14.5
era br 15 12*13 0*3081 11.6-1 2 .6
bas len I k 22,64 0*5621 2i.5-23 .25
pal len 15 12*72 0*3515 12.2-13.45
ros len 14 10*75 0*3731 10.1-11.35
fro len 15 9.47 0*4309 8.75-10.1
max tr 15 3*96 0*1252 3.7-4.15
St® Helena Par±i3h
»— waiminiwiiimni i ii. »nim j*y,iw»ga»»ia1aarrir^i .^xi.i^ a»Dayao«Kcaj
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 13 9 8 .0 0 6.6458 81.0-107.0
zyg br 16 13.97 0.3687 13.05-14.5
era br 17 12.41 0.4128 Il.45-13.35
bas len 16 23 .08 0.6593 21.9-24.0
pal len 18 12.85 0.5200 11.8-13.65
ros len 17 10.79 0.5141 9.75-11-4
fro len 18 9.42 0.7914 8.2-11.3
max tr 16 3.85 0.2090 3.45-4.15
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PeroBivscus gossypinus
Washington Parish
variable n mem. SD rang©
body len 9 99*44 6.0850 90.0-110.0
zyg br 9 14, 03 Q«42?2 13®5-14o7
era br 10 12,24 Qo2358 1108~12„5
bas len 10 23.37 0,7421 22s15-24,75
pal len 11 13.17 0.3573 12,45-13,8
ros len 9 11.07 0.4086 10,45-11.75
fro len 11 9® 52 0.3266 9.1-10.15
max tr 11 3*37 0.1290 3*75-4.15
Tangipahoa Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 9 96.56 8,2023 78.0-107.0
zyg br 10 13.88 0.4873 13*25-14,55
era br 10 12.29 O.3215 11075-12.65
bas len 9 22.91 0.5331 21.75-23.7
pal len 10 12.84 0.4164 12,0-13®35
ros len 10 10.84 0.5389 9®75-11*65
fro len 10 9*36 0.4928 8.6-9.95
max tr 9 3*97 0,1118 3,8-4.2
201
Ssbsszss&s. msjixpMm
St® Tammany Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 4 96*25 5* .5603 8 8*0-100*0
zyg br 4 13.90 0*5323 13*35-14*45
era br 6 12®17 0*5335 11.4-12*75
bas len 6 23*28 0*9272 22.2-24*3
pal len 5 12®87 0® 3883 12*3-13*3
ros len 5 10*93 0*5404 10*1-11*5
fro len 6 9*32 o* 5922 8*45-9*9
max tr 6 3*92 0*1571 3*75-4-2
East Baton Rouge Parish
■mi— iiMujimiW-'MMani*' hijpiinuiun 1 *1" liHrnrniiFii i IT I »i I il l m ' I r* s::rr-7!— T ngr'— r— II yuiipgmaa—igggM—a*E*^ ggaw— ag»g»tfwggg£mg*ici»«««&»gcs»^ i»—1^1 ».I»ri"II HU ■■■rrr>.n I
variable n mean SD range
body len 129 94*82 8*2337 77®0-135*0
zyg br 129 14*07 0*4529 12*2-15.3
era br 133 12*26 0* 3347 11*35-13*3
bas len 133 23.19 0*8354 ?ft.QOS -ac— w *J s
pal len 136 13.07 0*4599 12*1-14*2
ros len 134 10*92 0.4748 10*0-12.0
fro len 136 9.2? 0*4289 8. 25- 10*3
max tr 136 4*01 0*1537 3*?»4o5
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Livingston Parish
gossypinus
variable n mean SD range
body len 5 93*80 4.2661 90.0-100.0
zyg br 6 13*83 0.3629 13.45-14.35
era br 6 12«01 0.3653 11.6-12.65
bas len 6 22.72 0.6322 21.8-23.55
pal len 5 12.71 0.2702 12.35-13.05
ros len 6 10.72 0.5145 lO.O-ll.25
fro len 6 9*25 0.5822 8.45-9.95
max tr 6 3*93 0.0753 3.85-4.05
Terrebonne Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len . . - - -
zyg br 6 14.64 0.2871 14.2-14.9
era br 6 12.68 0.3237 12.3-13.25
bas len 6 23.32 0.410? 22.65-23.8
m l  len 6 13*09 0.3323 12.45-13.35
ros len 6 10.87 O.I633 10.7-11.1
fro len 6 9*69 0.6256 8.8-10.45
max tr 6 4. OS 0.1636 3*9-4.3
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Slamodon hisoidus
3.75 mia N, 0*75 mi* W Greenwood 9 Caddo Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 51 121*31 17*0898 89*0-157*0
zyg br 50 17.'44 1*2537 13*5-20*1
era br 49 13*60 0*5^39 12*15-1^75
bas len W 25*1 5 1*6562 23*15-29*0
pal len 52 16*15 1*0232 13.75-18*65
ros len 51 11*36 0*8595 9*75-13.25
fro len 51 12*00 0*6983 10*4-13*5
max tr 52 6*25 0*2178 5.7-6*75
Tech Farm I® Lincoln Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 12 137*00 12*3877 120*0-157.0
zyg br 12 18*72 0*95^7 16*85-20*15
ora br 13 l'4o07 0* 5702 12*85-15*10
bas len 11 29*06 2*1707 25.25-32 *7
pal len 13 17*20 1*518? 13*8-19*2
ros len 11 12*73 0*7521 11*65-13*75
fro len 13 12,95 0*3567 11*55-14*25
max tr 13 6*23 0*2617 5*7-6.55
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SiCTsod on hisptdus 
Vowell9s Mill9 Natchitoches Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len ? 137,57 14.3510 123,0-162.0
zyg: br 5 17o83 0.8205 16.65-18.75
era br 6 lb-. 02 0,4082 13,4-14,5
bas len 6 26.93 1.2372 25.35-28,55
pal len 7 16.62 0.7825 15,65-18.0
ros len 7 11.76 0.6736 10,9-12,95
fro len 6 12 0*42 0. *3-502 11.55-12,85
max tr 7 6.39 0.2573 5o 8 5-6.55
1.1 raio SE Starhill, West Feliciana Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 10 132.0 9. *4045 120.0-142.0
zyg br 11 18.64 0.5975 17,85-19.85
era br 10 14.12 0.4703 13.55-14,9
bas len 10 27.96 1.0908 26065-30.15
pal len 12 16,91 0.6931 16.1-18.25
ros len 12 12.13 0. 5508 11,25-13.25
fro len 12 12,31 0,6016 11,15-13-3
max tr 12 6,2 6 0.2001 5,75-6.55
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Sigmodon hispldus
MaraoU{> Evangeline Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 8 128.88 11,1923 113„0-lk6.0
7jyg br 9 18,32 0o89k4 i7.15~20.05
era br 10 13-96 0.265k 13.6-lk,35
bas len 9 28.13 1.8630 25.25-31,6
pal len 10 16,7^ 1.162? 15-2-18.95
ros len 10 11,93 0.8750 10,75-13-*
fro len 10 12.3k 0.6396 H . 25-13.4
max tr 10 6.09 O.2258 5.7-6.6
Chataignier9 Evangeline Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len - - -
zyg br 10 18.k6 0,80k2 17.7-20.15
era br 10 lk.17 0.k22k 13.75-lk.95
bas len 9 27.89 1,776k 26.1-31,1
pal len 10 16.92 0.833k 16,05-18.?5
ros len 7 12.0k 1.0715 10.85-lk.05
fro len 10 12.96 0.7715 l2„l5-iko55
max tr 10 6,20 0,2k09 5.9-6.65
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Sigmpdon hlspldus 
7 mi. W Opelousas * St® Landry Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 11 133o64 18o9329 105oO-175eO
zyg br 11 18® 37 1.3990 16S15-20.6
era br 11 lte.05 0o^569 13.k-lte.65
bas len 10 28.3«* 2.8?2te 2^.05-33.1
pal len 11 16.95 1.5168 Ite.te5-19®55
ros len 9 12.22 10 3755 lO.25-lte.55
fro len 11 12®99 1.00te3 Xl.55-lte.60
max tr 11 6ol5 0o26l2 5.8~6o75
6 mi® S Opelousas9 St® Landry Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len - - - -
zyg br 6 17® 56 0®3089 17.15-17.95
era br 7 13.83 0®3389 13.li-.lte® 35
bas len 5 27® 00 lo0362 25.6-28.0
pal len 7 16.19 0®5963 15.5-17.1
ros len 7 11.77 0 J M  5 ll.25-i2 .3 5
fro len 7 12.te3 0.6837 11.5-1 3 .5
max tr 8 6.02 0.1982 5.7-6.3
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Sl®odpri IjJ^ pldULS
Eunice® Acadia Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len - -
zyg br 9 18,17 1*2039 16*55-20*35
era br 9 13.96 0c M 6l 13® 35-1^6
bas len 9 27*81 2,3853 25*35-32*35
pal len 9 16,77 1*3395 15*^5-19.3
ros len 9 12*08 1*0877 ll.l-lfc.25
fro len 9 12, IK) 0*7657 11*^-13,95
max tr 9 6.18 0*1302 6„0~6®fc
Port Allen® West Baton Rouge Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 11 130*27 1% 1J8U li3.0-15^.0
zyg br 10 17*73 0*7966 l60?5”19o5
era br 10 ifc®o6 0.4250 13*^5-l^o6
bas len 11 26*35 1,2530 25,05-29*4
pal l©n 13 16,22 1.2655 13,7-18* 7
ros len 13 11,50 l®006fc 10.fc5-13.75
fro len 12 12, fcO 0,7921 11.35-13.95
208
Si®fide® kiJSMas 
LSU, East, Baton Rouge Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 186 133^1 18.W23 90.0-190.0
zyg br 196 18o20 1.0812 1^ 55^21.05
c m  br 205 1*4.09 0.5103 12095-15o65
bas len 196 27.50 2.109? 22.85-33.55
pal len 20k 16.58 1.30/4-7 11.55-20.5
ros len 193 11.85 1.060*4- 7.55-15.05
fro len 201 12.51 0o 86M 10.0-15.0
max tr 21k 6.25 0.2681 5o2-7*15
Iowa5 Calcasieu Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 6 1*40.83 18.6592 ito .o -157.0
zyg br 6 180*49 I .2155 17. 1- 20.05
era br 5 1*4-0 37 0.5586 13.75-15.10
bas len 6 28 „ 2*4 2.3*472 25.15-30.6
pal len ? 17.29 1.337/4 15o^5-18»95
ros len 7 12.36 0 0 978*4 10.75-13.^
fro len 6 13.15 0.5550 12.44-13.7
max tr 7 6 A 3 0.1*4-96 6.25-6.6
209
Airport® Lafayette Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 4 I4?o00 9,8995 l40o0-154.0
zyg br 36 18a 14 0,8958 16o3~20o2
era br 37 l4o 00 0,5320 12.95-15,4
bas len 32 27*99 1,9457 24,25-31o9
pal len 16,53 1,3036 13,2-19 .05
ros len 40 12,17 0,9636 10o3~14,25
fro len 39 12.44 0,7473 10.4-13,7
max tr 41 6.12 0.2402 5.5-6.65
Parks® St, Martin Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 4 120.50 12.6623 102.0-130.0
zyg br 7 18.21 0,9638 l6o7-19.8
era br 7 14.43 0.4689 13.7-15o05
bas len 7 28.06 1,7155 25.45-30.95
pal len 8 17.08 1.0559 15,35-18.85
ros len 8 12.16 0.8445 10.7-l.3o4
fro len 8 13,36 0o9l59 11o9”14.1
max tr 8 6.14 0.2597 5.7-6.45
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SASSodggn hispMus
New Iberia, Iberia Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len _ - .
zyg br 20 19.14 0.909^ 17.95-21.05
era br 25 14.22 0© 5666 13.2=15.3
bas len 23 29 1,791? 26.85“33.95
pal len 25 17*59 0.9879 15*7-20.25
ros len 24 12.68 0.8626 11.35-15.0
fro len 23 12.63 0.6974 11.4=13.9
max tr 25 6.25 0.231** 5.75-6.75
211
Shreveport9 Caddo Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 5 77® 80 8® 5849 6?00-90,0
zyg br h 10® 74 0® 61*5-2 10,2-11**4-5
era br 5 9,75 Go 3082 9.3-10,05
bas len 5 17®91 1,2968 16,55-19,7
pal len 8 10,78 0,9625 9,9-12,75
ros len 7 7.44 U3603 6o*4-10»*4-5
fro len 6 7® 35 0,6395 6,5-8,15
max tr 8 3.34 0,0954 3A5-3A
Kisatchieg Natchitoches Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 8 75,25 6,7560 67,0-85,0
zyg br 7 10o6l 0,3233 10,1-11,0
era br 8 9,77 0,3195 9,15-10,15
bas len 8 17,37 10 2*5-01 15.7-19,8
pal len 8 10,41 0,56*4-7 9.4-10,9
ros len 8 7,03 0® *5-183 6,45-7,55
fro len 8 7® 32 0,2673 6,85-7,65
max tr 9 3.42 0,1889 3.2-3,8
212
Mas itosohIus 
Chatalgnier9 Evangeline Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 7 ?2„14 3.67 67.0-79.0
zyg br 7 10.77 0.4581 lOol-U.3
era br 7 9.68 0.1868 9.5-10.05
bas len 6 1?„40 0.9518 16.25~18.75
pal len 7 10.52 0.5978 9.75-11.3
ros len 7 7.01 0.4811 6.35-7.7
fro len 7 6.94 0.2116 6.7-7.2
raas tr 7 . 3.43 0.636 3.3-3.5
L. VI Opelousas j, Sto Landry Parish
variable n roan SD range
body len 16 78.81 11.6231 63.0-100.0
zyg br 16 10.62 0.712?' 9.3-U.5
era br 16 9.61 0.2301 9«25-9o9
bas len 16 17.34 1.2961 15.5-19.2
pal len 17 10.34 0.7375 9.35-11*5
ros len 16 6.81 0.5002 6.15-7.55
fro len 17 6.93 0.3350 6.25-7.50
max tr 17 Jo 39 0.1835 3.05-3.65
213
Eunice9 Acadia Parish
Mas iTOsculus
variable n mean SD range
body len 4 73*00 19*7990 5900-87,0
zyg br 11 11*15 0*6?12 9o8-ll„8
era br 10 9*88 0*4071 9«5»10,95
bas len 10 17*92 1*2658 15o45-19.3
pal len 10 10*66 0,7863 9o55-11°55
ros len 9 7*02 0*5438 6,0-7,65
fro len 11 7*22 0*4823 6,2-7,85
max tr 11 3 *48 0*1385 3,25-3,65
Parks 9 St, Martin Parish
variable n mean SD rang©
body len 10 80*90 4*2804 72,0-89,0
zyg br 12 10*77 0,4624 10,05-11,55
era br 12 9*62 0*2792 9*25.-10,2
bas len 11 17*51 0,7974 15°9~18,65
pal len 13 10,39 0*5181 9,45-11,1
ros len 14 6,81 0,3612 6»l-7,35
fro len 15 6,98 0*3494 6,25-7,4
max tr 15 3*35 Ool363 3°3-3*6
LSU, East Baton Roug© Parish
21 k
variable n mean
'•uwaamiin w. a.h«W< wmwmwmmmmiw «w
SD range
i»*cg«'OL^gtf***g'TV"aJcigiini'vi~" »*i .iHjiuhi'hi'm 1 »!■
body len 116 75*36 IO0I856 53*0-113*0
syg br 122 10o77 Q0k&68 9o5-12o0
era br 128 9*71 0*2783 8.8-10*3
bas len 120 17*68 1 * 0822 14.45-20.15
pal len 128 10.53 0*5979 8*75-11.95
ros len 123 6.87 0 * ^ 1 5o85-7<»95
fro len 130 7d0 0.4176 602-7.95
m x  tr 130 3*^6 0.1678 3ol-3o95
New Iberia9 Iberia Parish
variable n mean SD range
body len 6 71067 a 65o0-83.0
ayg br 7 10.66 o.^an 9.95-*1.4
era br 8 9*56 0*2770 9.1-9.9
bas len 8 17*58 1*0817 I6005-19*2
pal len 8 10.38 0*5885 9.4-11.05
ros len 8 6.81s- 0o3278 6 * 3””'? 0 3
fro len 8 6.80 0.2686 6„3-7.1
max tr 8 0*1035 3.35-3.65
APPENDIX C 
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
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Blarim brsrteo’tMa— Total 16%0 as follows s Allen Fap»g 0<>25 
rai# MW Oakdalep 1 (USL)0 BaajlEagSlS, g ^°5 rai® E Edith5 2 
(&StM)o Bl©ix3JJ,s Pa^o 8 6 M o  M Mount Olivop 2 (JSUMZ)® IMSt 
Bap® 8 lo6 raio S9 ^ M o  VJ Blanefesdn 1 (tmc)? 3«?5 0O?3 ®-io
VI Gpo©nwcd9 16 (L3UME);, 2 (UMC)§ ? ralo MW Shreveport9 1 (EOT)?
7 raio MSW Shreveport $> 1 (LSUMZ)*- Caleaaieta Bar® 8 7 ai.o W Lake
Chart©® 9 2 (IsSlflK)i Sara Houston St at© Park® 1 (LSOBE)? 2 ®1« W 
Sulphur9 1 (tSUMZ)® East Batrai Rouge Pap®? 2 eeU S Bak©r0 1 (LSUMZ)§ 
5859 Chandler Drive9 1 (L8UMZ)? Collog© Drive at Herat© -^109 1 (LSUMZ)g 
Greenwell Springs R©ad0 0o3 ral® E Airline Highway,, 1 (LSUMZ)?
Indian Mound9 2 (&5UMZ)§ 0o?5 rai® ME Indian Mound9 1 (ISUM2)? 
KX©inpst©p9 1 (LSOMZ)s 2 m±0 S Lindsays 2 (LSUM2)§ 3 ad0 S Lindsay 9
1 (ISUMZ)? k- raio S Lindsays h (SSUMZ)? Perkins Road LSU Quail Fap»%
5 (ISUMZ); Popt Hudson# 1 (USUMZ); 7 ml® SW Zachary, 1 (LSUMZ);
Baton R©ug©9 3 (LSUMZ)s 1 raio SE Baton Roug©s> 1 (LSUMZ)§ 2 aio 1NE
Baton Rouge 9 1 (LSUMZ)? 3 Mo SE Baton Rouge, 2 ( LSUMZ)§ 3 rai® S9
2 mi® E Baton Rouge 9 1 (LSUMZ) § 3® 5 M L  E Baton Rouge 9 1 (LSUMZ)g 
5 rai® S Baton R®i.?g©9 1 ( LSUMZ)§ 7 rai® SE Baton Rouge® 1 ( LSUMZ )§
10 mi* N Baton Rouge® I ( LSUMZ )§ t3U„ 5 (LSUMZ)? 1 raio SE L3U, 2 
(ISDMZ)? 2 silo ESE L«SU, 3 (LSUMZ)? f  ml„ SE l-SUB 1 (ISUMZ)? 2 «si0
S ISU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 2®3 k&® SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ); 3 rrt® IE  L8UD 1 ( LSUMZ);
3 raio SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ) § 3 sal* S ISU, 6 ( LSUMZ)? fc®5 ma0 s tSU, 1
(LSUMZ)? 5 raio S LSU® 2 (LSUMZ)? 10 s«i„ SE L3U, 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 sal®
S L3U0 1 ( LSUMZ)? 13 raio S LSW, 1 ( i m m ) 0 JZgmg^Me, Par,, 2 1®?
wi. W Eatitcwa, 1 (DSL)? h raio M.Mlf filio Platte® 1 (LSUMZ)® Jackson 
Pap® t Clay*® 5 (K/fU)? FallteM Bnra, 1 CKTO)§ 1 rai* W Voraon, 1 (LTU)®
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Livingston Pag© t 3 ralo MHR Denham Springs9 2 (L3UMZ) 0 fiiBlllSE JtlE'’s 
15 raio S Alemrdrla? 1 (LTD)§ 18 rai© 3 AlosOTjdrJkif, 1 (BSL)© Bad 
W W .  M l ° °  5 rf-o M Conshatta, 1 (£3fJ)o & & & &  J f e 8 _ Bayow Nogroet 
at Sabine Eitrerp i (LSUMZ)® §t,o feMS^ESS0" 5*>5 ®&o MIW Chipola9 
1 (LSUffi)© Tangijoabpa B^ » 8 3 rai© W Flnkor? I (LSUMZ)§ Iferaond
City Limits? 1 (L3BHZ)? si© ME Kentwood 9 1 (130MZ)| 6 rat® 1 
Roberte 1 (LSIM?.)© ¥@ra@p„ Pa^o 8 0o?5 rai® SE Stepson? 2 (£SUM)o
Washington Pap© 8 2 olo I Anglo9 1 (ISO^Z)§ 3® 5 BSE Angie 9 1
(UNC)$ 2 aio S Enon? 3 (LSt?J1Z) 0 Webatgp PfegoS Mo locality? 1 
(UU)„ W&st a Faro 8 Baines? 2 (J3l®3Z)f St» Francisville?
1 (L8BM2)g 506 s i©  ME St© I’VaRGis-rHJ,©;) 6 ( LSUMZ)§ 2®5 sal© Me 1 ® i.  E 
Weyanoko? 2 (tSUME)o I^ jg ,  Pap© s leas? la© 12 0 1 (KOT)©
S m M I ®  8SE2ar-T«fe& 261 s as follows t Acadia Pag© 8 1 ad© S Eanic©0
1 (USL); 1 aio ME Church Foist9 2 {?JRIMZ)§ 2 ml® 1? 1 mi® II Crowley?
1 (LSUMZ)© Ascenslgja B}j> i Gonsaloo? I (isum)o 4sss&!3§& S«&° *
2 ml® E Cottonport? 1 (LSUUZ)g 2 ai0 E Markovl!!©? 1 (OT?)«
Bosaier Pago g Boosiar City? 2 (!JSL)o Caddo Pag© 8 2o9 rai© 3? i©3 
rai® W Blanchard? 2 (L8UMZ)s 3®75 ml° M? 0o?5 ralo W Greenwood? 2
( LSUMZ)§ 8 025 rai© NW Shswopcrt? 1 (MU)© S a |j,a a ie ^  Pag© 8 3o3 k& o
W Ararat? 1 (LSUMZ)§ 1 Mi© E I©%-aa 1 (LS?JMZ)§ % mi© E lake Charles?
1 (tS U ffl)| 3 rai® N Snlphtsr? ^ (£OTiZ)s ?c>5 ai© 1 T w u y 9 1 (LSTOZ)® 
C a M m O, Pag© 8 1 ml© M CXapks? 1 {LSUMZ)® Ckttajgga Peg © 8 1 *5  iai© I
Caraer-on? 1 (ISOMZ)? 2 ©i® M (fetteron? 1 (LSUMZ)? Gs fffiiid CtiefiiQFg 1 
(LSUMZ)* kssgfv 1 (LSUMZ>? tZ Hi© 3 Vinton? A (SSUEX)© CatfilSSM 
Par® s 6 mis M ILmdsonbvipg? 5 (LSUMZ)© C^Jbowse Pp.ro 8 6 mi© W
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Bernice, 1 (£S0MZ)o East Raton Rgago Par o 5 Airline at Ge®©**??©!! 
Springs Reade 1 (LSUMZ); 0o§ ui© S Baker, 3 (LStm)? loS «to W 
Baton Rouge Airport, 1 (LSIIISS); Kiolnpater, (I3BMZ)f 0<>5 mlo M 
Kl©inp0t©p9 1 (ISUMZ)g Miseioeippi Hirer Bridge, % (LSUMZ)? Jo 5 Ed©
S Port Hudson, 2 {LSUMZ); ? ai© S¥ Zaet?.ary, 1 (LSUMZ)? Eaton Rouge,
9 (LSUMZ)? 1 ado S Baton Rouge, i (LSUMZ)? 3 raio S Baton Rouge, 1 
(LSUMZ)? 5 ®lo S Baton Rouge, 1 (LSUMZ)§ 6 aio SB Baton Rouge, 1 
(LSUMZ)? LSU, 19 (LSOMZ)? 1313 Poultry Fara, 1 (ISOMZ}? KSO Be® t o  
Para, 2 (LSUMZ); Do25 isio SV? LSU, 1 (LS0MZ)? 0o25mlo 3 lsu, 3 (LSUMZ)? 
0o3 ado SE I3U, 1 (t-SUM)^ 0©3 aio W LSU, i (LSUMZ)? 0<>5 ado W ISO,
1 (ISUMZ); 0„5 Edo S ISO, 2 (LSUMZ)? 0©3 roio SE LSU, 3 (LSUMZ); 1
mi© W W 9 ft. (LSUMZ); 1 roio E X,SUs 1 (LSUMZ)? 1*5 ado 3 LSU, 2 (LSUMZ);
2 ado SW ISO, 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 ral© S ISO, 5 (LSUMZ)? 2 sii« SE LSU, 3 
(LSUMZ)? 2 sale SSE LSU, 2 (ISUMZ); 2„2 ai0 S LSU, ft (LSUMZ)? 3 nto
S ISO, 1 (ISUMZ)? 3 aio SW LSU, 19 (LSUMZ); 3 raie SSE ISO, 1 (LSUMZ)?
3 ad, S, 1025 aio E ISO, 1 (LSUJ8Z); 3„5 rai© SW ISO, 2 (LSUMZ)? 3»5
roio S ISO, ft (LSUMZ)| ft nd. S ISO, 2 (ISOM)? ft Edo SW ISO, 1 (LSUMZ)? 
4©5 ado S ISO, 2 (LSUMZ)| 5 sai0 S ISO, 3 (LSUMZ)? 7 roio SSE ISO, 1 
(LSUMZ)? 7,2 roi« S ISO, 1 (LSUMZ)? ?©? Eli© S ISO, 1 (LSUMZ)? 8 mi©
S ISU, 1 (LSUMZ); 8 roio S ISO, 1 (LSUMZ); 10 mi0 E ISO, 1 (LSOMZ);
10 ado S LSUg 1 (LSUMZ)© l^ OlJf’slin© Ris?0s 1©5 roi© M Ghataigsder,
1 (USL)? 8 ai© MW Villi© Piatt©, 1 (USL)0 i|?©P|a “ Je&nerette,
1 (USE,)? 3 rai© MW Jesnovette, 1 (OSL)? 3 roi© SE New Iberia, i (OSL)© 
d m ! m m  6 roio S Ifowton ©a ll> 3, 80,, 1 (tSUKZ)© Jefferson
Sssis, Far© 3 0«3 wd* N, 1 wl© W Fonton, 2 (LSUMZ)? ft© 6 E, 3«5
wi» M GAllis*, 1 (LSUMZ)? 7 v.ri« H Joyming^ 9 1 (LSUMZ)© Lafayette Pago %
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I<afayott© A rports 6 (USk)§ 0«25 hkU M Safaytstte Airport9 1 (USL)| 
tafaj'ottoA 1 OlSE«)§ 0„25 mi* S &afayat.tc5P 1 (USL)? 0„5 ralo E 
Lafayette, X (USL)? 1 salo ME hafajottQr, % (USI»)$ 1 roio VI fe.fay©it©9 
1 ( m ) g  % mi, St* t*fay©tto0 3. (USL)s 5. tal* 8 I,afayQtt©P 2 (fJSf,)§
1 roio SE Lafayette r, 2 (U3&); 2 nio S Lafayette9 2 (USR»)| 3 si® 8VI 
tafayett© * 1 (U8.L)? 3 s i ,  8 K^fay*5ttep 1 (UCt.)§ 3 si® E Lafayette0 
3 (US|j)g k- sii«, SW Lafayette,, 5 si® SH LafayetteP 2 (US£»)f 5 S 
I-afayettea 2 (US?*)? 7 raio SW fefayc'ttor, i  (USL), Lincoln Page 8 
5 roi* ME Irstoaj, i  (kSUMg)? Tech Farm I 2 i  roio S Easton* 3 C £®TU) §
W sid© Toeh Farra Ffcndc, ? s i ,  from V© t^H l© 9 I (K.TU),, Natchitoches- ■? • .-g-taat-11 Qct-»a»*.yyv»*»
Par0 i 0o5 E P.am~©HeaX9 1 {LSlJM2)g 1,5 si® VI Piwanealg 1 
(LSUMZ)? 6 nio 3 Provencals, 1 (LSUSSS)® Poiat© Coupee Pago5 5*5 
mi® N l™is9 1 (LSUMZ),, gapid.QS Pa^0 8 AlejmRdrla.) i (USL)? 5 rai®
S Alexandria* % (USt*)<> Bar*, § 4„9 sd® S Starts, 1 (LSUMZ)0
Sabine Pag® s 2 k±, SE Port Jessupp 1 (LSUM&)0 §to Jfeleng. P§p0 g 
5 raio NE Movtritpc3..l0Ff, 1 (LSIJMZ)® StQ l§sd|3£ 8 7 mio N H@nderson9
k (USL)* Junction 3.0 and 1829 3 (KUMZ)g 4 ©1® N Washington,, i (ISOMS)? 
Opelousas0 1 (USL)§ 6 mi, S Opelousas9 3 (USD? 7 rai© VI Opelousas9
1 (USL)o iH,o P§2> ® I!©Etlorfjione 2 (USD? 1 saio S Besiders©iie
1 (US!,)? 1 mlo VI S i, Sfort3«vm©(, ? (USD* S i0 Taggagg: 4 ral*
NE Co'9lnf«i’,o'(r'4y 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 rein MB CcjiringtoKp 1 (LSUMZ )0 ^Mttedjoa 
& S ® 2 3 si, SB Ponebatorlas 1 (CSUKE)o felSM ® Beriiie©^  1 (L'fU)?
2 mi,, SB Fara«rcDJ,«0 1 (ltfU)„ t e o  8 A b b e v ille , 2 (USL)?
3 ndo N Abbeville 1 (USL)? 3 ni0 HE Guoydfm* 1 (USL)? 4,5 roio SB 
Gueydnn9 i (LSW/Z ),, y.oMMS)-. &?->•8 N0t-?U„as'i.0E) 3 (USL), fest n
2. f4  5 mio 3 P o rt AIll©.»0 1 (LSUKS)? 1 ia i„ S P o rt A l le n 9
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1 ( LSUMZ)© Iftst QnvvolJ, Pago" 4 ralo If Oak Grove $ 2 (LSUMZ)© Vfest 
Felieiaipa Pago 5*6 radU M  St© FSraneisreill©,, 3 (ISUMZ)©
R©lthi?edont0r^ FP3 bumXAcv-TPetal I?* as foXXoKsS Caddo Par© 8 2«9 
ralo S9 lo3 raio W Blaachard0 8 (LSUMZ)? 3<>75 sal© Me 0<»75 *®X© W
Graomroods 6 (LSUMZ )p 2 (LSUMZ)? 8 raio W Stom>port0 1 (LSUMZ )„
JteJJJtrj!doBtcfS|:s fa3^ g£ca_ns.--Totai ?460 as follows*" Acadia Par©!
1 raio MR Church Point5 2 ( LSUMZ)? Crowley,, 1 (USL)| 3 ®i© N Dusoa9
1 (USL)f 3 ra&„ ME Dasaa9 1 (USL)§ 1 raio S Eraico* 1 (USL)? 7 ralo
SW Eunice© 1 ( ? « ) ;  7 raio SE Eunice? 3 (USL)© Alle n Ear© ? 5 raio
W 0ekdaie9 1 (USh)„ Ascension Par© t lo5 raio S Donaldsonvillc0 i
(LSUMZ)? 0o7 raio 2o2 ®A0 » LSU9 1 (LSUMZ)© A g a s ife ®  filEo 8
7 raio Slf Iapol‘3omrj,Xl®9 1 (LSUMZ)© A-7oy0JJ.es Pago 8 1 raio S
Cottonportg 5 (USL)? 2 raio E Marysville,, 1 (LSUMZ)© Baauragard P a r 1
2 ralo I DaRMdorp 1 (USL)? 5 raio I© DeRieM©?,, 2 (LSUMZ)? 5 ral® E9
I raio 3 DoRMder* 1 (!.«)? 6 raio SE PioMs0 2 (LSUMZ)© Bossier
Pago 8 & raio S Boosier0 1 (LSUMZ)? Fosters, 1 (USNM)? 4 rai© SE Red
Point„ % ( W ) „  Cadd0 Pap©8 2©9 rai© S5 1.3 ml© VJ Blanchard, 34
(LSUMZ)s 19 (m*)? 3^75 raio N* 0o75 raio VJ Greenwood9 105 (LSUMZ).
94 (UHC)? 2,5 b?io W Houston9 2 (L3UMZ)? 4 ralo N W IIosstoa0 4 (LSUMZ)?
taacara0 1 (LSUMZ)% 5 rain 3 Shreveport9 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 ralo SE Shreveport9
1 (LSUMZ)? 605 raio V? Shvovoport. 1 (LSUMZ)?, 7 raio M3W Shreveport9 2 
(LSUMZ)? 8 raio Mi Shreveport, 1. (SOT)? 2 raio E 2yI!cesB 1 (LSUMZ)© 
Calcasieu Par* ? CL5 rai* W Chleo„ 1 (LSUMZ)? Highway 90 at 171y I 
(LSUMZ)? Iowas 7 (LSUMZ). 1 (USMM)? 1 raio E Iowa* 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 »d«
NNW Lake Charier, 1 (LSUMZ}? S-xia Huuytorc State B.\rk» 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 raio
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W SnlptaF, 2 {LSUMZ)% ?L5 raJL & Tooroyp 1 (LSUMZ)? Vinton* 1 (LSUMZ)*
Caldjgll Rago $ 1 raio K GXm,i?a0 1 felPXSS SS£°» Cmz>ron0
1 ( LSUMZ) % 7 raio If Holly Beach* 2 (S3UMZ); Urmy9 5 (ISUMZ)? Sabine 
Wildlife R0 fus?eo 1 (U S L)§  12 sxlo 3 Vinton* 2 (LSUE>1Z)o Catahoula Pay® 3 
6 ra io  M Fanpisoab’Ji’ft'o 1. (LSUMZ),, C^toorao Pago s J> raio Hi R@m®rP 
J. (L T U )?  6 raio S S p r i n g f i e l d *  i  (LSuM Z)o Bggghp  Pago t 5 m i*  E 
Mansfield,o t (LSUMZ)? %0J. ra lo W Stonewall* 1 (L3BMZ)* fest g§t§S 
Rowe© Pas> ° Mo locality 9 1 (LSUMZ )g 0o25 raio St? C@ll©gat©wn9 1 
(LSUMZ)§ 3 ralo W Donbasa Springs* 1 (LSUMZ)? Elbow Bayou at Nicholson 
Drive o 1 (LSJJMZ); baj ralo fres Jeffers or?. Highway on He© Shoo Too 
Road9 1 (LSUMZ)? IQ.oinpoterv, k (13 BMZ)? 1 ra lo M El© laps tors* i (LSUMZ)? 
2o5 ra lo  MW IO ,o ia p e t© rA  1 (B 8 L )§  h ra lo S L in d s a y *  1 (ISUMZ)? Maryland 
Tank Para* 1 (LSUMZ)? i ra io  S M a ry la n d  Tank f & m 9 i (ISUMZ)? Perkins 
Road at H lg h la *K l Read* 2 (LSUMZ)  5 ?  raio E o n  P o rids i®  R oad* 1 (LSBMZ)? 
Baton Rm?.g0 9 8 (LSUMZ)? J ra io SSE Baton Rouges* % (LSUMZ)? 3®5 ra io  E
Baton Rangef i (ISUMZ)? h raio S Baton Rouge* 1 CLSUMZ)| iO raio 3
Baton f t e a ^ *  ? (LSUMZ)? LSU* ?  (LSUMZ)? LSU Daisy* 2 ( LSUMZ) |  LSU 
Quail Parra, 3 (LSUMZ)? ©o5 nio ME LSU5 1 (LSUMZ)? 0„5 rai. 3 LSU* 1 
(LSUMZ)? 0,5 raio SE ESU* 1 (LSUMZ)? i raic S LSU* 6 (LSUMZ)g 1„5 raio 
S l-S flp i  ( LSUMZ)s  1 ,,5  raio 8VT LSU* 1 (IS U M Z)?  1 „ 5  raio E* 2„6 ra io  S 
LSU* 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 ra io  8  LSU* 9  (LSUMZ)? 2 ra lo E3E LS 0o 2 (LSUMZ)?
2o3 raio S9 0n5 rai„ E K«J0 i  (LS®K)g 2 C5 raio S IcSU* 1 (LSUMZ)? J 
Ei„ ME LSU* 1 ( LSUMZ)? 3 rai* 3 B3U* 20 (LSUMZ)? 3 ri,-. SE W J S, 2 
(LSUMZ)? 3 R i, S, JoZS ral,, E LSU* 1 ( LSUMZ)? 3„5 rai« S¥ LSU* 2 (LSUMZ)?
4 raio S LSU* 3 ( 3LSUMZ)? H. s,ri„ B LSU* 1 (LSUMZ)? &«5 ado S LSU* 3
(LSUMZ)? 5 raio3 LSI?* 2 (LSUMZ)? 5 rai0 SSE LSU* i (LSUMZ)? ? ® i0 SE
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LSU, 3 (ISUMZ)? 7 ml. SSE HSU, 2 (ISUMZ)? 7.5 ml* SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)?
8 mio S L3Ut 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 rai. SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 11 .3 sal. SE LSU9 
2 (ISUMZ)s 12 taio SE LSU, 1 ( P E ) §  12 raio S I.S0, 1 (LSU®)?
Ilf ml. SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)* Bagt Eng>* 2,2 radL S Clintons, i
(I3UMZ)? ? Bilo Kf C3Lintaa0 2 (L8!JME)| 1 raio W Jackson., 1 (LSUMZ)?
If mi. I Jackson., 2 (LSUMZ)Q BSllgfJJSfl E®138 Basil© lie© Dryer^
2 (USL)? 1.5 raio M tJljataigaiop, 5 (USL)? If mi. ME Till© Platt© $> 1 
(ISUMZ)? 7 ralo M V:121e Platt©9 1 (USL)? 8 ralo W  fill© Piatt©9 1
(LSUMZ )0 Parp 8 At?©r3?9 ^ (USM)§ Joanerott© USUI Livestock
E3sp0F'Jj,i.©ntal Station9 if (LSUMZ)? Ifew Xbsria Mavy Bas©9 2 (USL)?
I ralo N lew Iberia, 2. (USL)? 1 raio E low Iberia, 2 (USL)? k ralo 
¥  Mew Iberia, i (USL)o 0 o2 raio S Iberadllej 1 
(LSUMZ)? 2 raio W  lb©r--yHl©9 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 si. S LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)?
II rai. SSW LSU, f* (ISUMZ)? 3 raio M Hhlto Castle* 1 ( L S U ® ) .
Jef’fex-ogn Davis Pag. § 3 rai. M {) 1 rai. VJ Fenton9 2 ( L S U ® ) ?  Laeaesino*
i ( l s u ® ) .  M a x i M a  P a r o " 0o 5 raio S  Lafayette* 1 (USL)§ 1 raio S 
Lafayett©0 6 (USL)? 1.5 ml. E  Lafayette* i (USL)? 2 ralo ME Lafayette*
1 (USL)? ?- rai. S Lafayette* 1 (USL)? 2 raio E  Lafayette CottFthoas©*
3 (USL)§ 2 raio Sl'J Lafayette* 1 (USL)? 2.5 raio SSE Lafayette* k> (USL)?
2.5 r.rl. SE Lafayette Ccmrthe&se* ¥ ?  (USL)? 2 05 «d. SSI# Lafayette* 2 
(USL)? 2.5 ralo SI# Lafayetteg 2 (U8 L)? 2.5 raio VJSW Lafayette Conrfchcns©*
1 (USL)? 3 raio SE Lafayette Ccwrthoas©, 5 (USL)? 3 raio S Lafayette 
Cowrthwaue* 2 (USL)? 3 raio i Lafayette* 1 (USL)? 3 rai. SVJ L?ifay©tt09
6 (USL)? 3 Kilo SSE Lafayette CciwrtfeoasG, 1 (USE,)? 3 o  sii. SE Lafayette*
2 (USL)? if Kii, SE Lafiayotto* 3 (USL)? ^  rai» M  Lafayette* 1 (USL)?
A  rai. S W  lafayette* 1 (USL)? 5 ml. 3 W  Lafayette* 3 (USE,)? 5 rai. S
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Lafayette9 1 (USD? 7 fflio SW Lafayette Courthouse., 3 (USL)? 9 raio 
SW Lafayette0 1 (USL), ?0£o s 5 ralo M E  Thibedaits9 1
(ISUMZ), Lincoln Par, s Rwraton<, 2 (LTU)g 0,5 ral, ¥ Ruatonp 1 
(LTU)§ A alo S RttstoHp I (LTU)§ ToehP J. (LTU)? Tech Fara0 1 sal, S 
Rustono 6 (LTU)? 2 ralo N Tperac®to i (LSUMZ), Madiaea © § & ai,
E Tallulahp 1 (LSUMZ)„ |J©jra)|®3,SQ E^p0 8 Sfcp Rouge9 ^ (USMM),
Matehltt^ehao Pas?© s Longloaf ’ Trail fists? 1 (USL)? Matehitochosj,
1 (USMM)? 9 raio M Natchitoches® 1 (LSU$33)? 0,5 ral© S Frw©neal0
2 (LSUMZ)? A, 3 raio S ProvencalP 1 (LSUMZ)? Vcw©n°c mils, 8 (LSUMZ)? 
0 ,5  raio M Vot-?oll°s M i l l ,  i  (LSUMZ)? 2 ,5  rai, SE UbwelX°s M311P h 
(LSUMZ)© Ouachita Par, 8 Monro© j, 5 (LSUMZ)? 5 raio E Monroe9 1
( LSUMZ) 0 ftopMos. Par,8 1 Brio M Boyce? S. (LSUMZ)? Alessandria* i
(LSUMZ)? 5 a&o N* 1 raio E Alexandria* 3 (LSUMZ)? Midway between 
LacoBspte and Forest Hill? 1 (USL)§ Fftoovm®,, 1 (LSffi®)? 7 raio ME 
PinQTlllog 2 (LSUMZ )o fesi IMS32.S «Si£o f; 3o8 raio MM Coushatta * 1 
(LSUMZ)? 5 raio M Coushatta* 1 (LSUMZ)6 EieKilaad Par*? 7 raio E 
Bayou Lafourche* i (ISUMZ)? &o9 raio S Start? 1 (LSUMZ)© Sabine. Par, * 
Many* 6 (LSUMZ), St© Cj^rles R|Foi ^ raio S Boutoe* 1 (LSUMZ),
Sto Paj?o s 1 sdo M Arnaudvill©9 3 (USL)? 1 raio E Eunice«,
1 (USL)? 2 roio E Laomdll©? 1 (USL)? 6 erio S Opelousas9 9 <USL)g 
7 raio ¥ Opelousas0 9 (USL)? 8 raio ¥ Opkkmsaa* i (USL)? k &ii„ II 
Washington,, 2 (LSUMZ )0 Sj$,0 Ek Par0 s Cots Blanche Ferry at
Ihtnepastal Canal* 1 (V3h)$ 6 wlo 3 E lla rx lio p  i (USL)g 3©A w i,
E Iberiap 2 (USL)., St© Mn^Sn B w a H 5 raio ESE Ufaytvtto Ccrartheueo* 
i (USL)? MW of Si© Maskivjrlllos 1 (USD? 1 rail, ¥ 3t© Martiwville*
A (USL)? 1 raio S Paste;* 2 (USL)? i  roio SE Parks0 5 (USL)? 2 rai0 S
2.2k
Parks, 1 (USL)© Taasdmhoa Fto*n S! 205 ado SW Hammond, 1 (LSUMZ)* 
fensap Pag0 8 h ndu E, k raio S MewXAght0 1 (LSUMZ)* Terrebonne Pago s 
Hoorno 1 (USNM)o XlIBfSs&SS £ § 8 Abbeville, i (USL)? Ch©sii©s?a am
Tigpe@ i (LSUMZ)? 10„5 raio ME Pooaa Island0 2 ( LSUMZ )«, Washington
Pago § 2 ujio N Angie9 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 raio MW Bogalusaj, i (LSUMZ)?
12 ml® E Frankllnton, 2 (LSUMZ)? LSU Forestry Cmsp9 1 (LSUMZ)©
Wbbster Bar© § Evergreen, 1 (LTU)0 fk&t Cajwoll Bax’© 3 5 i»i® Wo«BMa^)iaKw9nue«4:i* C ) i /  •» *■ r*ar-W - r a  ttan.vTt-*'
Oak Grove, i (LTU)© West Feliciana Par?© 8 1 raio M Coraor, ?*■' *  v  fWl.sarJiiEVe* •Out.-w *a/;f rwragiftM* &  '
(LSUMZ)? 5*6 ral© ME St* PmncisviH©9 10 (LSUMZ)? 1.1 ado SE
S ta A lM L  1? ( LSUMZ )o
us~«»T©tal 2619 as •£*©Hows g Avoyelles Pago 8 1 ®i©D1SW is «KJtS5CTi-Cir
S Cottoaport9 1 (USL)? 2 ral© W Cottonpoxte 2 (USL)? i«5 raio ESE 
Mansura^ 8 (USL)? 105 raio S Mansura, 7 (USL)? 2 raio S Mansura© 8 
(USL)? 2„5 raio EME Mansura, ? (USL)? 2 rat© ME Mas*ksvill©9 i (USL)?
2 mi© EME Marksville, 7 (USL)? 3 rat® E Marks vUl©, ? (USL)? Ik mio 
EME Marksville, 5 (LSUMZ). Beauregard Fag© 8 io5 rai® E Edith, i 
(LSUMZ)| 6 ra lo  SE Field 89 1 (LSUMZ)® Caddo Pag©8 2„5 raio NW 
Hosston, 1 (LSUMZ)? k raio MW Hosston9 2 (LSUMZ )0 Concordia Rag* s 
Point Breege, 10 (LSU®)? 11 ra io  SSE Shaw, 1 (LSUSS). East Baton 
Roatge. Pago s Baton Rouge, 2 (LSUMZ)? Moas* LSU Kuraevy, 1 (LSUMZ)?
LSU Ben Hus* Fanas 2 (LSUMZ)? 0„5 ado W LSU* 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 ail© SE LSU* J 
(LSUMZ)? 2*5 raio SB LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 3 raio S LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 rai©
E LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)o & § &  & m m M  f&£«8 2«5 rai« W Gaaeosmy, i (ISUMZ)© 
East MiPJSE. S?Z®8 2? rai0 M Baton Rouge, 1 (LSUMZ)? Saieeild 
Eicpe:p&j@ntal Stations 1 (ISUMZ)© Ey^ye^toe Par©s i0? rai© W Eastoap 
1 (USL)? k raio W Easton* k (USL)? h id,, MEW VilXe Platte, 1 (LSUMZ)?
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8 mio MW VA11® Platte.a 1 (USL). RagoS 5 rale W few Iberia,
1 (USL); Railroad track neap Highway 180 East, 1 (USL)o IbersrASI© 
Barg 6.5 raio S9 3<>?2 sale tf Metis 9 1 (LSUMZ); Atehafalaja Basin, 1 
(LSUMZ); lo5 raio S Indian ?ai2ag©0 % (E3UMZ); 11 ralo SSW IBU9 1 
(ISUMZ); 6 rode W, 1 ralo N PtequeraAne, 2 (LSUMZ). Jefferson Par0 s
4 ratio S Gretna, 2 (LSUMZ). Lafayette Pago 8 6 raio E Carencro, 1
(USL); Lafayette, <USJU>0 1 (USNM); 2 raio 8 lafoyette, i (USL); 
Lafayeit© Airport9 8 (USL). Lafourche Pago 8 % ralo SSE Gray®
(LSUMZ)I 5 raio SW Leckport, 3 (LTU); 6 ralo SW Lockpept, 1 (LTU)?
5 ratio ME Matthews, 1 (LSUMZ); 9«^ ®io ME Thibodaust, & ( LSUMZ }.
Mk Sail® Page 8 0o5 raio W VJhit© Sulpher Springs , 2 (LSUMZ); 2 ai0
W Whit® Sulphur Springs, 1 (LSUMZ )Q Ltfdneaten Phy® 8 2 ®i. W 
Watsone 1 (LSUMZ )0 Madison Bay® 8 MeOlIl Band of Tensas River, fy 
(LSUMZ); 11 raio SSW Tendal, 1 (LSUMZ); Hear Singer Tract, 1 (LSUMZ)? 
Way@rly9 2 (LSUMZ ). Morehouse Bag« 8 Ch@rain*»a“Hawt State Park, i 
(LSU®)? 4- rale M Collins ton 9 i (LSU®)? »fey Rouge, 1 (USL), 1 (USNM)? 
1 rale S faughn, 1 (LSUMZ)* Matohitoehes Pap61 Longle&f Trail Vista, 
Klsatchl®, 1 (ISUMZ). Flaaueiaine Bar.? 6 raio SW Callender iaval 
Air Stations, 2 (LSU®)* ifiliSs Sfifflif- &£®* 5 raio E Batchelor, i
(LSUMZ)| 18 sirio MW Baton Rouge, 1 (LSUMZ)? i ralo W Erwixraille, 3 
(LSUMZ); 1 raio E Eruinvllle, 1 (LSUMZ); 5 «*A® E Livonia, 3 (LSIM5); 
207 raio W Mbglagouin® 2 {LSUMZ')? 1 iaio 8 O M  River Looks, 3 (USL)? 
Torres, 1 (USL); 1 raio B Terras, & (U3L)o Rapides Par08 2 raio N
«=•-.£» J'swflrr.-r: t  s%. vs «!B*ra53:i/.v»
iTOyslles Faga line off La. 1, 1 (U3L); 3*6 ra&« M Chenneyville, 1 
(USL); 0«8 rale E DevAXX®, 3 (USL). Riot i Pa^®8 I rai„ E Bay 
Lafourche, 1 (LSUMZ); % Z  raio S, 1.6 raio W AayriHe, 2 (LSUMZ).
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§&• Pago s 3 mi® *  Paradisg t (ISUMZ)* Si® M ^ S E  Jto*
Malyill®,, 1 (USL)? 0»5 sal* E Batertt©.? 2 (LSUMZ)? ThlstXethwaite Gasa© 
Man&gemoiat Aroa0 3 (X3BMZ)0 13 (USL)-g 2 ml* IS Washington9 1 (LSUMZ)? 
7*5 ®lo 0® 2*75 raio B Washington9 ^ (LSUMZ)* JH© Martin Page §
Island m  Lak© Dcwtrinop 3 (USL)? fek© Martin9 1 (USL)§ tost Me® 
Islandp 2 (USL)? 1 mi© S Par!ts0 2 (USL)§ i mi© SE Parks9 2  (USL)§
2 mi© SB Parks9 I (USL)? 2 ®±s S Barks9 2 (USL)® jSto M S S  Pay®I 
2*5 nd* E Morgan City® 1 (USL)? 3 rai® 1 Morgan Citj9 3 (USL)* St* 
T m m w r jRar*g 10 rai© ME Codington® 1 (HUM)© Tensas Bag® 8 k mi®
Eg ^ raio S Mswlightp (LSUMZ)? 0*75 MW Saranac® 3 (ISUMZ);
2*5 ®io M W  of Waterproof® 1 (LSUMZ)? 12 ai* W feterproefp 1 (LSUMZ)*
Hoaraag (fJSSM); 3° 5 raio SE Schrievefp 2 (LSUMZ)* 
Vernon Pago 8 5° 5 rai* M W  La®svill©9 1 (LSU®)* febstaf* Rar*§ 1*5 ralo*sasac3«a*s®^aBKisj v  ® ^ «la.,W3,<»aBgWTggga»^a^B»
SE Cotton Valley9 1 (LSUMZ)? Lake Blsteneaia State Park0 1 (LSUMZ)*
Washington Pgr© 8 10 mi© W  Bogalissa9 1 (LSUMZ)* West Baton Rogge
Par® I 5 ®i=> W Br«slyf 2 (LSUMZ)? 6*5 mi® 1# Brusly@ 1 (LSUMZ)? 2*4- 
mi* from Mississippi River Bridg© on X~iO0 1 (LSUMZ)® feat Carroll 
Pago ? 2® 5 raio F. Kilboura©0 1 (LSUMZ )0
Pgnrorayseus gossypinus.-^Total as follows? Allen Bar* 8 ^*5 raio
NW Cberlinp 5 (LSUMZ)* Ascension Bar.* 8 no locality9 1 (LSUMZ)? 
Gonzales* 3 (LSUMZ)? 7 rai. Ee 1 mlo 3 St* Gabriel9 2 (LSUMZ)*
Avoyelles Par® s 2 mi* EME Mnrksvill©9 1 (USL)* B®emragard Bar* s 
Brushy CayB i (LSUMZ)? 4- ml* E De Quincey9 ? (LSUMZ)? 1*5 mi* E 
Edithp 5 (LSUMZ)? 3*5 rai* W ferryvllle 9 3 (LSUMZ)® Bossier Par*8 
U S  mio W Bayou 8odcau9 ! (LSUMZ)? PosterB 4- (USNM)« Caddo Par* 8
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6 rai0 N Shreveport® i (LSUMZ); 6 sal© SSi? Shreveport® 2 (LSUMZ) § 10 
rai® N Shreveport® 1 (LSUMZ)! 1 rai© NW Spring Ridge® 2 (LSUMZ);
Oa75 ralo E Zylkos® 3 (LSUMZ)® Calcasieu Par® % fe.ke Charles® 2 
(USNM)? 7 mi. If fe.IcQ Charlon® 1 (LSUMZ); 6 mi o M M  T&mnsy9 1 
(LSUMZ)0 Caldwell Par^s 1 raio E Clarkse I (LSUMZ)® Catahoula Pap®8 
Harrisonburg® 2 (LSUMZ); Sicily Island® 1 (LSUMZ)! 1 mi® M Sicily 
Island® 2 (LSUMZ)® Claiborne Eggo8 5*5 raio Arcadia® 1 (ISUMZ)|
0®5 rai© S Marsalis® 2 (LSUMZ)® g© Sot© fe?„ 3 3 rai© SSW Hunter®
3 (LSUMZ)| 6®5 mi® N® 4.5 ml© E Pelican Island® 2 (LSUMZ)© Bast 
Carroll Paro8 2©5 rai© W Gassoway® 1 (LSU?®)? 7 rai© E Oak Grove on
Highway II® i (LSUMZ). Bast Feliciana fk£. % 0.25 rai. W Amite
Elver ®n La© 10® ? (LSUMZ)! 24©6 rai© N Baton Rouge® 1 ( LSUMZ )|
Clinton9 1 (LSUMZ)? 2©2 rai© S Clinton9 2 (LSUMZ)? 5 mi® SE Clinton®
4 (LSUMZ)? ? rai© I Clinton® I (LSUMZ)? 10 rai© E Clinton® 2 (LSUMZ)f
Island Plantation® 1 (LSUMZ)% Jackson® 1 (LSUMZ); 1 rai© W Jackson®
1 (LSUMZ)| 4 Hit© N Jackson® 2 (LSUMZ)? 3 rai. M  Port Hudson® 1
(ISUMZ)© Evangeline far.» 4 ai© M W  m i ©  Hiatt©® 3 (LSUMZ).
Grant Par. % 2 rai© M Pollock® 1 (LSUMZ); Stuart Lake® Kisatchle
National Forest® 1 (USL). jfast feton, Rjga.ge, fag.s 2 rai© E Airline 
Highway® 3 (LSUMZ); 1 raio If Ban Hur Road on River Read® I  (LSUMZ);
5859 Chandler Drive® 1 (LSUMZ)? 3 ffiio W Denham Springs® 1 (LSUMZ); 
Greenwell Springs Road® Leo Farsi® 1 (LSUMZ)? 0©25 rai© S Hooper Road 
at Comite River Bridge® 2 (LSUMZ); 0.75 rai© NE Indian Mound® 1 
(LSUMZ); limis Woods® Jefferson® I (LSUMZ); Kleinpator® 1 (LSUMZ);
4 rai© W Kleinpeter® 2 (LSUMZ)? 2.5 rai» NW KXeinpater® 2 (USL)?
0.25 rai. W Lee Drive® 1 rai© I Highland Road® 1 (LSUMZ); 3 rai© SVI
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Lindsay,, 1 (LSUMZ)% & mi® S Lindsay,, 2 (LSUMZ)? Perkins Road Quail 
Hatcheryo 10 (LSU®)? 3008 Perkins Road9 1 (LSU®)? 2 rai® S Port 
Hudson* 5 (LSUMZ)? h rai® NW ScotXandviXX©* 1 (LSUMZ)? Shenandoah 
Estates Golf Course9 3 (LSUMZ)? J rai, E V/oedXfW7n9 2 (LSUMZ)?
Baton Rouge* 1 (LSUMZ)? 3 ml® SE Baton Rouge9 1 (LSUMZ)? 3»5 si®
E Baton Rouge2 2 (LSUMZ)? 3® 5 ral° WE Baton Rouge9 1 (LSU®)? 
k si® SE Baton Rouge9 2 (LSUMZ)? 10 sai® N Baton Rouge9 1 (LSUMZ)?
LSU* 6 (LSUMZ)? 0®5 rai® E LSU9 1 (LSUMZ)? 0o?5 raio B LSU9 1 (LSUMZ)? 
0o?5 raio ESE LSUp 1 (LSU®)? i rai® S LSU9 3 (ISUMZ)? 1 raio E LSU,
1 (ISUMZ)? 1 rai® ME LSU9 1 (ISUMZ)? 1„25 ralo SE LSU* 2 (LSUMZ)?
1.5 raio S LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 1„5 mi® S* 0,25 raie E LSU9 2 (LSUMZ)?
2 ralo S LSU* 12 (LSUMZ)? 2 rai® SE LSU, 5 (LSUMZ)? 2 ml® ESE L3U9
1 (LSUMZ)? 2,5 rai0 S LSUp 3 (LSUMZ)? 2,6 ralo S LSU, 2 (LSUMZ); J 
rai, S LSU9 66 (LSUMZ)? 3 mi® SE LSU, 9 (-LSUMZ)? J rai* SSE LSU, 2 
(LSUMZ)? 3 raio E LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? 3 rai, W LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? J rai, Se
1,25 ralo E LSU9 1 (LSUMZ)? 3®^ - rai. ESE 13U* J (LSUMZ)? 3,5 raio SSE
LSU* 1 (LSUMZ)| 3,5 rai, E LSU, J (LSU®)? 3®5 mi® SSVI L5U* b (LSUMZ)?
3.5 raio S LSU, b (LSUMZ)? % 8  raio S LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? <f raie SW LSU, 2 
(LSUMZ)| k rai0 S LSU, J (LSUMZ)? 4„5 raio S LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 5 mi.
SSE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 raio S LSU, ? (LSUMZ)? 6 rai® SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)?
6 rai. S LSU, >> (LSUMZ)? 6®5 raio SE LSU* 2 (LSUMZ)? 6,7 mi„ SE LSU,
2 (LSUMZ)? ? raio S LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? 8 raio N LSU, 1 (L3UMZ); rai,
SE LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 10 »ii„ E LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? 11 rai* 3 LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)?
13 rai, S LSU, 1 (ISUMZ)„ Iberia Rar, * 1 rai* S Iberia, 1 (LSUMZ),
Iberville Par® 8 6®? rai<. S, 3®7 raio W Addis, 1 (LSUMZ)? Atch&falaya 
Basin, 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 rai. W Iberville* 1. (ISUMZ)? 7 rai® S LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)*
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11 mi. SSW LSU, 5 (LSUMZ)0 Jackson Par,; 1 ml„ W Tsraon, 1 (LTU);
.fe Spile P§j£o § 2 ®do SW Whit© Sulphur Springs 5 1 ( LSUMZ )0 MLwcolq 
Bar, s Ruston, 1 (LSUMZ); Z0$ b&o I Tremont, 1 (LSUMZ)« Livingston
Par0 8 Araii© River, Magnolia Crossing, 2 (LSUMZ); lo5 raio ME Hoo 
Shoo Too Hoad5 2 (LSUMZ)? i raio E Magnolia, 1 (LSUMZ); Sandy Bayou 
and Amite River, b (LSUMZ); h raio E Weiss, 1 (LSUMZ)© Madison Bgg©s 
McGill Bend of Tensas River, 2 (LSUMZ); TaiXelttLah, 5 (USNM); b raio 
E Tallulah, 2 (LSUMZ); 5 ml* SE Tallulah, 2 (LSUMZ); 6 raio SE 
Tallalah, 1 (LSUMZ); ? raio MB Tallulah, 1 (LSUMZ)0 Morehouse Far*g 
Irvine kike, 2 (LSUMZ)© ij.tehitoehfs, Par©? Klsatchl®, 1 (LSUMZ),
2 (USL)| Kisatehie Longleaf Trail Vista, 8 (LSUMZ)? i raio E Natchez,
1 (LSUMZ); 1 raio ME Natchitoches, 1 (LSUMZ); 1 raio 3 Vowq119s Mill,
1 (LSUMZ)* Orleans Fag®* U  raio E New Orleans, 1 (LSUMZ)© Ouachita. 
&X>* Monroe, 1 (LSUMZ)§ 5 rai0 E Monro©, 1 (LSUMZ); 8 raio E, 1 raio
S Monroe, 1 (LSUMZ)© Coupee Pa.ro8 1 raio W Erwtnvllle, 3
(LSUMZ)© RapMog Par© 8 11 rai© W Forest Hill mi Calcasieu River, I
(LSUMZ); Lscorapte, 1 (USIM)„ SjMap. Far© % W Bank of Bayou Toro,
2 (USL)| Bayou N®greet on Sabine River, 8 (LSUMZ)© S&o Helena Par©%
1 Ed,© W Chipola, 2 (LSUMZ); 3©5 rai© HEM Chipola, 19 (LSUMZ); 5©5 
rai© NNW Chlnola, 9 (LSUMZ)0 St© John th© Baptist Bar© s Confluence 
of Blind River and Dutch Bay, i (ISUMZ); k mi© S Mhnehac, b (LSUMZ)« 
St* Landry gag© 8 0o25 ial* S Falsetto, i (ISUMZ)© St© Martin Far© s
2 rai© S Parks, 3 (USL)o S&> Mary Pago 8 1 rai© N Batkwick, 1 (LSUMZ)* 
Sf4o Tsxmpmrfr Bar© ? b raio ME Coviwgio\7, 2 (LSUMZ); 10 sjio I® Covington, 
1 (LSUMZ); Fontsinebleau State Park, J (LSUMZ)? 1 rai© E Fontainebleau, 
1 (LSUMZ)| 0*?5 rai* S Goodbye, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1*5 wi* SV/ Peurl River
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Post Office* 1 (LSUMZ)% 5 ralo S Feasi River Post OfficeP 1 (USL)f 
5 raio E M  Pear1 River* 1 (ISUMZ)? % ml® EME S lid e l l *  1 ( LSUMZ)? 5 
rai„ ME S l id e l l9 1 (LTU), Tangiro h ®a Fk^0 * 2 ,75  ralo SIf Hammond*
1 (ISUMZ)? 605 rai® M Eatwcmd* 7 (ISUMZ)I 10 s&» S Harraaond* 1 (LSUMZ)? 
12 „ 3 rai® S Hammond* 3 (LSUMZ)? 2,5 rai® EME Kentwood* 1 (LSUMZ) I & 
ralo ME Kentwood9 6 (LSUMZ)? 1 raio W Robert* 1 (LSUMZ)? lo5 rai® S 
Roberts 2 (LSUMZ)® $<@nsjyj Raj?® 8 0o?5 rai® MW Saranac on Clark 
Bayoa* 7 (ISTBJZ)* feral, E* fe a±® S M®Y?Xighie.8 (ISUMZ )«■ - ferggbsggg 
Para s Houma* 7 (USM), Taraon, Faro 8 Anacoco* 1 (ISUMZ)? 12 mi®
WMW Anaceco* 1 (LSUMZ)? 4- raio M Burr Ferry* !*?• (LSUMZ)? Fullerton 
lake* Klaatehlo* 1 (ISUMZ)? 5 rai® S teosvlll,©* 1 (LSUMZ)? fe mi® W 
Pinewoods* fe (ISUMZ)? 0,75 ralo E Simpson* 1 (ISUMZ)® Washington 
te.t Angie9 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 ra±0 M togi©9 i (LSUMZ)? Bogalwsa* 2 
(ISUMZ)? 2 rai, S Bogalusa* 1 (LSUMZ)? 4 raio N Bogalusa* 6 (LSUMZ)?
10 ralo NW Bogalusa* 2 (L8UMZ)? 10 ralo WIW Bogalusa* 3 (LSUMZ)?
12 tai0 MfW Bogaluse* 1 (ISUMZ)? 10 rai® E Pranklinton* 1 (ISUMZ)?
12 mlo E FrankXinton* 1 (ISUMZ)? Sheridan* 6 (LSUMZ)? 1 rai® SW 
Vamado* 1 (ISUMZ ), Mfjt Baton Epmm Far«s 5 rai© W Brusly* 1 
(IJfUMZ)? 5 raio SV! Port Allen* 1 (ISUMZ)© West Feliciana Par® i 
Baines* 3 (LSUMZ)? Lake Roseraound* 6 (ISUMZ)? 2 rai0 SW St®
Francisvlllo* 1. (LSUMZ)? 2 rai. N St, FmncieviXX©* 1 (ISUMZ)? 2 mi®
S St® Francisvilla* 1 (ISUMZ)? 3® 3 raio MW St® Francis-elll©* 5 
(LSUMZ)?5®6 raio ME St® Francis-rillo* 23 (ISUMZ)? 10 sal® N St®
Francisvilla* 1 (LSUMZ)? 2,25 rai, W Vfcyanoko, 10 (LSUMZ)? 3® 5 mi.
N* 1 mi® E tfeyftnoko» 3 (ISUMZ),
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Stasias 936, as M i m t  h ? M M  2m°* * mi°
IE Church Point, 1 (LSUMZ); 1 raio W Crwloy, i (LSUMZ)? 3 rai® SE 
Cswley, 1 (USL)? k’o5 raio S Crowley© 1 (USL)? 3 raio BJE Duson 
Post Offices, 2 (USL)? 1 raio E Eunic®, 2 (USL,)? ? rai® SE Eunice, 7 
(USL); Nowata, 1 (LSU®)? ioS raio W Rayne, 1 (USL); 5 mi* W  
Rayne, * (USL)o Pag® s % $  raio l’l Kinder, 2 (L81MZ)®
AgcensAea Pag®s 0®5 ral« 3 DoaaMs@airfJ.lec, 1 (LSUMZ); Gbna&los, '
1 (LSU®); 0*5 rai„ S Gon§&l©s0 1 (LSUMZ); 2 rai0 E Gonsai©s0 
(LSUMZ); 0*7 rai„ W, 2a2 b& 0 H PpaArievlXX©, 1 ( LSUMZ }0 Avoyelles 
Par® i 1 raio E Buhkie, % (LSUMZ); 2 raio E Cottonport, 2 (LSUMZ)®
l§JJLmS!&K5, Skz°s i0o3 raio S De Ridd©r, i (LSUMZ)® Pag®?
Bossier City, 3 (USL)? h raio i Bossier, 2 (LSUMZ)? 5 raio N
Bossier City0 1 (LTU); 13 raio SE Bossier, 1 (LSUMZ)® Caddo Par® I
2 raio N BlaneteMp 1 (LSUMZ); 2C9 raio S9 1®3 raio VI Blanchard, 3 
(LSUMZ); 3o?5 rai® H, 0®75 raio VI Greenweed, 66 (LSUMZ), 21 (UMC);
5 raio S Shreveport, 1 (LSUMZ); 7 raio VJ3I# Shreveport, 1 (LSUMZ);
9o5 rale N Shreveport, 1 (LSUMZ); 10 mi® S Shreveport, 2 (USL)® 
Calcasieu Par® I Iowa, k (LSUMZ); 0®5 rai® S 1mm 9 1 (LSUMZ); 2 mi® 
W lem, 1 (LSUMZ); 5 raio M W  lake Charles, 1 (LSUMZ); 2 rai® W 
Sulphur, 1 (LSUMZ)® Cameron. Pag®I 2 rai® M Caraeron, 3 (LSUMZ);
1 raio E Paveto Peach, 1 (LSUMZ); Rockefeller Refag©, 2 (LPU);
Sabine Refuse, 1 (USL); 12 rai® S Vinton, 1 (LSUMZ); Vlilloty 
Island9 Caueron, 1 (LSUMZ X-, Catahoula Pijr®g 6 saio M Harrisonburg, 
^ (LSUMZ); 3 rai® SB Manifest, 1 (LTU}g 1 raio N Sicily Island, k 
(LSUMZ)® Claiborne Par® 2 6 ad® 3 Springfield, 2 (LSUMZ)®
CpnyffMia Par®2 2 »tfU M Forriday, 3 (LSUMZ); 3 rai® M Ferriday, 1
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* East Baton Rcmg© Bar* *i  «<5TO, su w  ^9 mnoasrvAmAme*
3 raio S Baton Rcrag©,
Z)§ 5 roio S Baton Roisg©9 
? 10 rai® M Baton Rouge, 
if Uayea and Nicholson Drive,
-a ^ ralo N Ferriday, 2 (LSI 
No locality,, I (LSUMZ)? 0«5 raio E Baker, 2 (LSUMZ)? Baton Rougo,
12 (LSUMZ)? 1 raio S Baton Roug©, 2 (BSE,)? lo5 roio S Baton Roug©,
1 (USL)? 2 raio S Baton Roug©, 1 
6 (LSUMZ)5 3 rai® SE- Baton Rcraga, 1 
1 (LSUMZ)? 7o5 ®io S Baton 
1 (&3UMZ)? Burtvllle, fe
1 (LSUMZ)? Highland Read at Vicaro Drive, 3 (LSUMZ)? Jefferson 
Highway, 1 (LSUMZ)? KLoinpster, 3 (LSUMZ)? 0A ad, W KLeinpater,
2 (LSUMZ)? Maryland Tank Farro, 1 (LSUMZ)? Old B m m w d  Highway at 
Airline9 1 (LSUMZ)? Perkins Road, 5 roio E College Drive, 1 (E3UMZ)? 
Perkins Road at Highland Road® 1 (LSU!®)? 2 ralo S Port Hudson, 2 
(LSUMZ)? 3 roio S Port Hudson, I (LSUMZ)? 3*5 mi. S Port Hudson, 1 
(LSUMZ)| Quail Farro, Parkins Road, & (LSUMZ)? WfcFB Tower, 1 (LSU®)? 
W of University Lake, 2 (LSUMZ)? LSU, 83 (LSUMZ)? LSU Ben Hur Farm, 
10 (LSUMZ)? LSU Poultry Farm, t (ISUMZ)? 0.25 rai0 SV? LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 
0.2$ raio S LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 0c3 Kilo SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 0«5 roio N LSU,
1 0o5 raio W LSU, 5 0o5 rois S LSU, 2
roio E LSUe 1 (LSUMZ)? 0,75 rot* E LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 mi* If LSU, 5 
(LSUMZ)? 1 roio SW LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 mi. S LSU, 9 (ISUMZ)? 1 rai. SE 
LSU, 6 (LSU®)? 1 roio E LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? !„2 ml* S LSU, 1 (LSU®)? 
l,a25 rod. UE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1„3 wi, ¥ LSU, 2 (LSU®)? 1„5 ra io  S LSU, 
2 (LSUMZ)? lo5 raio SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 wi. SW LSU, 1 (LSUMZ,)?
2 roi. S LSU, 2i (LSU®)? 2 rai., SSE LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? 2 mi. SE LSU,
6 (LSU®)? 2 roio BSE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 2„3 rai* S LSU, 15 (LSUMZ)? 2.5
raio S LSU, 1U (LSUMZ)? ?„5 wi- SSE LSU, 2 (IS .8 roio S LSU,
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2 (LSUMZ)| 3 rai* S L3U0 23 (LSUMZ)? 3 rai, SSE LSU„ 2 (LSUMZ)? 3*25 
raio E LSUe 1 (LSUMZ)? 3,3 ml, SSW LSU* 1 (ISUMZ)? 3*5 *ai, SW LSU,
3 (ISUMZ)? 3*5 raio S L5U0 2 (LSUMZ)% 3*5 *&» SE LSU„ 6 (ISUMZ)% k- 
rai* SW LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? ^ raio SSW LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? h raio S tSU* 5
(LSUMZ)? ^o? raio S tSU9 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 raio S LSU, 12 (LSUMZ)? 6 raio 
S LSUg 1 (LSUMZ)? 8 raio S LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 raio S LSU, 2 (LSU®)?
10 raio E L3U9 3 (LSUMZ)? 12 ralo S LSUp b (LSUMZ), Ernst Carroll 
Par, s 5 raio E Oak Serve® 1 (LSUMZ), East Feliciana ^ raiovastsgsmsa S  ^  V  • *  ta~< w w ife a  iw te a o a  la iirra y i xfs.TZ'.tttrsTa fesrh wwss,
S Clinton, 1 (LSUMZ)? ? raio S, 1,5 raio W Clinton, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 rat,
VI Jackson, 1 (LSUMZ), Evangeline Par° ® Basil© Rico Dryers 2 (USL)|
1,5 rai© N Chataigner, 13 (USL)? S edge of Maraou9 1 (USL)? 0,25 rai®
S Maraou9 3 (USL)? Lv raio SE Maracra, 6 (USL)? 0,5 rai, W VilX© Platte,
1 (USL)? 4 ralo W fill© Platt©9 1 (LSU®); k raio NE Ville Platte,
1 (LSUMZ)g k raio W Ville Platte, 1 (USL), Iberia Pay,? Avery, 1 
(USNM)l 3,1 ralo MNE Avery Island, 1 (LSUMZ)? Jeanerette USDA Live­
stock Fans, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 rai© N Jefferson Island, 1 (USL)? Now Jbsria,
1 (USL)? New Iberia Naval Base, 2 (USL)? h mi. W New Iberia, 26 (USL), 
Iberville Ps£ss 0,2 ralo E Iberville, 2 (LSUMZ); 7 rai, SW LSU, 2 
(LSUMZ)| Go5 rai, N Flaquemine, 1 (ISUMZ)? 0,5 rai, S Plaquemine, 1 
(LSUMZ)g 1 ml, S raaqwerainsp 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 rai© S Ftequemine, 1 
(LSUMZ)? 2 raio NW Sunshine9 2 (LSUMZ), Jefferson Davis Pag, t 1 
rai, E Iowa9 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 rai, EME Iowa, 1 (LSUMZ)? ? rai, N Jennings,
1 (LSUMZ)? Lacassino, 1 (LSU®), Lafayette Par,* No locality,
1 (USL)? Beaver Park, 2 (USL)? Breathe Bridge Highway* 2 (USL)? 4 
mi, E Cnrencro, 1 (LSUMZ)? Scott, i (USL)? 1 mi, S Scott, 1 (USL)?
0,2 mi, SW Jet, La, 73 anti 16? on 167, 2. (USL)? Lafayette* ^ (U3NM),
2b (USL)9 3 (LSUMZ5? VI of Lafayette0 1 (USL)? 0®2$ mi* W Lafayette9 
1 (USL)? 0®5 rail, VI Lafayette9 2 (USL)? 0®5 ralo 3 Lafayette® 2 (USL)?
1 mlo E Lafaystte9 1 (USL)? 1 mio SE Lafayettes 2 (USL)? 1 mi® S 
Lafayette, 8 (USL)? 1 raio VI Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 1 mio SVI Lafayettef
2 (USL)? 2 rai0 SE Lafayette® J (USL)? 2 mio W Lafayette® J (USL)?
2 mio E Lafayette9 1 (USL)? 2 raio SVI Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 2 mio NE 
Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 2® 5 rado S Lafayette® b (USL)? 2®5 raio SW 
Lafayetteg 2 (USL)? J mi0 S LafayetteP 8 (USL)? 3 raio SVI Lafayette®
5 (USL)? 3 raio W9 0® 5 mio 3 Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 3®5 mio S Lafayette®
1 (USL)? k ralo SVI Lafayette® 8 (USL)? b raio N Lafayette® 3 (USL)? 
b»6 mio SVI Lafayette® b (USL)? Lafayette Airport® 36 (USL)? 0,25 
rai, N Lafayette Airport® ? (USL)? 1 mi® S Lafayette Airport® 3 
(USL)| 1 raio N Lafayette Airport® 2 (USL)0 Lincoln Pare 2 Hico®K ”  *, •* cwwaiwgwaa&cBnj«,.n-frg&» W a w f T  «'
1 (LSUMZ)% Ruston® b (LTU)% 1 rai® N Ruston® 1 (LTU)? 1 rai® W Rustc*ns
2 (LTU)? lo.5 rai, E Rixston9 1 (LTU)? b mi„ N Ruston# 1 (LTU)? Tech®
1 (LTU)? Tech Farm 1® 13 (LTU)? Tech Farm II® 1 (LTU)® Livingston 
Pago i Holden® b (ISUMZ)® Madison Par® 8 k mi® E Tallulah® 1 
(LSUMZ)? 5 ml® SE Tallulah® 2 (LSUMZ)? 6 rai® SE Tallulah® 1 (LSUMZ), 
Natchitoches Par®2 Klsatehie® k (LSUMZ)? Vowell's Mill® ? (LSUMZ)® 
Ouachita Par®? Monroe® 5 (LSUMZ)? West Monroe® 1 (LTU)o Rapides 
Par® s Alexandria® 2 (LSUMZ)? 8 raio VI Alexandria® 2 (ISUMZ)? 0®? 
mi® E Boyce® 2 (LSUMZ)? SVI edge of England Air Fore© Baee® 2 (LTU)? 
Lecompte® b (USNM)? 1 rai® SVI Pine-rille 0 1 (LSUMZ)% 2®5 mi® VI Pinevilla*
3 (ISUMZ)? 7 ml» NE Pinevllle® 3 (LSUMZ), Richland Pag® g 4®9 iai„
S Start® 1 (LSUMZ)o Sabine Par-, s Many® 1 (LSUMZ), St® Charles Par, s 
b mi® E Bouttee® 1 (LSUMZ), St®. Helena Par» I 1 raio SB Graenbwrg„
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2 (LSUMZ)„ St* Landry Pter* « nd« S Opelousas, 12 (USL); ? rai*
W Opelousas, 12 (USL)? 11. ml* W Opelousas, 1 (USL)? 1,5 mi* N 
Washington, 4 (LSUMZ); 4 mi, N Washington, 2 (LSUMZ), St, |fertin 
Par,t Breaux Bridge, 1 (USL); 3 rad* S Breaux Bridge, 1 (LTU)?
Is- rai* SE Breaux Bridge, 2 (LTU)? 0,5 ml* N Catahoula, 1 (USL)? St,
MartinvilXe* 2 (USL)? 1 rai, W St, Martinville* 6 (USL)? Nina, 1 (USL)?
2 rai, E Parks, 4 (LSUMZ)? 2 rai, SE Parks, 1 (USL)? 2 rai, S Parks9
3 (USL)? 3 rai, S Parks, 1 (USL)? 2 rai, E Youngsville9 1 (USL),
St, Mgrr Par, 8 3*3 mi* from Iberia Par, line on Highway 90* 1
(USL); 8 rai, E Iberia Par, lino or. Highway 90s 3 (USL)? 1 mi, S La,
318 on Highway 9O0 1 (USL), Tangipahoa Par,8 1 rai* SE Hammond on
Yokum Hoad 9 1 (LSUMZ) % 2<>5 mi, SW Hammond * 2 (LSUMZ), Tensas Par, ° 
Lake St, John, 1 (LSUMZ)? 2,5 mi, MNW of Waterproofs, 1 (LSUMZ), 
Terrebonne Par, ? Houma 9 1 (USNM), Vemtllton Par, 8 Abbyville 9
3 (USL)| 3 rai, N Abbyville* 1 (USL)? Indian Bayou* 2 (USL)? Pecan 
Island9 1 (LSUMZ)| 1.0,5 rai* NB Pecan Island* 1 (LSUMZ)? Rout© 82*
1 (USL), Vector; £b£, * 5 rai* W Cravens 9 1 (LSUMZ)| 5 mi, E* 1 mi.
S Gueydon* 2 (LSUMZ)? Lsesville, 1 (LSUMZ)? 0,5 mi, E Mewllano* 1
(USL)| 1 rai, N Simpson* 1 (LSUMZ), Washington Bar«>s Bogalusa* 1
(LS1MZ)| Varaado* 1 (LSU!®), West Baton Rouge Par,g 4,5 mi, W
La, 41$ on La. ?6, 2 (LSUMZ)? 3*1 mi, S Brusly* 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 rai,
S Port Allen* 8 (LSUMZ); 1*5 rai* S Port Allen 2 (LSUMZ); 2 mi, S
Port Allen9 3 (LSUMZ); 5 mi* SW Port Allens, 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 rai, W
Port Allen, 3 (LSUMZ); 7 rai, MNW Port Allen* 1 (LSUMZ); 8 rai, NW
Port Allen* ? 'LSUMZ), West Carrol)L Pax® s 4 mi, W Oak Grove* 2
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(LSUMZ), Wast Feliciana Par, 8 1 ralo M Corner® 1 (ISUMZ)% 2,75 rat,
W  St® Franeisville9 1 (USL)? 5 *6  raio ME St, F^nclsville«> 6 ( LSUMZ)? 
1,1 ml, SE StarhllX® 12 <LSUMZ),
Mjcrotws pin®toram»»»Total 45® as follows8 Caddo Fhr,g 3® 75 ml® N9
0,75 rai, W Greenwood„ 22 (LSUMZ )j> 16 (nnc)l 4 ml, VI* 106 mi, S 
Blanchard * 1 (une)? 2,9 rai® Se 1,3 rai® W Blanchard® 1 (une) 9 5 
(ISUMZ),
Has mseulias— Total 564* as follows 8 Acadia Pay® 8 5 ml* N
Crowley9 1 (USL)? 7 ra i,  SVI Ernie©0 1 (LSUMZ)? 7 rai® SE Eunice9 1.1 
(USL)? RayrsQg 1 (USL), Ascension Par® % Burnside0 1 (LSUMZ)?
DonaIdsonville Fair Grounds9 1 (LSUMZ)? Gonzales0 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 rai®
N Gonzales9 1 (LSUMZ)? 2 mi® E La® 30 on La® 73» 2 (LSUMZ), 
Assumption Par, s 6 rai® SVI NapoXeonville® 1 (LSUMZ)® Avoyelles 
Far,t 2 rai, N Avoyelles* 1 (USL)? 7 mi, S Bunkle* 1 (USL)? 3,6 
ml® N Cheneyville* 1 (USL)? Cottonport* 2 (USL)? 2 mi® VI Cottonport, 
1 (USL)? Mansura9 1 (USL)? 1,5 mi® NW Mansura# 3 (USL)? 1,5 mio N
Mansura* 1 (USL)? 0,25 rai, on MarksvilXeJfossraer Highway, 3 (LSUMZ),
Bossier P%r»8 1 rai® N Bossier City, 1 (ISUMZ), Caddo Pay,8
Shreveports 1 (LTU); 9®5 rai, N Shreveport® 1 (LSUMZ)? 10 rai, S 
Shreveport, 10 (USL), Calcasieu Par,t 1 mi, E Iowa, 1 (LSUMZ)?
4,5 ml, VI Xowa9 1 (USL)?, 2 m±9 S Lake Charles* 1 (LSUMZ)? 4,7 rai,
W* 4,3 mi, S Lake Charles„ 1 (LSUMZ); 3„5 rai,, SSE Vinton* 1
(LSUMZ); 1 rcL, E on Highway 14 on Vl-.lnobererer St,* 1 ( LSUMZ)©
Cameron Par® 8 3 mi, S Hackberry* 1 (LSUMZ); Grand Chenier© 1
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(LSUMZ)* Concordia PaTos 1 rai* N Fsrriday, 2 (LSUMZ)* East
Baton ItowgQ Pap* % 3**95 Aubin lan® , 3 (LSUMZ) § Bsll'rlew
Subdivision, 1 (LSUMZ) % 1*5 raio SE Central City Post Office, 1
(LSUMZ)? 0*25 rai„ SW College Town9 1 (LSUMZ)| Comer Perkins
and Highland Road, I (LSUMZ)? 3 rai* W Denham Springs, 1 (LSUMZ)?
Junction Highland Road and Ben Hur Road, 3 (LSUMZ)? 1*5 rai* N
Kloinpatsp, 1 (LSUMZ)% 655 PoXytech Drlvo, 1 (LSUMZ)? Tanglewood
Subdivision, 3 { LSUMZ)? Baton Rouge, 9 (LSUMZ)? 1 rai* S Baton
Rouge, 3 (USL)? 7 rai* SSW Baton Rouge, 5 (ISUMZ)? 10 ml* E Baton
Rouge, 1 (LSUMZ)? LSU, 69 (LSUMZ)? LSU Poultry Farm, 1 (LSUMZ)?
LSU Ben Hup Fatal, 3 (LSUMZ)? LSU Baer Farm, 1 (LSUMZ)? 0*25 rai®
S L8U, 2 (LSUMZ)? 0*5 rai* NW LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 0*5 mi* 1 LSU, 3
(LSUMZ)? Qo5 raio W LSU h (LSUMZ)? 0*5 mi* SSE LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)?0
0*5 mi© S LSU, 8 (LSUMZ)? 0*5 mi* SVI LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? 0o?5 mi© S 
LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 mi© W .LSU, A (LSUMZ)? 1 rai© E LSU, 2 (LSU®)?
1 mio SW LSU, 2 (L3U®)| 1 mi* S LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 1*3 rai* VI LSUg i 
(LSUMZ)? 1*5 mi© SVI LSU, 2 (LSUMZ); 1*8 rai© S LSU, 2 (LSU®)? 1*9 
rai* N, 3 rai© E LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)? 2 sal© S LSU, 6 (LSUMZ)? 2 mi* N ,
3 rai© E LSU, 2 (ISUMZ)? 2©A ml„ S LSU, 1 (LSUMZ); 2*5 raio S LSU,
3 (ISUMZ)? 3 rai© S LSU, 12 (LSU®)? 3 wi« SSE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ); inai* 
S LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? h m±» S, 0*5 rai* W LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? I* ml, S, 2 
rai© VI LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? ^ rai* S, 2 ml* E LSU, 1 (t3UMZ); ^*5 raio SE 
LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? !>,a6 raio S LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)? 5 rai* S LSU, 3 (LSUMZ)?
5 mi. SSE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 5*5 mi* S LSU, 1 (ISUMZ)? 6 «d» S LSU,
1 (LSUMZ)? 6*7 rai* SE LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 8 rai© N LSU, 1 (LSUMZ)? 8 mi*
S LSU, 2 (LSUMZ)* §SSJQ£S3^ SS, EfLE°8 1*5 mi* N Chataigni©**, 8 (USL);
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Maraottj, 1 (USL)? VIXlo Platte® t (U8L)? 0o5 wi» W Viil© Platt©;, 1 
(USL)? 1 wdo E ViXXe Platt©o 5 (US!*)© iMs ” Wisnor® 2
(LSUMZ)0 Grant Rp>8 0*25 iale S Pollack® 2 (USL)o .Ibegla. fe|o8 
Fortier Boat Works9 1 (USL)? Jaaneratt© Airport® 1 (USL)? Wot-? 
Xbsrla® 2 (USL)? New Iberia Navy Base*, 1 (USL)? i raio E New Iberia*,
2 (USL)? 2 raio E New Iberia„ t (USL)? 3 raio E New Iberia9 1 (USL)?
3 k1» SE New Iberia9 2 (USL)? b mi* W New Iberia, 1 (USL)? 5 ®t®
SW Now Iberiap 2 (USL)0 Iberville Par© s 0*5 mi® N PXaqueraine®
1 (LSUMZ)| 3 Ml® 3 Piaqweraln®® 1 (LSUMZ)f 6 raio VI Raraah9 3 (LSOFiZ )D 
Jefferson Paro s Grand Xsi©® 1 (LSUMZ)? 3 wio S Lake Ponchatrain9 
1 (USL)? Metairie® b (LSUMZ)«, Jefferson Davis Par®? Laeassins®
1 (LSUMZ)® Lafayette Par0% 1 ml® N Careneroo Colorab Farm® i (USL)?
2 raio SW Jet*, 73 and 67® 3 (USL)| KaXiste SaXoome Road® 1 (USL)? 0o5 
raio N Scott® 3 (USL)? 2 mi® S Scott® 1 (USL)? USL® b (USL)| 18 ml® 
NE Washington® 1 (USL)? Youngsville® 2 (USL)? 2 raio S YoungsviXle®
3 (USL)? 3 mi® S Youngsville* 1 (USL)? Lafayette Airport® 13 (USL)? 
Lafayette® 18 (USL)? Beaver Park® Lafayette® b (USL)? 0«5 mi® E 
Lafayette® 1 (USL)s 1 raio S Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 1„5 ml® E Lafayette® 
b (USL)? 108 raio S Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 2 rnl„ E Lafayette® 1 (USL)?
2 mi,, SE Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 2 mio NE Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 2 raio S 
Lafayette® 2 (USL)? 2a5 m!o SE Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 2,,5 ml® S 
Lafayette® 1 (USL)? J raio N Lafayette® 1 (USL)? 3 wio SW Lafayette®
1 (USL)? 3 wio S lafayette® 3 (USL)? b raio N kifayotte® 1 (USL)?
^ raio VSVI Lafayette® 1 (USL)? b wio 8W Lafayette® Palras Subdivision, 
5 (USL)? A Biio S Lafayette® 1 (USL)? '«?. ml,-, E Lafayette® 2 (USL)?
4*3 mi* SW Lafayette® 2 (US!,)? '-k>.6 ra:L, SW L&fayett© Courthouse9 2
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(USL)? 5 SW Lafayatt®9 1 (USL)? 5 ml® S Lafayette® 2 (USL)? 6 
rai« SW Lafayette0 2 (USL)? 8,k ®lo SW LafayetteP 8 (USL)® Lafourche 
k raio E Clarence9 1 (LSUMZ)? k rai„ SSE Gray® 1 (LSUMZ)?
2*5 ratio W RaeelaRd., 1 (USL)® La Salle Par, I Sabine Wildlife 
Management Headquarters* 1 (LSUMZ)0 Lincoln P§r* 8 Ruston* 1 
(LSUMZ)® 3 (t*TU)o I4l5i9S,lSS9. M » § k raio H Denham Springs® 1 
(LSUMZ)o Morehogge Pj-PoS 3 raio ME Oak Ridg©9 1 (LSUMZ)? 0*7 raio 
N Collinston on La, 138, 1 (USL)® Natchitoches Par„% Kisatchie9 
3 (LSUMZ)§ Provencal9 8 (LSUMZ)? 2 ml* E FrovencaX® 1 (LSUMZ);
Vowellfa Mill9 2 (LSUMZ), Orleans Pa£* * Mo locality® 1 (USL)?
Buck Townp 1 (LSUMZ)? New Orleans® 1 (USL), Ouachita Pag, 8 5
rai* E Monro©9 i (LSUMZ)* Point® Coupee Par*? k*5 rai* SE Krotz 
Springs9 i (LSUMZ)| 10 rale. SW low Roads0 i (LSUMZ), Rapides Pap, 8 
Alexandria? 1 (LSUMZ)? 0®25 rai* S L©con!pt®0 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 mi® S 
Lecomptep 1 (LSUMZ)* Red River Par*t 5 rai* N Coushatta® 1 (LSUMZ)* 
Sabine Par® 8 Many® 1 (LSUMZ)? 13 mi* S Many® 1 (LSUMZ), St*
L^ ndrv Pay*? Raised in captivity® 1 (USL)? Eunice9 1 (LSUMZ); 1 
mi* E Eunice, 8 (USL)? 2 mi, W LeonvHle® 1 (USL)? Melville9 2 (USL); 
Opelousas® h (USL)? 6 mi* S Opelousas® 9 (USE*)? 7 mi* W Opelousas®
18 (USL); 10 mi, N Opelousase 1 (US!,.)?, Port Barr®, 1 (LSUMZ)? 3 
mi* NW Washingtons, 1 (USL)? fy mi* N WashingtonP 1 (ESUMZ)* St* 
fertjn £fef>s k rai® SE Breaux Bridge„ 2 (LTU)| Butte fa Ilos©9 1 
(USL)? National Guard. Firing Range® 2 (USE?)? Parkft’-s 3 (USL)? 0*5 
mi* S Parks9 1 (USL)? 1 ml, 3 Parks® 6 (USI,}? 1 ml, SE Parks 9 J 
(USL)? 2 ml, S Parks® 3 (USL)? 3 at- S Parks® 1 (USL); St* Martinville,
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1 (USL)| 1 ml, W Sto Martinville® 1 (USL) § 2 m:l0 W Sf,P Martinvill©*
1 (USL)? ? siio S St0 MartJjwillQ* 5 (USL)? 8 mi© SW St® Martinvill©*
1 (USL)* Sto Marv Pago % Hoar Cot© Blanch© Ferry* 2 (USL)§ 3<>& rai*
E Iberia Pare Lin© on Highmy 909 2 (USL)? 3 siio E Morgan City* 2
(USL)§ 5 raio E Morgan City* 1 (USL)* f e g t e t e  &£•* 1 «*• u
HaEaaond* 1 (LSUMZ)? 1 raio S Hammond* 1 (LSUMZ)„ Tepsas P&£*?
4 rai. S* 2 rai* E Newell ton 9 1 (LSUMZ). Terrebonne Schrieber,
1 (USL)o Verralliaon Par0 % Kaplan* 4 (USL)o Vernon ferrt 0*5 ®i«
E NewllanOg 4 (USL)* Washington Parc 8 2 mio N Angie* 2 (LSUMZ)*
Webster P§Z°8 1 raio Sli Dixie Xrm? 1 (LSUMZ) ? La* Ordinance Plant9
1 (LTU)* fes_t Baton Hogg® ftereg 12 rai* W of Huey Long Bridge* 2 
(LSUMZ)? 1 raio S Port Allen* 1 (LSUMZ)? 1*5 mio S Port Allen* 2
(LSUMZ) | 2*5 rale S Port Allen * 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 raio W Port Allen* 12
(LSUMZ)? 5 raio SW Port Allen* 1 (LSUMZ)? 5*2 mi© SW Port All@n9 
1 (LSUMZ)| 8 miQ NW Port Allen* 1 (LSUMZ)? 5 mio W Brasly, 1 
(tSUMZ)* Wa8t Carroll Rag® * 5 ®i* W Oak Grove* 1 (LTU)* West
Feliciana Par*8 3^3 mio NW Sto Franeisville* 1 (USL)0
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